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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MAY 30, 1959 Price 15c
No Students — No Commencement
j LEGEND OF LITTLE ROCK of a teacher 
at Horace Mann window, surrounded by rows of
High school in Little Rock. empty seats, this 
educator, like
Gazing thoughtfully out the ..tundreds of others, can onle
, is told In this poignant picture
guess what will he the late of
thousands of Little Rock stu-
dent whose closed schools
0
place them in one of educa•
lien's most 'wellies,' crisis, ,
Photo by Pull's I.
'FBI Quits Miss. Lynch Probe
No Federal Violations,'




KNOXVILLE — "The minister is
the man of the flour to give leader-
ship to the Negro in his fight for
freedom," Rev. Ralph D. Aberna-
thy, pastor of Montgomery's his-
toric First Baptist church, told an
audience of 1,500 at Tabernacle
Baptist church here.
' Speaking at a mass meeting
sponsored by the church work
committee of the local branch of
e NAACP, last week the Alain'.
.a integration leader said: ''We
are not working for black supre-
macy, for I happened to know that
it is worse than white. We are TO ATTEND YALE — Herman A.
working for a world of brother- Gilliam, Jr., honor student at
hood." 'Westminster preparatory school of
The clergy must lead in the free- Simsbury, Conn., has been 
accept-
dom struggle, he said, because!ed by Yale university for the 
Fall
they do not have to depend on term. Herman, the son of Mr. and
pressure groups for their pay, Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, vine president
PA's' DEBTS and director 
of agencies of the Uni-
To assume the leadership neces• versal Life 
Insurance company, is
sary, he warned, there can be no very active in 
the prep school. He
"pussy-footing with the folks down- I is a 
member of the Westminster
town." Pay your own debts. Don't, Discussion 
group, assignment ed-
its!. anybody pay your way to the itor for 
the school paPer and en-
Baptist Convention." gages in foodball, 
basketball and
ID • greeting from $50,000 
baseball. lie will be graduated
freedom-loving and freedom seek' from 
the school on June C. Mr.
ing people of Montgomery," he 
and Mrs. Gilliam are planning to
said; "We are now sitting beside atten
d their son's graduation.
2 nil .in front of whites on buses,.miumniiiirimrilllielliii111111111111111111111111111101
j
ilting about the high cost of
.ing and wondering whether the, Methodists May
epublicans will stay in the White
House. We also know that it is Abolish 'Race'
Impossible for you to be free in . . - 
Tennessee until we are free in 
Jurisdictions
Alabama. CHICAGO — The Methodist
' "If you will not join (the Central (Negro) jurisdiction will
NAACP) for yourself, will you join be abolished if the General Con-
foe titC" he appealed, explaining ference, law-making body of the
that the NAACP had been out- denomination, enacts legislation
leveed in Alabama. to abolish the jurisdictional sys-
NOT BEGGING tem. The Conference will meet
"If it weren't for the Lord and, In  Denver
 in mo.
the NAACP we don't know what
we would do," Rev. Abernathy de-
The proposed action grew
elated.
from the unanimous adoption of
He said that "a new Negro, who the 
annulment resolution on the
system by the Lexington Annual
Coneerence of the Central jerk-
diction in its 90th session that I
met recently in this city.
The system was part of the
unification plan that brought to-
gether the Methodist Episcopal,
MS leads the way, someday 
Methodist Episcopal South, and
say, thank God, we are freel 
the Protestant Methodist in 939.
via 
atjafiL" i...611111111111111111111Ilegilleill1111111111111111111111111111H11
Is' demanding and not begging, has
arisen on the scene, and 'we are
on our way to tlw Promised
Land.' If you don't go. for God's,
eatife, don't hinder me," the young
muter pleaded.
EUEV. Abernathy concluded, "If
WASHINGTON — (Ill) — The ed their investigation in gathering
of evidence early last week.
Gov. Coleman personally re-
quested FBI help in the case. He
has promised full scale investiga-




jointly by the NAACP, National a white woman. _....The conference is sponsored year-old Negro accused of raping Goes To ICC
Medical Association and the Na- Rogers said in a statement that 1 A complaint filed with the U. S.
tional Urban League under direr' the FBI report will he given to Attorney General by the BinghamP•
lion of Dr. W. Montague Cobb, Coleman so that he may deter- ton Civic League concerning segre.
chairman of the NAACP's national mine any violation of state laws. gallon irij local bus stations has
health committee and professor parker was dragged screaming been ref0rred to the Interstate
of anatomy at the Howard uni- from the Pearl River county jail COmmerde Commission for action.
versity College of Medicine. It by a mob of masked men on April The rtort was received here
seeks the elimination of racial dis- 25. He was scheduled to go on trial last wee by 0. Z. Evers, presi-
crimination and segregation at all the following day on charges of dent of the League, and one of
levels of training, employment and raping a pregnant white woman three of cers who signed the let'
services, while her four-year-old daughter ter of c mplaint.
However, Mr. Wilkins pointed looked on. The cdmplaint was answered by
the offi e of Asst. Atty. Gen. W.
ond place to the vital project of
eradicating lynching. Unless citi-
zens are safe in the enjoyment of
their basic and human right to a
trial in a court when charged with
the federal kidnapping statutes,
and no other federal prosecution
could be maintained."
In order to establish violation of
torney for Pearl River County. the Lindbergh Kidnaping Act, the
Miss., where the Poplarville lynch- department would have had to
ing ocaurred. The newspaper quot• prove that Parker's body had been
ed the attorney as having saithIcarried across state lines.
"We would have coovicted The only other law under which
(Mack Charles Parker) by noon the federal government could have
Lynching
lop 1T Target
Of NAACP FBI has "clearly established" thatthere was no violation of federal
law by the persons responsible for
WASHINGTON. 0 C. — 'Nis- the lynching of Mack Charles
sissippi in particular, and other Parker at Poplarville, Miss., Atty.
states in greater or lesser degree, Gen. William P. Rogers announced
have demonstrated that the states' Monda y,
rights doctrine is a 'down-with-the Rogers said the FBI had been
Negro' docrine," NAACP Execu- directed to turn over to Gov. J. P.
live Secretary Roy Wilkins charged Coleman a summary of all facts
here last week in an address at and evidence obtained by federal
the third lmhotep national confer agents in their investigation of the
ence on hospital integration. kidnapping and murder of the 23-
out, this urgent problem, as nec- FOUND IN RIVER
essary as it is, "must take sec- Parker's body, shot twice, was
found on the Mississippi side of
the Pearl river near Bnugalusa,
La. last May 4 by FBI agents and
Mississippi highway patrolmen.
The Justice Department was in
a clime, unless they are certain effect withdrawing from the case
to receive this and not he subject Monday. Rogers said the depart'
to the law of the lynch mob, ment had "clearly established that
then discussion of other types olthe persons responsible for the
inequalities approaches the 5c5-'death of Parker had not violated
demic."
The NAACP leader cited a state-
ment attributed by a newspaper
to William H. Stewart, county at-
corn
time
would have done right here in Pop" official capacity
law". This means someone in an ed
larville Then we would have sent 
such as local au-I fuse
his body to that judge and we 
thorities, acting in collusion with
would have said, 'We (lid all we 
the lynching mob.
could. This is your fault.' The 
FBI director J. 'Edgar Hoover
South would have made points 
thatilent some 40 agents to Poplarville
way." 
'April 25, shortly after Parker's
This prosecuting attorne
y mr. abduction. Hoover said that during m,
Wilkins asserted, "a 
man sworn the FBI's "intensive investiga lit-
to uphold the law . . in effect th)h- 
agents interviewed scores of Co
endorses lynching and caps that 
persons and examined numerous m
items of physical evidence.
' (See LYNCHING Page 2) FBI agents, it was learned, end'
and we planeed to let them take
it all the way to the Supreme
Court. If a federal judge.had order-
ed his release, that's what we
acted in this case would have been
a violation of Parker's civil rights










bite of the Civil Rights
and signed by John L.
chief of its litigation Sec-
tter to Atty. General WO-
. Rogers, dated April 27, ;1111111111111111101111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Graduation Edition
Just What Do You Mean, Mayor?
EDITORIAL
Mayor Edmund Orgill, on announcing that he will run again, made it clear that
he is on record being in favor of continued segregation. In his announcement state-
ment. he claimed that "Memphis has enjoyed the best, race relations of any southern
city."
We are curious to know what Mayor Orgill means when he FAYS that Memphis
enjoys "the best race relations of any Southern City." Does he have in mind the un.
told number of "For White Only" and "For Colored Only" signs which blanket the city
of Memphis? Does Mayor Orgill suggest. that the "best relations" are achieved by
generously awarding Negroes 24 hours out of a week a view to view the animals at
the Zoo? If the chief executive of our city honestly believes that the unlawful, uncon-
stitutional, unChristian policy of denying rights to the 175,000 Negroes in Memphis
builds "the best race relations", he should closet himself in his study and pore over
some law volumes, the Constitution of the United States and the Holy Bible.
We can, by no stretch of the imagination, agree with our Mayor in his evaluation
of the climate of race relations in Memphis.
The Negro voter must have been appalled to learn that Mayor Orgill will be op.
posed by Commissioner Henry Loeb. Describing himself as a "segregationist", Corn.
missioner Loeb professes to believe in the unconstitutional "separate but equal" for-
mula He promises to "fight any integration court order all the way."
To Mayor Orgill's credit, he did indicate that he would not actively defy a court
directed integration order. However, he has made it plain that it would have to be a
decision on a specific Memphis case.
Everybody predicts a "hot race. On this we agree. But from where we are sitting,.
it looks like the only decision the Negro voter will have to make is whether he pre.
fers sizzling in the frying pan or roasting in the fire.
DARK SHADOWS
Local Parents Rip High
Expenses Of Graduation
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
That was a pretty strategic dis-
pute aired on WDIA's Brown
America Speaks forum last week.
The subject was "Do High School
Graduations Cost Too Much?"
The panelists pretty well agreed
on several points. When someone
suggested that graduation cere-
monies per se were a waste of
time and money, the panelists
agreed that there should be some
form of ceremony to highlight the
completion of 'the high school
phase of a kid's education.
Evidently, it was their view that
just like a guy welcomes a "cof-
fee or coke "break" during the
course of a day's activities, a
youngster is entitled to some kind
of formality signifying that the ups
and downs of twelve years of
schooling have been completed.
Then too, a ceremony is justi-
fied because they will be mark-
ing the last time the vast ma-
jority of those involved will ever
be active participants in such an
event again.
A thin majority of the panelists
agreed that caps and gowns .
the formal attire for graduations
. . . was all right for use with
high school boys and girls. Some-
body on the panel was questioning
the idea of using hot, uncomfort-
and s ned also by Rev. T. R. Atlanta AbolishesFugh, ice president, and Eliehue
Stanba k, chairman of the board, Segregation In
the L - -ue said it had leceived a Libraries Quietlyreport hat Negro passengers were
not pi mitted to use "so-called ATLANTA — The Atlanta pub-
white ailing and dining rooms" of lic library system was opened to
the yhound and Continental all last week without regard to
Trail ys Bus companies. race, and after three days of M-
A mmittee from the League tegrated operations the decision
made an investigation, the letter was made public.
said, nd found huge signs desig- A spokesman for the library
natin entrances as ''While" and said that in addition to the large
"Col downtown library the 1.4 branch
Th league reported the signs libraries previously open only to
to tin Memphis office of the Fed- whites will now serve Negroes
eral urcau of Investigation. the and whites.
aint said, and after some There were three branch Ii-
had elapsed Mr. Evers ask• brarice in the city designated for
cots for a report. They re- Negroes, hut whites have been
to give him one, using them fa( sometime.
agents, according to Mr. Hix Green, chairman of the
advised him to write to library board. said: "We found
Abtf oNrneegyroes   h General'sye  
officetospend 
sfnodr no law prohibiting it. There has
Port been some demand by Negroes
for service, so we derided to go
y. and in some eases, their ahead and do it."
savings in defense of their A number of large Southern
stftutional rights in a free de-(-Melt have integrated their II.
racy which proclaims that all braries in recent years.
FIGHT, Page 2) dillnitillillentilint1111111111111111inaill0111101111111111110
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able, rented, flowing black gowns' think they need for the big night
for the "big moment,"
$100 FOR GADGETS
He estimated it costs something
like $100 just to pay for all
the so-called 'necessary" gadgets
and items associated with high
school graduations, He broke the
money down into what is spent
for invitations, class rings a n d
pens, rental of cap and gown, flow-
ers, diploma ribbon, rental or pur-
chase of formal clothes for the
Junior-Senior Prom, and the like.
And that doesn't include the new
suit or dress, new shoes, and other
new things that old classmates
when most of them will separate
from each other from now on.
The entire panel agreed that
graduation expenses could be re-
duced and that it's high time
school teachers, principals, the
graduates, and their parents.
guardians should inject a bit more
common sense into the graduating
procedure.
However, the panel was long
enough to bring nut a few other
suggestions which have been heard
from time to time on the subject
(See PARENTS Page 2) 441
Rabbits Rile Racists
FAMOt • li %BRITS — These
are the now famous rabbits
which stirred a national furor
because the State of Alabama
placed on library restricted
lists the children's book, "The
Rabbits' Wedding." Alabama
state fathers became enraged
when they learned that a white
rabbit and a black rabbit were
married in the story and or.
&red the book taken off 11,.
brary shelves and made avail-
able only on special request.
This picture is published With
the permission of Harper and
Brothers, publishers of the
book which was written by
Garth Williams.
2 TRI-STATE DEFENDER Walker School
Sat., May 30, 1959
Parents
.(Contlnued from Page 1)
of the cost of graduation expenses
For instance, someone wants ro:
know why class rings should cost
from $20 to $30 and up.
Back in the old days five dollar
doss rings were considered ade-
quate. After a 11, most of the
wiser or more worldly kids will
soon learn that class rings are
rarely pawnable. They're too indi-
vidualized and represent some-
thing too specialized.
GOWNS UNCOMFORTABLE
The caps and gowns worn at
most high school graduating exer-
cises are just about the most un-
comfortable apparel invented for
a special occasion that man has
worn since the introduction of the
steel armour of the old gladiat.
ors. And since most of the caps
and gowns are black that local
folk use, that only adds to the
discomfort.
They seem to draw heat .
especially with the graduates hav-I
ing to do the unaccustomed act of;
sitting still for two or more hours!i
under hot lights or the hot sun ...;
all sacked close together and no;
spare for relaxing. Wearing theI
ceps and gowns seems like the!
last pinching insult from the'
To Present 4
Spring Musical
Walker Avenue school will pre-
sent its first Spring musical on
Friday, May 29, in the Booker T.
Washington auditorium, The play
is entitled "The 12 Queens."
This marks the first program of
this type for Mrs. Helen Hooks'
school. She is the principal.
Admission for adults to the pro-
gram is 35 cents, for children,
25 cents.
Lynching
(Continued from Page 1)
endorsement with a proposal to
send the body of the mob victim
to a Federal court . .
With law enforcement officers
like County Attorney Stewart," he
continued, 'it is not hard to find LEMOYNE CHAMPS — The
the answer to what is wrong with junior class emerged cham•
Mississippi: the state does not be- pion of girl s' intramural
lieve in equal justice under law
for American citizens. It believes
n one kind of law for white
people and in either legal lynch-
people.
ing or mob lynching for colored Take
"They would rather lynch Ne- 
egregationists
gives quietly and legally in courts
sports at LeMoyne college.
Front row, left to right: Dar.
nell Thomas, Janie Haynes
and Mary ('rocket. Top, left
MVC One Of Nation's Top Co:leges
After Nine Years Of Operations
ITTA SENA, Miss. — Loomingigrams offering the best there is,
proudly in the heart of the migMy: in sound educational principles.
Delta of Mississippi on a sprawld As the most modern educational
ing 450 acre plot of rich soil is outlet of the Delta and the State
Mississippi Vocation college, the MVC is not concerned with publi-
youngest and yet one of the most citing its power and dominion, but
advanced institutions of higher rather to excell othtrs in the
learning in the nation.
Rounding out its ninth year of
operation, institution has grown
from a vast producing cotton field
to a. quarter million dollar plant
and 14 students at One time of its
opening, to a six million dollar
plant and 700 students to date.
Following the swift history of this lune specialists, there has been es•
institution, one can visualize an in- tablished a working core of instruc-
scription emblazoned above this tion of the highest calibre, em•
magnificient educational mecca, bracing two levels of instruction,
"The greater part of progress is a four-year study program and a
the desire to progress." lower college-terminal program.
PROGRESS HIS MOTTO The curriculum is built around
At the helm of this educational FIVE DIVISIONS
dominion is the dynamic and un-
!tiring Dr. James Herbert White,
to right: Doretha McIntosh, ! who clings to the adage that "pro-
Gloria Macklin. Jet ita Ed- gress is the law of life, cost is the
wards and Leatha B. Owens. j father and compensation the moth-
-Roland photo. er of progress." He diligently
works for complete and sound pro-
eatmg Little Rock
tional facilities available. The so-
cial programs are designed and
channeled into the highest degree
of wholesome activity causing each
student to develop clean habits of
living
Another major student facility
knowledge of what is excellent, is a bus transportation syste
m
Working from the point that "excel- covering a radius of 200 miles,I •
lence is never granted except as enabling students throughout t in 
e
the reward of labor," the faculty Delta to commute daily to classes.
and staff of MVC are hand picked,iThe school sponsors the four ma.
coming from all areas of these' jor sports, and basketball a n d
United States. football looms high, producing four
Using its own and other curricu- seasons of championships and "All-
American" players.
GROWING FAST
This truly is a living functioning
example of ,the statement
"progress is mans' distinctive
mark alone." With a history of less
than 10 years, a physical plant in
advance of thirty years' work, an
five major divisions of concentra-, academic program working to
tion and designed to offer more
than 50 major fields of interest in
the liberal arts and technical edu-
cation.
Students at MVC enjoy the most
ultra•modern dorms and recrea-
'Better Future'Planned
preserve and increase the intall
lectual heritage of the ages, andW
philosophy that "Excellence is the
ultimate source of a full and en-
joyable life. MVC has embedded
its roots quickly and nourishingly
into the soil of cultural instruction,
reasonable men and women to
take their places efficiently and
assuredly in every walk of life:
At Mary Holmes College sisTthe six million dollar plant con-
mob, but at the same time try to 
WEST POINT, Miss. — Mary and cheerful, well ventilated build- 
guadrangle, four ultra-m o d e r n
\ 
uty homee, a gigantic faculty
Holmes Junior college is just ing nearby. New furniture has 
dorms, a laboratory school, home
whitewash the lynching by point- 
finishing an exciting year of plan- been purchased to replace the old 
economics building and music stu.
. . . one wonders about the why'
for the class rings and pens. There 
By LLOYD HOLBECK iby the results of the election," I The businessmen's committee nine for a better future. A 
large- dingy furnishings, so that this is dio, college grill, cafeteria, 
two
Is the argument that they a r e. 
About 600 persons who worked that in the not-too-distant-future, scale rebuilding and remodeling now 
one of the most attractive shop buildings, classroom a 0 (I
bought for sentimental reasons. Supreme Court or the NAACP."' 
_LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI) the campaign crowded the ball- our city will be a city of peace program will begin during the
ing to New York or Chicago or the
Snme Mississippi officials, Mr. 
Voters threwthree (segrega- room at the Hotel Marion, singing among men of good will."
graduates harbor such sentiments. 
and shouting. I Later, Lamb told United Press 
summer. New faculty housing is
But one wonders how many of the
that tile whole state is being 1 SEVERAL WEPT International "this is a tremen- 
to be Men, a third scientific
Wilkins pointed out, "are crying •
tionist members backed by Gov.
tion that they buy the class rings 
school board Monday night. This 
laboratory is to be added to the
Or, isn't more a matter of tradi•j 
Orval Faubus off the Little Rock
iorneys whose idea of law and 
open and integrate the city's four   
from a strongly pro-segregation the teachers and for the people of 
classroom building, and the Stu-
as Mississippi has county 
at. apparently paved the way to re- 
Tension rose when the last box,' dous victory for the schools, forsmeared as a lynch state. As
' order is to send the body of a . 
1 district, was being counted. But Little Rock." 
I dent Center relocated, among
and pens . „ . when they can long
lynching victim to 
closed high schools this fall. it failed to alter a single one of forced the recall election 
after• Several new highly-trained far- also been an expanded program
the many changes and additions.
I
manage it.
fli:Jot of kids go to mighty great, I N • g a federal judge, It was 
bitter defeat for Faubus,! six separate 
v members will be coming to of cultural offerings to the corn-
! the state will be regarded, and 
the elections. I the three segregationist board 
oily
legg5hs, or stretch their parent& :
these cheap gadgets that wear out 
rightly so, as a lynch state " days had made television appeals
who twice within the past few! i
1 As the final results were an.! members fired 44 teachers thee 'o'n e 
staff
 a e .•• program of planning for the fu-,college family had the pleasure of
i the  i the fall The ' munity. In lyceum programs theI
!natty thin to gain ownership of •
_ 
Her many adults who managed
slat wear, or disappear se soon ' • _
to-4Inish high school can lay their Fight
haleils on their class ring right'
of a president's home; 12 far.
meanest teacher in the school. that are rigged to produce in- • 
•
jueriKce, but if a mob takes overWith all due respect for the jew-;
eter who sell such large num-liow and then, the rest of the whites
bers of class rings hither and yonicitizens 'deplore' the action of the
ndr4
WM' NOT OLD TREND?
. Somebody wants to know why ,
the high school graduating exer-
cise can't follow the same trend
as the old time Eighth Grade grad-
uations seem to be taking now in
most places. People are finding
It much cheaper to hand the kids
certificates 041 the last day at
school when they finish the Eighth
Grade and let it go at that.
. This is found to be not only 1
cheaper on the pocket-book, but
it also does something for the kids.
It keeps him from thinking or get-1
ting the idea, es-en faintly, that he!
has done so much when he corn-I
pletes the Eighth Grade. There
was a time when an Eighth Grade
education was all right as form-
al academic equipment for the
average person.
Nowadays, even the kids know!
better than that. Cutting out those'
Eighth Grade graduations helped'
them to that realization ... along 1
with other observations they could
not help but make. Well, that's
just about true now for an ordi-
nary high school education. It's
not too much to write home and
tell _the folks about,
it-tertainly isn't an event justi-I
tying the mortgaging of the fami-
ly homestead.
i Big high school graduations . . .1
where a whole lot of money Is!
spent . . . can miqlead the kids!
Into thinking they've got it made
. . . that they have arrived. May-
be, more stress should be placed
on the word "commencement"
to put it across to them that they'
have only "commenced" to get:
the education, training, and ex. A. PHILIP RANDoLPH. president
perience needed to compete more of the International 
Brotherhood
or less successfully today? Now, of sleeping Car Porters (shown)
whatchubet! .and three other distinguished
:leaders will be honored at corn-
mencement Excercises of Morgan
Selassie To Visit UAR ,State college, . Baltimore. Md.,
June 1. Randolph, who will also
ADDS' ABABA. Ethiopia — deliver the commencement ad -
(UPI) — Emperor Haile Selassie dress, will he presented the him-
Sunday accepted an invitation orary degree of Doctor of Laws,
from United Arab Republic Pres. along with Dr. Harry Bard, Balti•
ident Game! Ahdel Nasser to make more public school official; Brig,
S state visit to the LJAR. The em- Gen. (retired( Benjamin 0. Davis,
peror's visit will take place June Sr.. and William L. Fitzgerald,
24 to 29. Baltimore attorney.
(Continued from Page 1)
men ere created equal?" the let-
er of inquiry asked.
"After the 1954 ruling of the U.
S. Supreme Court, coupled with
the Interstate Commerce
Commission's ruling," the
League officers wrote. "bus com-
panies and railroad companies
cleaily violate the above ruling
when they practice euch discrimt
nation openly and in plain view of
everybody by permitting the Jim
Crow signs to be posted."
Tire League also reported that
dining rooms In railroad stations
in Memphis continue to refuse
service to Negroes "which is very.
embarrassing, inconvenient, un-.
necessary and humiliating."
The League asked the Attorney







-OW All bar Snturday
BUILDERS
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
ins Ckelses is 5•4771
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
member of the sales force of
the Reinder's Ornamental Iron
Works for the past year is
Charles Iles, sr., of 14Ifi Stair
at. When winter approached
Mr Iles was on hand to take
orders for storm doors, but
now that Spring is almost here
he is prepared M offer such
home improvements as awn
hies, screen doors and patios
All year round he sells ear
ports and steel stairways Con
tact him at firm's office local
eitt at R7a Chelsea St.
warning that mob violence might,
return if the segregationists lost.1
The governor said in his state;
wide television appeals that even
if the segregationists were oust-
ed, he would stand firm in his!
fight against enforced integration
of little Rock schools.
The board members recalled
were Ed I. McKinley Jr., board
president; Ben D. Rowland Sr.,!
secretary, and Municipal Judge
Robert W. I,aster. Less than two1
weeks ago they had purged 44
teachers.
The three remaining members,
given in effect a vote of confirl-I
ence, are Everett Tucker Jr..!
vice president: Ted L. Lamb and.
Russell H. Matson Jr. They had
been denounced by the governor
and attacked by segregationists,
STOP PURGE
A group of Little Rock busi-
nessmen spearheaded the fight to
oust the three segregationist
members. The committee calls
itself "S top This Outrageous
Purge."
Dr. Drew F. Agar, Stop presi-
dent, said "I can see no reason
why the schools cannot be opened
in the fall if the courts should
rule acts 4 and 5 unconstitution-
al."
He referred to two acts passed
in a special session of the Ar-
kansas legislature. One empower-
ed Faubus to close schonls
threatened with integration and
the other provides for the trans-
fer of funds from such a closed
school to another school attended
by a student displaced by inte-
gration.
The two acts are currently be-
ing considered by a three-judge
federal court.
Matson, one of the moderate
board members. said, "the out-
look toward opening our schools
next fall is definitely brightened
All He Could Drink
Was Too Much Pay
For Florida Man
HAWTHORNE., Fla. — (UPI)
Police said "all he could drink"
was just too much for Lee Doug-
las, 41.
Douglas. a Negro, was cra-i-;`Tssu
ed eith accepting Is and "all he
could drink from a gallon of
whiskey" for spreading a cam-
paign rumor about the mayor.
He was found sitting quietly at
the foot of an oak tree, recuper-
ating.
--
Ex-Slave Dies In Ga.
nounced, several persons wept.
Lamb, Matson and Tucker each
offered his individual word of
thanks and prayed for help in re-
turning peace to embattled Little
Rock.
W. S. (Will) Mitchel, campaign
manager for Stop, said, "I hope
that this day makes it evident
said had 'integrationist sympa-
thies " A suit was filed last week
, by 39 of the teachers, asking
damages of 53.900,000.
Segregationists hastily organ-
ized a group called the "commit-
tee to retain our segregated
schools" and tried to recall the
three moderates.
libraries in this part of Missis- trades buildings, gymnasium, a
sippi. New books are' being add- completely new and air-condition-
ed continually to keep the book ed administration-auditorium and
collection up to date, particular.' a science-library.classroom build.
ly In the field of science. ing.
CULTURAL PROGRAM ! Under construction at present
 is
During the past year there has a $212,000 air•conditioned student
union building and an infirmarie
RESOURCEFULNESS
Shoud one be called upon In
sum up the physical progress !yid
ture includes both vertical and hearing Martha Flowers, so-
cultural excellence of this young
horizontal expansion • raising prano; Bill Fegan, dramatic read-
institution of higher learning, Tie
standards of students and faculty. Cr: and Bruce Hayden, violinist, 
would simply point out that the
Two aspects of this improved Besides the lyceum programs, 
wise and resourceful administra•
program have already begun, the college choir gave a concert 
tion is mindful that, "new times
The library, which was formerly on the evening of April 30, and 
demand new measures of instrue.
crowded into a corner of the the Dramatics club presented a 
tion as well as men of new minds:
main building, has been moved play, "The Downstairs Window," 
the world advances, and in time
,1
Ito its own quarters in a bright on May 1, during High School day, 
outgrows the laws which in our
Graduation eetivities are being fathers days were best, and doubt-
held the week of May 24, begin-
ning with the baccalureate sere.
Ice at 11 m. on Sunday. The
Rev Dr. John Marion of Nash- This institution, in its proper mo..
ville, Tenn., will be the speaker. ckieonci
to its native seat, the idea
struggles desperately to as.
Commencement exercises will 
n
of descent and fall is adverse, for
grounded in the timely philosophy
of MVC is the basic principle that
greatness or brightness infera not.
excellence, but cost is the father
PLAN MASON MEET — Mem-
bers of the Grant Cabinet of
the Most Worshipful Prince
Hall Grand Lodge F&AM of
Tennessee and ! State uni-
versity to plan for the Grand
Comrouniration of Masons
Affiliate Bodies and
5f asons Affiliate Bodies and
the Eastern Stars Aug. 2-5.
From left are Rev. Charles
F. Williams, Most Worshipful
- Powell Joins Picket
Line At N.Y. Hospital
HELENA, Go --(1:PI )--A 10R-
year•old Negro, who was born a
slave, died here Sunday at the
home of a son. George Peterson
Al LEN U. HONOREES -
len university. Columbia, S.
C.. has announced that host -
era degrees will be Risen to
lou ouittanding persons dm,
ing !be institution's 89th cow
Grand Master of Tenn., and
secretary, both of Memphis,
Dr. Davis, and Dr. Thomas F,.
Poag, Nashville, chairman of
the city's grand lodge corn'
mittee and education direct-
or.
NEW YORK — (UPI. — Rep.
mAda Clayton Powell (ILN.Y.)
' •ned personally in mass picket-
ing demonstrations befor• three of
s i x hospitals where unskilled
,workers have been on itrike for
more than two weeks.
Powell led more than :00 mem-
bers of his Abyssinian Baptist
'church in the largest demonstra•
Ition outside of Mount S.nai hos-
pital in Manhattan,
was born Sept. 28, 1850 in War-
saw, N. C.
menrement exercises at tem
a. m., Wednesday, May se,
According to Dr. Frank R.
Veal, Allen's president. see
at extreme right, Branch Ilc•
ey, hatchall excretive
Pittsburgh, will receive a 13e.
! They joined about an members
of striking Local 1199 of the Retail
Drug Employes Union in march-
ing in front of the hosptal. Smaller
demonstratons were held at two
other hosptals. •
I The union ordered the strike af-
ter the voluntary, non-profit hos-
pitals refused bargaining recogni-
tion for employes in non-medical
jobs. Most of the strikers are Ne-
groes or Puerto Ricans, earning
Ifrom $32 to $40 a week.
!RELIGIOUS PEOPLE
! "This is a demonstration by re-
ligious people in sympathy with
tor of Humanities degree. To
the right of Mr. Rickey is
Rabbi Riotilph M. Rosenthal,
Temple on the Heights, Cleve-
land, who will also he "-emoted
by a degree of Doctor of Hu-
manities. kr ss II. Kendra,
!labor," said Powell. "There is no
'reason that these people can not
be given higher wages. It must be
:done. This is a black mark on the
city of New York.' 
The hospitals have insisted that
federal and state laws exempt
!hem from dealing with unions.
An offer by the hospitals of higher
pay—without union recognition—
was rejected by the strikers.
The parishioners from Powell's'
Harlem church arrived at the boa-.
!pital in three buses. They march-j
ed back and forth before the hos-
pital for about 30 minutes before
departing, They returned later in
the day for another half-hour dem-
onstration.
Court orders has•e been handed
down to bar strike activity. Leon
HI. Davis, president of Local 1199,
faces possible contempt action in
Brooklyn Supreme Court,
D. C., public relations counsel-
or, is receiving the Doctor of
I,aws degree, with Willis John'
son, second from right, Co-
lumbia businessman and civic
leader, being gisen the 1)0g.
tor of Humanities degree.
be held at 2 p. m. Friday, May
29 with Dr. Earnest Smith, presi-
dent of Rust college delivering
the address. Misses Juanita Cur-
ry and JoAnn Vieks will be vals.
dictorian and salutatorian, re- and compenstation the mother of
spectively. progress.
less, after us too, some purer
scheme must and will be shaped






—where a student can know everyone owl everyone
can know him.
A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE:
—where education includes, but goes beyond, special.
ized training.
A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE:
—where Godliness and pursuit of truth go hand in
hand — but where mere piety is no substitute for
hard work and high standards.
AN ACCREDITED COLLEGE:
—where a program fully accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools is
offered and where graduates are awarded A.B. and
B.S degrees and certified for teaching Elementary
Secondary, and Commercial EducatiOn in the Public
Schools.
Far Further Information Write:
PRESIDENT SAMUEL BURNEY MAY


































































































































cicine its job, I'm all smiles and I ed feeling of insecurity or emo-
I've got a buddy, who has a, Actually it's all very simple. She,somewhat more bizarre routine de. a o go to work earlier than hersign to wake him up. He is a na. husband so when she responds totura' terror until he has drunk the infernal alarm clock, she lookswhat he calls a "Good Morning over at her slumbering mate,Cocktail." This teaser consists of gets a fiendish look in her eyes.tomato juice, tobasco sauce, lemon Then she wakes IIIM up.juice, salt, pepper and a liberal
amount of beer. I just can't stand to see him
. sleeping after I'm up," she toldIn the interest of domestic tran• • me. "Once he's awake, I feel justf°- "
nullity, his wife keeps a supply finethis concoction in the refrigerator, 1
But once the frigid water has something to do with a deep seat-
even look kindly on the sink full of tional imbalance or some suchdishes I talked myself out of doing term emptying your're a littlethe night before.
nuts.
Living Is Killing Me
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
Are you one of those fo'....nate WAKE UP BOMB
persons who jumps out of bed ev. I borrowed a tiny supply of thissty a. m. with a great big smile w•ake.0 bomb t for the whole world? Chances are
you are not. Therefore, you are
eligible to join the GTHSTWUITM
fraternity.
You've got plenty of fraternity
brothers and sorority sisters so
don't run to the nearest lake and
drown yourself. I don't have the
exact figures, but I'll bet 76.98 per
cent of all of us are members
of the Got To Have Something To
Wake Up In The Morning broth-
er-and.sisterhood.
Take me for instance. I can't
get along with a single, solitary
soul in the morning until I have
dashed two wash basins full of cold•
'Water on my sleep encrusted face.i1
WATER
Until I go through this water'
splashing routine, nobody in my,
house — not even Rover — dares
to speak to me. As a matter of
iact, I make sure I don't even
look in the mirror, fearful of what
I would do to myself.
o try out once. It
worked in reverse on me. When I
took a stub, it put me right backt
to sleep — dead in the middle of
the kitchen floor.
There are other wake up sys-
tems, thousands of them. Many
people can't get started until they
lubricate with coffee. Others take
exercises which keep the figure in
good shape while chasing the sand-
man away.
I heard of a guy who just gets!
out of bed and shakes himself
awake. You know, like a wet dog
when he comes in out of the rain.:
CHAMPION SYSTEM
But I think the champion of all
waker.uppers is the system which
a gal I know employs with great,
success even if at considerable
risk. She explains it in detail any-
time she is asked.
According to her, the system has
'a psychological base and has' K
PLAN GRAND REUNION—
Mrs. Withelmien Lorkard
(left,) general chairman; Mrs.
Letitia Poston (center,) dance
chairman, and Mrs. Mary C.
Pruitt (right,) prooram chair,
man, draw up final plans
for the Grand Reunion of Le.
Moyne College Alumni Sat- —
Moyne College Alumni Sat.
Imlay, May 30. Hundreds of
Le Moyne graduates and for-
mer students are expected
from the Memphis area and
as far away As St. Louis,
Chicago. Detroit and Bash-
Ington. D. C. The reunion will
open with a general as.
sembly, followed by a lunch-
eon and the organization of
a general alumni association.
A grand reunion ball in
Bruce Hall will close out the
day of activity. Dr. E. J. Ort•
man, a former president of
the college, will be the lunch•
eon speaker. — Lyles Photo.
noxville College
eared For Progress
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Knox-
ville college students and faculty
have just completed a week cele-
brating the institution's 84th anni
versary which included the com-
memoration of the founders, a re-
dedication to those principals
which they, the founders, held high
and the dedication of two new dor-
mitories.
gooici:.. pastor of the First United
Presbyterian church of Bargeton
Ohio. Dr. Montgomery's subject
was, "The Church and The Chris-
tian College."
The Founders Convocation was
held Tuesday evening at 5 p. m.
The address, "A Source of Light,"
was delivered by Mr. Andrew
Johnson Taylor. Knoxville college
itien'S dormitory was named as a
memorial to the late Dr. Ralph
W. MeGranahan, past president,
(1899-1918 and 1935-36) of the col-
lege. Dr. NleGranahan's daughter,
Mrs. Isabel McGranahan Donald-
son, and her husband and sons
from Beaver, Pa., and Deland, Fla.
were present for the dedication as
!Child's Future TR1-STATE DEFENDER 3
;Care Is Topic
/Of June 3 Meet 01
Sat., May 30, 1959
I periences in his early years nelps
How knowledge of a child's ex- ossom Says Negroes
child-care agencies plan for his
future, will be discussed Wed.i
nesday, June 3, at the second of,
three meetings celebrating the 11111
nois Children's Home and Aid So-
ciety's 75th anniversary year.
I Dr. Ner Littner, staff psychic.
;trial, will be the first speaker at
.the meeting. His subject will be
1"The Child's Need to Repeat His!
I Past — Some Implications For
Placement." Second speaker is
Miss Draza Kline, director of the
Society's foster care division. She
will speak on, "Some Relationship'
Factors in Selecting and Maintain-i
ing the Foster Home."
The meeting. from 9:30 a.m.,
to 12:30 p.m., will he held at the,
Society's headquarters, 1122 N.
Dearborn at It is open to the pub-
I lie without charge.
I On the occasion of Its 75th an-
niversary year, the Illinois Chil-
1 dren's Home and Aid Society has
planned a series of meetings at
which' present practices and fu-
ture developments in child welfare:
are to he discussed. The next'
The contention of many South-
erners that Negrof:: do not want
their children to attend school with
white children was branded as
("ridiculous") today by Virgil T..
Blossom, school superintendent at ,
Little Rock, 1953-58. 1
"Most Negro parents want their
children accepted and want them
to have better educational oppor.
tunities than they normally get
under a segregated system,"
Blossom writes in the current (May
30) issue of The Saturday Evening
Post. 1
Part Two of his report, ("The
Untold Story of little Rock," says
that in many talks with Negro
found them keenly aware of the
dangers of immediate, complete in-
tegration.
"There were some who demand
ed speed," he says, "but most of
OBEDIENT BOARD
He finds it significant that not
a single member of the hoard ex-
pressed any idea of refusing to
obey the law.
The Post article tells of mount-
ing pressures and a growing at-
mosphere of histeria after the
reelection of Governor Faubus in
1958.
"All that was needed was a sing-
le gesture of firm and courageous
leadership in behalf of law and
order -- and the danger would be-
gone." Blossom comments. "Whet*
that leadership would have to orig-
inate was now obvious. The inte-
gration of Central High school was
no longer a local problem. The
segregationist leeaders had sue-
'ceded 1n their strategy of building
it into a state problem, with reper-
missions throughout the nation.
them favored moderation for sound BLAMES GOVERNOR
reasons — (tar ef oconomic ' "Governor Fatibus had tried
meeting will be Friday, Oct. 2. It Ration, fear that the legislature' desperately lo confine integration
will feature talks on "Services to would abolish public education. Or to a local issue and had promised
Parents of Placed children" and in most instances, a sane desire to 
1
to support whatever policy was
"The Role of the Supervisor in a avoid a violent upheaval. , adopted in each school district.
Child placement Agency." "They wanted to cooperate with "Rut he had wavered and fat-
the school board." 'tered under segregationist pressure
COOK FISH SLOW Blossom reports that at a school and had been maneuverd into a
"over-cooking fish, gu. efota ts, board meeting, after the Supreme 'political corner
done whenveco thre protein 
ia
Court decision, the six members
lated and the small amount of agreed that the board's official 'v!' 
---
connective tissue has been broken position was opposed to the princi-
down. Use a low heat and cook ple of the Court ruling, but that
slowly to prevent a dry, chewy, "it was now the law of the land
texture. , and the law should be respected."
1
so hubby can make a bee line for'HISTORIC STRUCTURE Iit the moment he shuts off the
alarm clock. 
, erother notables The five-sto-
 mer Daves used one of Cali- Presbyterian church of Knoxville a leader who contributed much to
HOLLYWOOD — Director Del. Reese, pastor of the First United C. As a student Mr. Taylor was
name of Knoxville college Pres-
ry women's dormitory will bear the 9 v6\ WES .








lienlurIty Slim& Bourbon Shirks • 6 Yr1 Old
90 Prool • cAnoent Age D.st Co , lankfcS, Ky.
I fornia's historic buildings. Colton
111,111, in Monterey, Calif., for film- vine college graduate, opened thelthe college. Having retired recent-
(Mac Milian Chapel) and Knox- the religious and cultural life of
'mg exteriors of the Briarwood celebration with his sermon, "The •lly Mr Taylor served 30 years asSchool for Girls in Warner Bros: era" on Sunday. May 10.
"A Summer Place," strring Rich-
ard Egan, Dorothy McGuire, San- At 
CHAPELS
chapel service Mondas
7 Donahue and Constance Ford. 
ing Dr. Colston, Knoxville Col-
Colton Hall was the meeting
,
lege president, spoke on tile mis-
sion of the church•related college,place of the State's Constitutional
Convention of 1849. , Monday evening faculty and stu-
  dents presented a pageant, "Knox-
LAMAR PIANO SALES Nine College: Past and Present."
Spinret .......... . . $295.00 This pageant depicted the integri
Small Piano 
-
ty sacrifices and work that the
$145'" founders exhibited in making Knox
Big Piano • •  $95.00 ville College what it is today.
Piano Tuning and Repairs I The special chapel address on
1726 I,.MAR RR 22062 Tuesday was by Dr Frank Mont-
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!an assistant national director of
interracial service of the Boy
Two HONORED
Ilonorary degrees LL D and LII.D
'respectively, were conferred upon
!M. Frank H. Davis, a member of
the Horad of Trustees, and Mr.
Taylor. Both men were cited for
their long support of the college
and for their sacrificial contribu-
tions to humanity.
, Immediately following was the
dedication of the dormitoi ies for
the mrn and women students The
On Race Designations
Negro or colored? Which tertn be called an American,
is most acceptable? "Ethnologically inaceur-
An EBONY magazine survey of ate though it may be," concludes
ten leading Negroes shows them
EBONY, "the word Negro has of'not so much concerned with ra•
cial designations as with the bat-I ficial status, is legally binding.
tie to be treated as Americans. 1Little can be done about that. The
ident, James A. Colston. Present
to share Dr. Colston's honor were
his wife, daughter, Jean and a sis-
ter, Mrs. Callie Logan of Orlando,
Fla,
FINAL OPEN HOUSE
Open house was held at the dor-
mitories and visitors were able
to study the architecture of the
buildings and to see the practical
and modern furniture that was
given to both dormitories by the
o tn e n of t h e Presbyterian
Church, USA.
The final program was held
Wednesday morning at regular
chapel hour with two distinguish-
ed women of the United Presby-
terian Church, USA. presiding.
Dr. Elsie Penfield, secretary of
the Departmentof Women's
Work, Board of National Missions
of the Unnited Presbyterian
Church of USA44 stated that the
Church related college must con-
tinue to exist in order to meet
the ever changing ''pockets" of
needs of humanity that is never
reached by any other source.
Mrs. Emily Gibbs secretary of
the Board of Education of the




The Wonder High school of West
I Memrfits presented its annual com-
mencement program on May 20,
in the school auditorium.
Music was by the school under
the direction of Mrs. T. Dories'
I The speaker of this wonderful oc
I casion was the Rev. A. Arnold
of Memphis, Tenn.
The Awarding of Diplomas was
given by H. E. Weaver, presi-
de?t of the Hulbert West Mem-
phis schools and remarks were
made by 0. 04.
I The sponsors of the senior claasi is'
tare Mrs. Arlee Bruce and T R
Delaney. I,. R. Jackson, principal.
1 The teachers, students and PTA
T. A. members of Wonder high
Igave a big variety program on
May 21 in the school auditorium
in honor of their principal, L. R
' Jackson.
The June issue of the magazine' real problem is the man called Ne- byterian church, USA, concluded , The band majorettes and choir
points out editorially that the dig' using the words of the angel I performed to the hest of their
tionary definition of Negro is 
gro. If he would spend as much by
at Christ's tomb on Easter Sun.' ability. It was one of the greatest




dignifying his race as he does
if he day as the essential message of shows that has ever been staged'
disown 
.ecrving 
the Christian college, "Come and in the school.would quit worrying about the la• 1the term and it is spurned toy dark-
skinned subjects of all nationality 
bel and concentrate upon improv• see, go tell." , SOCIAL
ing the product, the name would Miss Dorothy B. Porter. of S.'
take care of itself."
groups but ours. Hubert Cannon of Chicago, Uni• 9th al., had for her Sunday after.
Two of the leading nonwhite or- et-ratty of Illinois freshman third noon dinner guest her sister. Mrs..
ganizations are the National Aso-i has candidate, is brother of Ed i Willie B. Ford of Memphis,,
ciation for the Advancement of Col-1 Board Will Not Cannon, Wisconsin varsity catcher. Tenn. A lovely menu was served,1
ored People and the National As-,
sociation of Colored Women. Air Site Plans
EBONY says baseball star Wil-
lie Mays, entertainer Sam. Davis, The Community Conservation
lir., and internationally-k nown
board will not present site recom-
I woman leader, Attorney Edith mendations today during the City
Sampson prefer to be called Ne-
Committee 
Planning and Housing
te meeting.groes. Daisy Bates, Little Rock's REGISTRATION FIRST SESSION IUNE 6, 1959
desegregation leader, is annoyed By unanimous votes, all public
by neither term and feel that in bodies and officers — the Board,
asmuch as Negroes are all colors, mayor, city council and local Con
they are colored. 
-
i servation council — have now ap-
USE BOTH proved including in the urban re-
Rev. Martin Luther King and newal plan low density housing for
Congressman William Dawson have 60 families ad GO elderly couples.
no preference. Roy Wilkins and For two weeks the Board will
Lester Granger, executive secre- invite community suggestions on
Itaries of the NAACP and the Ur- the location of these housing fad-
ban League, respectively, use Nei lities prior to presenting a recom•
gro and colored interchangeably.. mendation. Perions wishing to ex-
1 EBONY says the most vocal of , press their views should contact
I the leaders surveyed was attorney' Hon. J. P. Ifolland, Community
Sadie T. M. Alexander, who likesiConservation Board, 320 N. Clark
neither term, preferring instead tol at., Chicago 10,
REGISTRATION SECOND SESSION JULY 10 - 11
Miss Mettle Parker, who resides
at 208 N. 14th St., a brilliant fresh-
man at Wonder High and Winner
of the Crittenden County Fair tal-
ent review told reporters that she
plans to spend a vacation in Chi-
cago and St. Louis visiting rel-
atives and friends.
Some of the students who plan
to take vacation trips over the
summer period are James Scott
who plans to go to Los Angeles,
A. B. McClendon to Cleveland,
Ohio and John Jones of St. Lou-
CONTEST WINNER — Roosevelt
Brooks, Ci.year-old ninth grade
student at Keel Ave. School for
Crippled Children, is first prize
winner in this year's "Good Cour.
tesy and Better Conduct" essay
contest sponsored annually by the
Memphis Youth Service, of which
Prof. E. I,. Washburn is chair.
man. A polio victim, Roosevelt
lives with his cousin, Mrs. Ada
Alexander of 1049 Latham at.
HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE, Inc.
"WHERE DREAMS cow TRUE"
Accredited by th• Accrediting COnitYliffiOn for Business Colleges
SUMMER QUARTER BEGINS MAY 29, 1959
Higher Accounting - Isracutiv• S4c ..... ial
Stenographic and Typewriting - Day and Night Classes
Electric Typewriters and Key Punch Machine
•
Study Relaxed — 'Music by Mutat,"
•
W. D. CALLIAN, JR., Dean
530 Linden Avenue Phone: JA 6-4756
MORRIS LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE OF SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA
TWO SESSIONS
FIRST SESSION BEGINS JUNE 8 - JULY 11
SECOND SESSION BEGINS JULY 13 - AUG. 15
Courses are offered toward degrees for regular and part-time students.
Courses are being offered toward state re-certification for in-service teachers.
DEGREES ARE OFFERED IN FOLLOWING FIELDS
• Bachelor of Arts in English
• Bachelor of Arts in Social Science
• Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education
• Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
• Bachelor of Science in Natural Science
• Bachelor of Arts in History
• Bachelor of Science in Biology
• Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
• Bachelor of Divinity
• Bachelor of Theology
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
PRESIDENT 0. R. REUBEN --- MORRIS COLLEGE, SUMTER, S. CAROLINA
COMPLIMENTS
Bottled Under Authority of the
6_,caaleil4 Cetioilrg
A TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 30, 1959
SALEM—GILFIELD BAPTIST
Sunday, May 31, is Young Peo-
ple's Day at the SalemGilfield
Baptist church. Guest spaker for
the morning worship will be Rev.
E. H. Stephens, student at S. A.
Owen Junior college
A special feature of the Baptist
Training Union will be a review of
Rev. Martin Luther King's book,'
'Stride Toward Freedom." Miss
Nancy Wilborn will give the corn-'
ments.
' The choir will present a musical
at 7:30 p.m. under the direction of
Mrs. Joan R. Williams.
' Miss Faye McDade is the chair-!
man. The co - chairman is Miss:
Lula B. Siggers. Rev. A. L. Mc-
Cargo is the minister
' The public is invited
MISS. BLVD. SDA
' A week-long revival service by
Elder Calvin E. Moseley, Jr.,
field secretahy of General Con-
ference of Sventh Day Adventists,
Washington, D. C., came to a
elos last Saturday morning with
a capacity crowd there to hear
him.
Elder Moseley is the former head
Of the department of religion at
Oakwood college, Huntsville, Ala.'
Since his promotion to the world
headquarters of the church, he has
made several trips overseas.
' As a special treat, the past Sat.-'
urday, he showed the audience
color slides of African wild life and,
of vast camp meetings of African[
Adventists which he made during!
a tour of Central and East Africa.I
' Elder Charles R. Graham was
host minister. '
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
' Miss Lucy E. Campbll gave a
fiery Woman's Day address at the
Mt. Moriah Baptist church last
Sunday. She spoke at 3 p.m. and
was introduced by Mrs. Maedelle
Smith.
Other participants on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Helen Bowen,
Mrs. Ruby Owens, Mrs. Odessa
Newton, Miss Joanne Smith, Miss'
Mary Ann Julian, Mrs. Vivian
Washington and Mrs. Eula Griffin,
mistress of ceremonies.
' Activities for the occasion were
:steered by Mrs. R. W. Norswor-I
thy, general chairman, and Mrs.
Louise Nelson, co-chairman. As-
sisting as heads of various other
committees were Mrs. Rubye Ow-
ens, Mrs. Lauretta Jones, Mrs.
Katie Hunter, Mrs. Adele Duty and
Mrs. Lola Ryan.
Rev, R. W. Norsworth is the
pastor.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
' The J. B. Boyd club celebrated
Rev. D. W. Browning, pastor of
Mt. Pisgah CME church, delivered
the principal address.
Mrs. Ann Bess is president of supe
the group. are




Rev H. H. Harper, pastor of
the St. Matthews Baptist church 1
Laymen's Fellowship evening re- Memphis is scheduled to give the
ceived sweeping response from the, 
 1
graduation sermon Sunday May 31,
overflowing audience Sunday_, fr.4 p.m. at the Shelby County Train•I
E. Bates of Mt- Gilliam Bai7 'St lag school. Shirley Joe Smith willi
theme "Fellowship". Bennie ow-, handle the introduction of the min-I
ard of Antioch Baptist church was later.
master of ceremonies. : May 31 through June 3 in the /
Others who took part on the pro- school auditorium, the theme "Thel
gram were C. H. Randle, P. Mc- Woodstock Spirit in Our Lives"'
Clore, Mrs. Roberta Brown, Na- be carried out during the 45th'
thaniel Booker, Mrs. Essie Collins, graduation exercises.
Israel Reed, Jr., and H. J. Park- On Wednesday, the last day of
er. . the program, William Chase of the!
Rev. T. R. Buckner is the past-, County Board of Education, wit
or. I take the spotlight along with Mel
BEAULAH BAPTIST seniors as the honor awards are,
Topic to be discussed during distributed. On the program for
Beulah's "One-Day School of Mis-, that day are Paul Watson, Julius
sion" this Thursday, May 28, are...I Mayhorn, Lee Visky Powell, Floyd
"The Place of Educational Evang- Lafayette Weakley, Walter Barrett'
lism in the Program of the Church" I and Principal R. J. Roddy. I
"The Baptist Witness in an Agei Over 40 students are listed on
iof Opposing Social and Political, the senior roll.
Ideologies'' . „ . "Christian Ste-. —
wardship" . . . and "lgissionaryl
workshop."
The following pastors will lecture,
on the topics: Rev. A. M. William
of St. John Baptist church, Rev,
derdale and Rev. R. W. Norswor-
H. C. Nabrit of First Baptist Lau-
thy of Mt. Moriah Baptist churchtittles Decide Future
on Carnes.
The Woman's Missionary De- By HATTIE HOUSE !these occasions, one may invite
partment of Beulah is sponsoring Miss Ann Suttles is about to friends and become better ac-
this school. It begins at 9 a.m, and embark upon the threshold of life., quainted with other members.
culminates at 3:30 p.m. An enroll- Her gait is steady and her head] An understanding between the
ment fee of one dollar is being is upturned. A little less than at adults and young people is a need
asked. Dinner will be served. , score of years within the church' particularly stressed by Miss
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the min- has given her this "blessed as- Suttles. She very strongly lists
ister. s ranee." I some sayings that grown-u p s
Thanks to the church, she can should forget in analyzing the
now choose the "hard right" from' problems of the teenager ,,"This
Catholics Have the "easy wrong." would not have happened in my
The proud high-school senior day'' . . . "I just do not know
was christened at the Sollins Chap-!what is going to become of the
el CME church of 678 Wash- teenagers today." Very sternly
ington ave. Today the talented she continues with "When we ask
Miss actively participates in the for advice, we are not asking for
church as pianist for church criticism but for guidance." Her
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss—Fifty-1 school and Christian Youth Fel- church is meeting this need by
four American Negroes have beenlowship, organist of the youth l the part-time counseling service
ordained Catholic priests s-nce:choir, member of Senior Mattie, of Miss Jerry Pope who contrib-
1950, a survey completed here re- P.. Coleman Circle, pianist of thel utes her services free. Courses
veals. I Memphis District of the CME are offered to adults on "Under-
The figure reflects a substan-1 churches, pianist for the youth, standing Youth."
tial increase since 1950 when there of the Annual Conference, Miss Suttles attends Melrose
were only 37. ganist and assistant secretary of High school where she is presi•
Negroes account for 91 of thel the Leadership Training school, dent of the Charmette club, as-
50,000 American priests. One Ne- and Young People's Jubilee, pi- I aistant pianist of the Glee club,
gro bishop, the Most Rev. Joseph anist for the National Youth Con- a member of the NHA and stu-
Bowers, is assigned to Ghana,
West Africa.
The survey was conducted by
St. Augustine's seminary here.
The seminary, which is integrat-
ed, trains priests for the Society
GOLDEN CLIMAX is a fitting
description of the recent cul-
mination of revival service at
the Golden Leaf Baptist church
91 Negroes
In Priesthood
ar--, an-a "ele far e`40,4r•
of 976 Peach, Oris Mays as-
sisted by Floyd Rhodes bap-
tized the candidates. Rev. L. A.
Hamblin, the highly esteem-
a
ed minister, delivered the ser-
mon. He is seen giving his
blessings to the new Christian
followers.
; Visits School Programs
i He Helped To Establish ,
James E. Hogan, former state' &gement he had given thena-\
supervisor of special education,' when the Tennessee State Depart-
often called the "Father of Special ment grants traineeships were giv.
Education in Tennessee," visited en to teachers of exceptional chit-
the two programs his efforts help- dren. Teachers spoke of papers
ed in laying the foundation for in they had wr tten about him dur-
Memphis; the physically handicap- ing their summer study and now
ped school program at Keel school his life had been one of concern
and the program for the mentally and service for others rather than
retarded at Grant school for himself.
Tribute was paid to Mr. Hogan Mr. Hogan told the group hon-
by the special education teachers oring him to continue to have their
from LaRose, Wisconsin and Ford promotional and instructional
Road schools. Recalling how the, programs on the basis of their
program had started from such a local research findings and the
meagre beginning and to now see search for personnel and facilities
its steady growth become a sig- to meet the needs of all types of
nificant phase of the total edu-' exceptional children.
cational program has brought' The guest toured the building
great pleasure to this pioneer who and observed an exhibit of wood-
hasnow"retired legally but not craft, needlework, modeling, unit
professionally." ! projects, booklets and a science
Many of the teachers made: exhibit; all made by the children
known to Mr. Hogan the encour-. of the school throughout the year,
urc
• 
Helps Rust College To Hold
93rd Commencement
ferenee !dent council. She plans to attend
SPIRITUAL GUIDES !college and pursue a musical ca
In this youth's estimation, the, reer. Her hopes are to attain a
church is meeting the needs of! doctorate in the field to the dc
teenagers. She feels that the spir-Ilight of her music teacher, Prof.
itual guidance needed by her age J. W. Whittaker of LeMoyne cob.
of the Divine Word, a mission- group is met through sermons, lege.
ary order. various visual aids and retreats.' As the curtaiA closes on her
Of the 91 Negro priests, 31 belong Wholesome recreation was men-1 high school career, the affable,
to the Divine Word order. Thirty tioned second and defined as ayoung lady names Miss Viola '
are members of It other religious church gathering that develops! R. Flowers as the teacher who hasI
orders, and a similar number are the mind, the body, and Christ.! made the greatest impression on'
diocesan priests. Religious orders like attitudes. The church's pro-I her. She describes Miss Flowers'
lead a communal life under a -  Ivision for this are picnics, church as a  
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — Rust,
college will hold its ninety-third
commencement exercises on May ,
31 and June 1, according to Dr.'
Earnest A. Smith, president of.
the school.
Speaking at the baccalaureate
services at 6 p. m. May It, will be
Dr. James P. Gable, district super-
intendent, Dubuque District, North
Iowa Conference of the Methodist'
church, Oelwein, Iowa.
Dr. Charles A. Talbert, pastor,
Second Methodist church, Elyria,'
Ohio, will deliver the commence-
ment address at 10 a. m. June 1.
He is an alumnus of Rust col-
lege,
Other activities at the school
!preceding the closing exercises
!include the Senior Class Presen-
tation May 29, at g p. 51.; Alum-
ni Day, Saturday, May 30, be-
ginning at 9 a, m. with general
. registration of the alumni.
The activities during the day
i will include a luncheon-business
• 
Galilee Cemetery
a recital at 7 p. m. honoring form-
The cappella choir will render
er choir members and, at 8 p. m. Opens New Section I
a banquet will be given in honor
of the choir directress, Miss Nata- 
Dan C Webb, sales manager of. 
lie Doxey. 
the Galilee Memorial Gardens an-
nOuynced recently that the ceme-I
The speaker for this occasion ter will be the site of a special
will he J. E. Hall, an alumnus of 
Rust and a member of the faculty 
dedication day on May 31, 2:30
at Jackson State college, Jack- 
p. m. for the opening of the new,
cemetery is located on German-son, Miss.
Registration for the first sum-
mer school five week session will
begin at 1:30 p. m. June 1 accord-
ing to Dean W. A. Waters. , which will also feature the singing
of his church choir, lie is the
HOLLYWOOD — Art director!pastor of the St. John Baptist ,
church
ca of the basement target range 
.
Bams regular broad-John Beckman recreated a repli; ishup Willi
! 
casting over station WLOK will
located in t h e FBI Building 
in 
emanate from the cemetery at 3
, Washington, D. C., for Warner! p. m.
•Bros.' "The FBI Story." Free drinks will be served the
as general chairman and co-chair-
man were Mrs. Beecher Dobbs and
Mrs. Eva Timberlake,
Mrs. Leona Thompson is presi-
dent of the Woman Society.
Rev. C. L. Reed is the pastor.
PLANS RETIREMENT —
Brooks, of Florida at., with
Continental Baking company for
some 33 years, has decided to re-
tire on June 1. Mr. Brooks join-
ed the company in 1926 and said
that he has enjayed working un-
der his manager and supervisor,
H. A. Humbrecht, and his fore-
[ man, Robert West. Mr. Brooks
was awarded a silver plate com•
memorating his 25th year at the
company and sincerely wishes ev-
eryone at the company good luck
and God-speed.
"dynamic personality, very
nor general. Diocesan i tPr-es-s socials and some church teas. understanding, tolerant, patient
responsrble to the bishop of When asked of the ommission of ind one who expects the best of
ocese,
dancing in this category, she re-: you."
plied, "Dancing is a form of re-I Ann resides with her parents,
creation enjoyed by some teenag-, Mr. and Mrs. 0, C. Suttles of
em, but it is not an essential 730 Marechal Neil. During her
need .The church does not need to leisure, the reads, listens to rec-
make considerations- for it." lords, plays the piano and cooks.
Miss Suttles bciieves that teen-1 Of the 18-year-old church worker
agers need to study the church the pastor, Rev. D. S. Cunning-
ham, says "I think she is one ofand its doctrines. Her church of-
fers courses which teach t h e
background of the faith. There
is also a book on discipline of the
I members.
the finest. She is dependable, loyal
and an outstanding worker." He
forsees a wonderful career for her
in music.
FILLS NEEDS I Miss Suttles's firm belief . .
The church is filling the need "The church is the greatest insti-
Some years ago I read the book, ual and moral equilibrium it does for fellowship by sponsoring var- lotion in the world for molding the
"Why Men suffer" by Leslie something to them and for us, ious breakfasts and dinners. On character of young people."
Weatherhead, the great Englishl I wonder if somewhere in the'
churchman. This book has been ai annals of great Christians of our
source of great joy, too. I feel that, day this noble lady's name will
, every Christian should read it. The i appear. It goes without fear of
contents of this book were brought' contradiction that here is the kind
• must vividly to me this week when of spirit that will go far to make
I heard the story of a lady who this world the kind of world it
had spent 34 months in a concen- should be. All about us we see
tration camp in Japan, men who have become very bitter
As I listened to Sister M. Dona- about their place in life. Maybe
tilla of the St. Mary School of 1 bitterness is an innate aspect of
Holly Springs tell her story I was' all of us but the spirit of Christ
forced to know that what suffer-[ enables men to rise above the
lug I had had in this life itad not advertisies that daily confront us,
even carried me out of the pre-, Embittered people cannot make
natal stage of suffering. We 3111 a spiritual contribution to their
feel that we have had suffering. world. Those whose hearts are
but our suffering has not even' filled with hatred, jealousy, malice
carried us to the starting point! or greed can never show to the
Many of us have never seen: world the spirit of Christ. This
most cherished dreams crushed in world needs and needs badly peo-
one stroke. Many of us have! pie who have really caught the
never been called upon to eat food, spirit of this noble woman who
that was unfit for survival butt has been able to rise above hatred,
_had to eat if if we were going to frustration and personal suffering
live to see tomorrow. Many of us to point the world to a better con-
have never been called upon to cent of Jesus.
Stand up on a slow moving train! Pent-up feelings can do nothing
for four days as the train slowly but make us small. The world to-moved on its journey. Many of-- day needs men who are strong
us have never had to wash our enough and big enough to risefaces and bodies in water, wash, above the painess so character-
our clothes in the same water and istic of our day and time. I amthen use the same water for, fully aware of the fact that enoughdrinking purposes. Yet we say. happens to each of us each dayin many cases. "We are having -, to make us bitter. But what are
bard time." But are we? we going to accomplish by bitter-In spite of all of this, this greati ness? Not only do we defeat thatsoul still dreams of the day when portion of the cause for which weshe will be able to go back to,: are responsible but we make our-Japan and take up the work at selves small,
her school, where she developed —
Oh yes, I know that many timesa school from nothing to one of ,
, we ask, "Why did tins have tothe leading schools in that coun-
I May.Why did it" try. The one bright spot in the happen to me"" • •
whole picture is that this ladi be while spending those 34 long,
bolds no malice In her haul to- long months in this camp Sister'
Donatilla asked the same oursward any of those who were her
tion. There is but one answer —persecutors.
Something speaks to me and that the will of God might be
I manifested. God allows certaintells me that this should be the,
things to happen to all of us thatattitude of every Christian. Years! 
His will, His love, and all of Hisago the Great Master of all of us
admonished each of us to turn1 attributes might be manifestcd
the other cheek. Turning the 0th- through us.
Of cheek hi ordeals like this reald By listening to this woman 1
97 snakes a person grow In sta-!learned a little, more about u.
hire. When our friends can stand' I wish that each of you would .1,1(
efl on the sidelines and watch us yourselves this question; "What
at up under these kinds 01 or- are people learning ablgut God
anta.atill maintain our Writ. trnm Mat"
MISS ANN SUTTLES
BEREAVED
Solve the problem of contacting scores of friends 'ight
away with a notice in the Tri-State Defender D'ath
Notices Column. For details, call
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 So. Wellington JA. 6-8391
•
•
Warren Holds Women's Day
The Woman Society of Warren
Methodis5 churc., presente- its
The Oman Society of Warren
Methodist church presented its
Woman' Day program Sunday
featuring one in our mist who has
the honor of being listed in "Who's
Who of American Women." She is
spirited Mrs. Vivian U. Robinson.
The gracious lady's address was
magnificient. It was presented at
session, an address by A. J. Finch, 3 p.m.
a Rust graduate and principal of "Lifting as We Climb" was the
Wilkinson County Negro Attend- theme of the observation. Serving
ance Center, Centreville, Miss.,
and election of new officers.
town and Ellis roads.
Bishop A. McEwen Williams is[
featured speaker at the service'
MEAT MAKES THE NEWS
PORK CHOPS
First Cut — 39c lb. Center Cut — 59c lb.
SHOP BIG STAR
HOME OF QUALITY FOOD
AND QUALITY STAMPS
Yes Madame,
Before fresh ripe strawber-
ries do their swan song we must
serve grandmother's pride and
joy—juicy sweet red straw-
berries and whipped cream be-
tween luciously-light biscuit
shortcakes made with Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour.
Jack Sprat's old fashioned
short cakes:
3 cups sifted Jack Sprat Flour
l's teaspoons sugar
1 cup milk




1 cup heatry cream, whipped
Sift dry ingredients, cut in
shortening well, add milk all
at once and stir until soft
dough is formed. Turn out on
lightly floured board and knead
well. Roll one-fourth inch
thick, cut with floured three
inch biscuit cutter. Place on
ungreased baking sheet, brush
JUST LOVED IT—This fine looking group of students appeared
on the Big Star Radio show recently and enjoyed every moment of
the occasion. Big Star is presenting the show to give talented
young people a chance to appear before the citizens of the Mid•
South. The program in broadcast every Saturday over radio
station WHIA with genial A. C. Williams as master of cere•
remaining cutter. Top with re-
maining cutouts. Bake in oven
450 degrees F. for 15 minutes,
or until done. Separate halves
of shortcakes and spread with
softened butter. Put together
with cream and berries be-
tween halves and on top. Makes
about 8 shortcakes. ,
Dad and the small-fry will





monies. The talented young people pictured above are: (L to R)
Barbara Jean Hall. Mary Richards, James Branch, Mary Baker
and Mertia Cobb. If you or any talented group would like to An-
near, just contact WDIA for audition any time. Big Star feels
that from the number of promising young folk who appear on






















































Fisk In Nuclear Program;





















' NASHVILLE — The opening of l
a new student union and a new
men's dormitory coupled with the i
naming of Fisk university 25 al
sponsoring university of the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Stud-
ies in Oak Ridge, Tenn., have ,
pointed the way to an even bright-
er future for Fisk.
Constructed at a cost of:
$1,200,000 the two new buildings.
are completely air conditioned
and modern in every respect. The,
dormitory has been named after'
a distinguished Fisk alumnus, Dr.,
W. E. B. DuBois.
The election of Fisk by the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies,
made the Nashville institution'
the 37th sponsoring university!
and the first predominantly Ne-
gro liberal arts college to gain
this honor.
A DIRECT LINK
DOROTHY COLEMAN FAYE COLEMAN
Big Problem! Sisters
Graduate On Same Day
I Commencements can cause con-
siderable trouble when parents of
two daughters find both girls re-I
ceiving their degrees on the same
•
day, at different colleges located,
in cities approximately 400 miles
apart.
This is the predicament of Wal-
ter J. Coleman, a 12. S. Steel em-
ploye, and his wife, Emma Eliza-
beth, of 1346 Kney St.
, Their two older daughters, Faye
Emma, 20, a senior at LeMoyne
college in Memphis and Dorothy







"WHIRL FOLKS liNf YOU
Oft PRIIIRINI,A1
StavICF
college in Atlanta, are scheduled
to receive their degrees at the
same time, Monday, June 1.
MR. COLEMAN STAYS
So what do Mr. and Mrs. Cole-
man do about this? Rather, what
does Mr. Coleman do about it?
As any gentlman would, he has
agreed to stay in Memphis and
see Faye get her degree at Le-
Moyne. lie will be accompanied
by his 13-year•old son, Lenon.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Coleman is
getting ready to go to Atlanta to
see Dorothy get her degree.
And, who do you think will be
going to Atlanta with Mrs. Cole-
man? None other than the youngest
Coleman daughter, Helen Jean, 14.
TO TEACH INDIANS
After Commencement, Faye
plans teaching on the Indian Res-
ervation at Gallup, New Mexico.
Sister Dorothy will go to grad
school.
Faye Emma's major is element-
ary education with a minor in so-
cial science, and Dorothy Louise's
major is English with a minor in
library science.
According to Dr. James R. Law-
son. head of the Fisk physics de-
partment and now a member of
the OR1NS Council, this actioni
provides Fisk with a direct link!
to the United States' Atomic En-1
ergy program.
"The faculty and students of
Fisk will now have an opportuni-
ty to participate in any phase ofl
the atomic program in which they
may be interested," Dr. Law-
soHo
esiteixdMained that Fisk can now
tage advantage of special train-
ing programs which provide in-
tensive courses in scientific areas
related to atomic energy. In ad-
dition, he said, faculty members
may join research teams at Oak
Ridge to further their own spec-
ialties.
Dr. Lawson has already become
associated with the 'molecular
structure section of the physics
division and will aid in research
problems along with other scien-
tists.
SUMMER JOBS
Because of Fisk's ele(tion, stu-
dents of Nashville college will
become eligible for summer jobs
at Oak Ridg which will provide
earnings as well as extremely
valuable experience.
The Oak Ridge Institute of Nu-
clear Studies was chartered in
1946 to advise and assist in ar-
ranging education ,research,
and development programs in nu-
clear science and atomic energy:
to stimulate and assist in the de- ,
velopment of research programsI
and important methods of educa-
tion and training in nuclear ad-
ence; and the fester and encour-
technology and related programs.
The research program enables
selected university faculty mem-
bers to participate in pure or ap-
plied research at Oak Ridge lab-
oratories. The scientific person-
nel and specialized equipment at
Oak Ridge represent a combina-
tion not ordinarily available to a
single university — but the
availability of both to research
participants provides unique op-
portunities in research and de-
velopment.
This arrangement between the
Institute and the Atomic Energy
Commission's Oak Ridge labora-
tories, under which the universi-
ties contribute the manpower re-
sources of their science faculties
to Commission programs at Oak
Ridge and receive in turn a com-
mensurate enrichment of their
own research and teaching activi-
ties, has been of extreme impor-
tance to the progress dr nuclear en-
ergy and development, not only




AND BEST WISHES TO
ONE OF OCR BEST SENIOR CLASSES
Harris Dept. Stores & Greener's
2562 CHELSEA IN HOLLYWOOD
310 BEALE AT HERNANDO
641 FIRESTONE AT THOMAS
IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Years Old • 93 Proof




EXCHANGING IDEAS — Two
FLikites get together with
second semester exchange stu•
dents from California campus-
es to exchange views. From
left are Thomas Rozzell, Gas'
tonia, N. C., president of
Student Council; Miss Nellie
My Young, Pomona; John L.
Parker, Fiskile of Memphis;
Miss Karen Alice Wilkins,
also of Pomona; and Thomas
Menmuir, Whittier.
Elect Leroy Jeffries NAMD Vice President
DETROIT — LeRoy Jeffries,
vice president, Johnson Putgish-
ing company, Chicago. was re-
elected president of the National
Association of Market Developers
last week during the sixth annual
convention here at Hotel Gotham.
Other officers elected were Jes-
se J. Lewis, Jesse J. Lewis Asso-
ciates, Birmingham — first vice-
president; William G. Porter, An-
heuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis, sec-
ond vice-president; Julian C. Nich-
olas, Pepsi-Cola company, Wash-
ington, D. C., third vice-president;
Louneer Pemberton, Urban
League, Kansas City, Mo., sec-
BOMBAY. N. Y. -- (CPI) — A
young state trooper was shot to
death and another wounded last
weekend in a scuffle with an In-
dian on a rural road in this North-
ern upstate New York communi-
ty.
State Police said the shooting
took place in front of the home
of Justice of the Peace Leon W•
Richards.
Two troopers had just left the
Richards' home after arraigning
an Indian on a public intoxication
charge when four other Indians
drove up in a car.
One of them hopped out and
entered the state troopers' auto-
mobile. Police said a scuffle fol-
lowed and the Indian grabbed one
of the officer's guns and opened
fire,
One slug hit Trooper Rondald
J. Donahue, 23, in the head and
killed him, police said. Another
bullet hit trooper Charles K.
O'Connell in the leg.
Four Indians were brought to
nearby Malone for questioning at
state police headquarters. Police
said the Indian who did the shoot-
ing was in a Malone hospital un-
der guard. Trooper O'Connell, 27,
of Cadyville, was also hospitalized.
His condition was reported as
"good."
The victim of the shooting was
married and had been living at
Massena. Police said Donahue
originally came from Mineville,
N. Y. He had been a trooper for
less than a year. The Donahue,
had no children.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 0




retary; Frank A. Dee, Schenley ell, Pepsi-Cola company, New associate, was renamed executive
Distillers, New York City, assist-I York City, and Charles A. Wat• director,
ant secretary; William F. Nabors, son, public relations counselor. 
Chicago.The Coca-Cola Bottling company,
Memphis, treasurer-, Thom CS
ohhs r irep,Sma et inrgkspe E T
Shropshire, marketing specialist.
In a major convention action,
the NAMID established a perma-
nent Ethical Practices Commis-
sion, thereby keeping active such
er. a body as was set-sip in 1957. Mr.
Board members at large include Kendrix continues as chairman of
James S. Avery, Esso Standard
Oil Company of Nevi Jersey, New
the Commission, while Mr. Porter
York City; Moss H. Kendrix, the became 
chairman of the Associa-
Moss II. Kendsix Organization, lion's new Permanent Program .
Washington, D. C.; Samuel W, Committee. Naylor Fitzhugh,,
Whiteman, Interior Designs Sales. Howard university marketing pro..
Charlotte N. C.; Harvey C. RU33- fessor and Kendrix Organization
Leading Zionist
Sunday, May 31, will mark an
epic day in the history of the
Friendship District Association,
Inc., of Fads, Tenn , when, com-
plete with motorcade and assist-
ance from the Tennessee Highway
Patrol, the group will march 'corn
Rev. P. L. Honeywood's Oak Grove
Baptist church on highwayv64 to
their church, also on highway 64
to recognize their homecoming and
building fund drive.
The motorcade will get under-
way at 1:30 p.ni. and the church
services, replete with ininisterial
illuminaries throughous th3 state
will begin at 2:30.
Taking an active part in the Pro-
gra. will he Rev. G. M. Lee,
gues5 speake4 Dr. . Herbert
Brewster, hot . o Memphi and
Rev H. J. Thompson, Rev. L. R.
Donson, Rev. Eugene tValler, mas-
ter o ceremonies, Rev G. D.
Threats and Rev. Honeywood.
Listed also on the program for
the evening are the district cho-
rus, Mrs. Mary Lee Collier, Mrs.
earl M. Gardner, Mrs. Bessie and




NEW YORK — (UP) — At-Dies; Was Active thur Godfrey piloted his airplaneNew York City, assistant treasur- .
and went swimming and shooting
last weeken d, less than one
month after an operation fnr lung
cancer, it was announced Mon-
da Y
The 55-year-old entertainer re-
turned here Monday from his Vir-
ginia farm to continue post-opera-
:live X-ray treatments.
•
SCONA, Switzerland. — (UPI
— Dr. Hans Klee, a prominent
zionist, died here at the age of 52.1
He was a member of the com-
mittee of Zionist World Organi-
zation and served for a long time
as ,president of the General Zion-
ist Organization of Switzerland.
ACCREDITED BY
Association of American Universities
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools




For almost 100 years, Fisk University has been
developing a formula for the future of the nation's
youth — o flexible formula bending with the demands
of the times but unchangeable in its insistence upon
excellence.
It is the aim of the educational program at Fisk
to produce men and women of intellectual maturity.
individuals trained to discriminate between truth and
falsehood, between the sound and the fallacious, be-
tween the beautiful and the shoddy; individuals with
a sense of perspective groundtid upon an understanding
of the nature of man and his history; individuals with
ethical direction and purpose.
In short, Fisk University is committed to the cul-
tivation of wisdom,
Fisk University is a sponsoring university of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies It is 
one of 165 American colleges
and Universities with a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
For further information, please write




Bottled Under Authority of the
By Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
but sweet. Not over 5 feet, 4 inch- letter. Size and color do not mat- pay her alimony. bachelor of science in health and
Institute on Hospital Patient Eva- petitions of an inclusive society ra• ex tall, around 125 lbs.. between ter. Please send photo in first let- "Toodie" and Jackson were di- physical education.
citation and Fire Control set for ther than being content to excel 21 and 30 years old. mature of ter. I will answer all mail. Miss vorced Nov. 27, 1958, by Judge
Monday, May 25, at Hines Vet- within the limited sphere of a pure- By DAN BURLEY Mind ‘.U. this story woulowt mind, desirous of having children. Cinderella Sims, 9111-A 14 Ave.. Julius H.
erans Administration hospital. ly Negro community. The time has „as One child is acceptable — prefer- North, Nashville, Tenn. 
Miner just about the
make it appear that Robinson time Jackson was having his in-
Eddie Burns of 6506 S. Kimhark hiding behind' a crate of yams ably a girl, not over two years of 
• • •
Attending will be hundreds of come for us to get 
out of the mi- nines in federal court on an in-
liad an idea — an old one a lot
representatives from VA. state, nor league of 
racial mediocrity come tax evasion charge involv-watching Burns' every move. Rob- age. F. Jenkinson. P. 0. Box, 1574 Dear Mme. Charde: I would like
city and voluntary hospitals. as and move into the 
major league of People inson just happens to be a keenly ing large unreported profits from
get from time to time. Robbins, Ill. to corespond with a lady over 25,
The world owed him a living. • • •
well as fire departments, rescue of full responsib
ility." observant gent with an eye 0 medium brownskin, not over 5 his orce busy policy wheel oper-
squads, federal agencies and other etc.. those who might seek to saisetenr 
Dear Mme, Chaste • I ha‘e heard feet, 5 inches tall and weighing ations.
This living included all the neck-
hones, pot roasts, chickens, of your column and how it has between 130 and 150 lbs., and look-
interested organizations, according out with goods unpaid for. Tier lawyer, Walter L. Pride.p he could tote out of a Del Farms It was to him, when he cheed 
helped so many people. 1 would ing for a good man to marry. If . ' .. who filed the petition Wednesdae,
M. McCoy, manager at Hines. ro
A similar institute four years
ago attracted nearly 700 persons
from 29 states.
Conducting the demonstrations
will be Lt. Robert McGrath. na-
tionally recognized expert of the
Chicago Fire department, who has
been engaged by the Veterans Ad-
ministration to stage 23 similar in-
stitutes as a public service at VA
hospitals throughout the country.
Lt. McGrath devotes little time
to fire prevention. Insead, his
theme is what to do once a fire
starts. In fact, he sets his own
blazes, common to hospitals, then
demonstrates how hospital em-
ployees, with only ordinarily avail-
able materials and equipment.
can extinguish or control them in
the critical moments before the
fire deaprtment arrives.
The demonstration includes sim-
ple methods of evacuating patients
by nurses and attendants,
to announcement today by William
so *4 401c...1015
StoP'S wuNE.
REV. MORRIS II. TYNES
(left) pastor of Monumental
Baptist church. 729 E. Oak-
wood blvd., mobilizes an
OUR NAME.
"army" to fight dirt. The down to private. Among Furcron. Howard Waite r,
soldiers" both boys and girls, soldiers" in picture are Willy Charlotte Mitchell, aed Anita
range in age from four to 14 Jones, Billy Mitchell, Edward Cason. They've pledged them-
and hold ranks from captain Winston, Joe Davis, James selves to wage war against
dirt and filth in the community
Minister AAobilizes Army
until victory is won.









himself and no man dieth unto am 28 
• by the Internal Revenue Bureauyears of age, 5 feet, It ies. George Indecki, 1570 N. Cly-
social problem can only be elim- meeting a neat, clean, brownskin, •
• • •
ina,cd by a concerned s I moderately attractive lady. She Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
A chi, . , .:c tnoisier has mobili- glass that litter our Sonihside Dr. Tynes states that a stable movement. We must cooperatively 
must be single, no children, be- a pal from New York City around
zed an "army" to fight "battles streets." says Dr. Tynes, "is due community is one where neigh- strive to achieve a community 
tween 23 and 27 and weighing not 40 or over. I am 36. dark complex-
of filth and dirt" on Southside to segregation and overcrowding, hors not only know one another with such equitable relationships 
more than 128 lbs. I am interested ioned, large eyes. Hopiog to get a The troubles of onetime rich will Graduate
streets. But a substantial amount of it is but one where they want to get that self respect and mutual 
good. in a lady with a gentle disposi- pal early for I am very much policy king Harold Jackson now 
lion and character who would a - in need of one. Alice Rose 14
Di. Morris H. Tynes, minister of
the 'Monumental Baptist church,
729 'E. Oakwood blvd., said his
army has not been organized to
kill men but to kill ugly germs.
The "soldiers." both boys and
girls, range in ages from 4 to 14.
and hold rank from captain to pri-
vate.
"Much of the trash, garbage and
Set Institute
On Hospital
also due to unconscious resent- acquainted. An impersonal co m- shall become an inescapable o P e , reputedly broke and working as
ment and hostility. What I am try • munity can never he stable, he response." 
preciate 'matrimony. I am an ex- Deanery Terrace, Viney and Town,
service man Please enclose photo P 0 Kingston 3. Jamaica BWI. 
an assistant in the Miller florist i
n 
Kentucky
irg to do on Oakwood blvd., is contends. Compatible cultural Captain for the boys' army is • ' shop on East 63rd St., 
took a new
convert this hostility into creative standards and ethical values in Willy Jones. of 755 E. Oakwood. 
in first letter and ill no like • • •
wise. N. little, 860 S.Franklin, Dear Mme. C ante, 1 would w - h like 
turn Wednesday in, Circuit Court
channels of constructive endeavor themselves will serve as a deter- Billy Mitchell, of 747 E. akwoodwh r  he was hailed on an Minus 
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Two Chi-
and community pride." rent to anti-social behavior, is second lieutenant. Assistant cap- 
Decatur 22, III.
• . • 
to hear from a nice man between settlement matter involving 
cagoans will be among the 1950
his divorced wife, the glamorous lege when commencement exercis-
graduates of Kentucky State col-
Dr. Tynes points out that eco- BEST EFFORTS tam n is Edward Winston, of 753 E. 
35 and 50. I am 35, brownskin, nY
It is the consciousness of our Oakwood. Sergeants are Joe Da- 
Dear Mme Chaste: I am a man weigh 185 lbs., 5 feet, 4 inches tall.
-"Todie," once reported as the es are held in Frankfort highmimic, social and political prob- - of 36, small, nice looking but not Prefer a man with children. I am
lem s when realistically approach. membership in an aspiring and vis, of 749 F,. Oakwood James handsome. I have an excellent ed- a divorcee willing to marry. Mrs. "mink smothered" former girl school gymnasium 
Sunday, May 31
achieving social group. and of the Furcon, of 709 E. Oakwood. anded. along with a workable system ucational and cultural background Irene West 3109 Trulley Apt. 3, friend of Joe Louis. at 4 p.m.
praise and blame of our fellows Howard Waller, of 751 E. 0 a k• 
, ,
-- achieved for the urhaniation of I am so busy working every day Houston 4, Texas. A native of North Carolina. Speaker for 
the occasion will be
that impel, us to put forth our wood fall into a simplified • • • Atty.Thurgood Marshall, director-. maintaining a nice apartment, do- • "Toodie" is a cousin of famed best efforts," Dr. Tynes states. The only girl leader named socategory. ing my own household duties that Deer Mme. Chaste: Being a reg- counsel of the NAACP. Winner of
Dr. Tynes adds."In a responsi- far is Captain Charlotte Mitchell, model Sara Lou Harris."Our white neighbors are not al- don't have the chance to meet ular reader of your column I like the 
Spingarn medal in 1949, Mar-
ble community no man liveth unto of 747 E. Oakwood.ways opposed to our pigment: ,_ someone whom I could consider it very much and would like to 
Mrs. Jackson flew in from Las shall has been the legal spearhead
Fire Control
•
sometimes it's our principles. It is
not always our color: sometimes • 
- -
for a life mate. I need a well edu- correspond with nice gentlemen in 
Vegas where 
filed
 s h e pelivtiingtion anidn
gation.
in the fight against school segre-
rated, personable, thrifty, neat the late 30's that know the mean- immediately
ire our character and I might His Love Of Neckbonesadd, our lack of competence." he ashamed to introduce to my I would consider marriage to the a rule to show cause why her degrees are Thomas P. Lewis,
The minister further comments, family and friends. She must be right one and will give all infor- former husband should not be bachelor of science in business ad'
Fire fighting and life saving In "We must learn how to measure small and cute — not glamorous— mation about 'myself in the first held for contempt for failure to ministration, and Cicero Brooks,
hospitals will be the subjects of an up to the strict demands and corn- Lands shopper In
Says Negroes Are In
'Loose-Bound Slavery'
By RICK DARNELL SALAZAR acceptance of their way of life to learn that he supposedly graes are forced to live.
Contrary to all the pleasant- cotwhite aristocracy which per- the plantation money. the best one I see is for all
There must be some solution andlaid down for them by a decad• -owes" the plantation money.
sounding voicings of southern sifts  In the actual slavery of man- There is little hope under this Negroes to help financially in the
newspapers, the mouthings of the •kind in the so-called -free world." system of ever accumulating capi- education of our southern brother
southern representatives in Con- But you also detect a faint glim- tal to leave in a practical man- in casting off the shackles of ac-
gress and the apologistic claims mer of hope even in the most ner to seek a decent life elsewhere. tual enslavement. It is a hard fact
of frightened Negro leaders, the literate fieldhand that some day,So Our people remain on these that to do this, we must support
southern Negro is certainly not somehow, the change will come. Mississippi plantation farms in our NAACP all the more fully and
free. slavery and peonage subject to the wholeheartedly in its undying
1 call it a variety of "loose-bound RAPE, FORNICATION
slavery" for Negroes for in the You shudder with the 
chilling whims of the white plantation ov- struggle for 
first class citizenship
for our people.
sprawling Mississippi Delta are knowledge of the white 
plantation erlord.
the old type pre-Civil War plan. mailer being intimate with the PARKER LYNCHING 
Negroes in the North and else-
where must concern themselves
tations that are tended by hurt. wives of your brothers in blood
 While all this sounds shocking,
more in the affairs of Negro-
dreds of thousands of Negro men, and color and 
nothing is done it is all too true in the land
women and children.. You can 
white relationships in the South
about it because the wives are where the lynching of Mack
see them in the cotton and cane afraid to tell t
heir husbands and Charles Parker at Poplarville is and we must all 
prepare our
fields as they bend to their back. their 
husbands are afraid to ask, regarded by most white Missis. selves for the 
coming showdown
breaking tasks under a pitiless for the life of
 Negro in Mis- sippians as "necessary" in order which is inevitable over this
sun. s•kippi is as so much chaff in a to "teach these niggers 
their racial issue and we must pray
PLANTATION BOSSES tt.11Julent wind. So, rape of black right place" in w
hite society. As God Almighty for His power alone
You can see, as I have, the women by white men has become o
ne who has lived in Mississippi can help us to help ourselves
white plantation bosses on 'horse- accepted as a way of life to Mis• and who has seen
 the daily prac- had an idea — an old one a lot
hack riding through the fields, gun sissippi Negroes. tice of the "white is always li
ve as as men in the country
on hips, snarls twisting their Then you anger as you learn right" system under which 
Ne- we call home.
mouths as though they are cow. of the plantations' wage system:
a system where little moneybows riding herd on cattle.
You want to cry as you see the changes hands, for in the in-be-
ragged, shoeless Negroes plod- tween crop seasons, life must go
cling in an almost mechanical on and that means food to feed
hungry families. This is suppliedfashion through the acres a n d
acres of cotton and cane and by the area commissary locat-
ed on the plantation and ownedother agricultural products which
by the plantation white master.make their white masters rich
and fat, while they live only to 'WAGE' SYSTEM
labor, pray and die. Food Is purchased here and
You choke also on the hard lump cheap clothing — on a credit basis,
which forms in your throat as you using books and figures the ten-
get a rare chance to talk briefly ants do not understand. Thus, it
with a few of your brothers and goes throughout the year. Then
your heart becomes compassion- when time comes to declare wages,
ate as you sense the almost total it is not unusual for the laborer
Miss Sonia Pentinaud, 2 tipper Ivy
Cross Road, Kingston 5, Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chant' I am a wid-
ower, age 53, clean, healthy, hon•
eat and sincere, 5 feet. 5 inches
tall weigh 1M lbs. gray hair,
Dear Mine. Chaste: am a very
lonely man and would like for you
to help me find a good woman
who is willing to do the right
things in life. If not sincere, please
do not write because I don't want
to waste your time arid mine. I
am 39 years old, brownskin. 5 feet
10 Inches tall, black hair and eyes, brown eyes American. of Polish
Please send picture. Age does not descent, fair education, pleasing
matter - as long as the person is personality, affectionate. Employ-
nice. James Neal, Post Office Gen- ed in a local brewery in Chicago.
eral Delivery, Horn Town, Va. Like all outdoor sports. Favorite
• • • hobby raising parakeets and can-
Dear Mme. Chante: have been aries. I want to marry soon if suit.
reading your column for quite ed, regardless of age, religion or T
sometime and learned that you nationality. I am willing and able 
same time Julian Black, Earl
roubles ot White, Harold (Little Boy Blue)
have helped so many people. I eer- to work. Will be glad to exchange 
Parker and others of the policy
tainly hope you can help me. snapshots with all interested lad- 
syndicate were being investigate
kaA1414 4 OP Prof Doodle-
O 40t1 (OLDTTERS. LAKE ME ... WAIT LtalTIQ
ZUSES AND olHER. 113AFF1C MOYES
CLEAR OF 'OUR PA1b4IYOLI
CAW? OUIRUN lOoSE
FOUR t•IGNNHEELS.,
in which several were sentenced
to the penitentiary.
ng Mount 2 Chicagoans
home-loving person that I need not ing of love, honesty and happiness. Circuit Court for the issuance of Chicagoans who will receive•
eceives
SEATO Award
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A How-
ard university professor is among
five non - Asian scholars named
this week to receive South-Fl a t
Asia Treaty ore,anization (SEATO)
research fellowships.
He is Dr. Bernard Fall. asso-
ciate professor of government and
member of the College of Liberal
Arts faculty since 1957. He lives
at 10 Drury Lane, Bonin Hills. Al-
exandria, Va.
The recipients will do advanced
research in social and economic
problems of the South•East area.
In all, awards were made to 11
citizens of the seven SEATO on.
lions One scholar each was se-
lected from the United States,
Britain and France, and two schol-
ars each from Pakistan. Thailand
Philippines and Australia
Supermarket.
What made Eddie's position so i
unquestionable — to him — was
that he was out of work. This situ-
ation brought on his predicament
— the 10 days he got in jail
Wednesday in Judge Beam's court.
Actually, it was his love of neck-
bones that got Eddie into dutch.
He sauntered unconcernedly into
the Del Farm store at 6330 South
Parkway, loaded his cart with the
meatiest packages of neckbones
on the butcher shelf; with an eye
for Sunday's fare, he added
chirkens and a couple of thick
steAs.
At the checkout station, Eddie
simply pleked up a hag, filled it
with his selections and started
sauntering out the door into busy
South Parkway.
It was At this junction that
keen-eyed Adolph Robinson, t h e
store detective who Is one of the
top operate es at the Star De-
tective age,ey, 7439 Cottage Grove
ave., swung into view.
Jail
n on Burns, that the story of se-
iig jobless and owed a living by
a hard-hearted world was pour,d.
In court, Judge Bean held that
Eddie Burns should pay — use
day for every dollar's worth of
goods he sought to appropriate.
SUNGIETON
GREEN
like for you to help me. I am a not interested do not write. Send said the back alimony that Jack-
corresponding with your American wise. I am 5 feet. 51/2 inches tall 
son allegedly failed to pay his
young Jamaican lady interested in photo in first letter — will do like-
men between IR and 25 — inter- black hair, medium hrownsikin, not former wife amnunted to 
"thous-
cutest in the better thing, of life. had looking. I hope and pray that ands of dollars.
If not sincere please do not write. I may hear from someone real He refused, however, to elabo-
1 promise that all letters will be soon. F. Harris, 7,039 S. Indiana rate on the matter. Jackson came
given immediate consideration. aye , Chicago, Ill, into the spotlight at about the
110111110e 91046 . Ant ININKIer nowt
'DAYS VMS% 04014eV tan 1.
'Mt ti 41,01 OceNto lea '00111SP‘R
• 1"4. NOW .• • •
Keep Home Safe
With Bright Color
Color is a protector in the home,
says the National Paint, Varnish
and Lacquer Association.
Paint an unexpected step down
from one floor level to another in
a contrasting color.
Make the fire extinguisher a
bright color so you can see it in
a hurry.
In dark hall. paint the floor a
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Our Opinion
Five Years Of Integration Struggle
It was five years ago this month that the gine. One school is to be desegregated in
Supreme Court affirmed without a single Miami next Fall.
dissent that racial segregation in the public It is evident that compliance with the
'schools was violative of the 14th Amend-
ment. Up to May 17, 1954, the date of this 
constitutional interpretation that no state
celebrated opinion, the doctrine of "sepa-
shall deny to any person the choice of
rate but equal accommodation" established school by reason of race has still a long way
In the Plessy versus Ferguson case in 1896, 
to go. It is apparent that the segregationists
have used up their ammunition. The defeatAEA virtually fixed the status of the Negro 
into a secondary class in the American of "massive resistance" in Virgina, and the
society. storm that is brewing in Little Rock against
Though numerous attempts were made
during the intervening years to have this
inexorable decision repudiated and reversed,
the notion that the Negro was not entitled
to full equality of treatment seemed destin-
ed to remain a permanent feature of our
society. Court after court turned back every
fresh assault upon this undemocratic and
unconstitutional warrant.
To this evil doctrine must be traced all
the misconceptions and handicaps that have
$11tade the Negro a second class citizen and
a perennial mendicant at the foot of the
temple of democracy. As a consquence, the
doors of opportunity, with rare exceptions,
were slammed shut in the black man's face
in every level of human endeavors. In em-
ployment, in education, in the cultural field,
in politics and even in the Christian church,
it was all the same: exclusion or secondary
classification.
Until the Justices lifted the iron cur-
tain on the legal stage, even the churches
had taken no steps toward an integrated
Christian fellowship. In this precedent-
creating opinion the practical accomplish-
ments were far greater in scope than had
been fully realized.
The guiding thought which lay be-
hind the 1954 school decision transcended
the idea of social justice. The ruling was
Erounded deep in the constitutional rightf the Negro as a citizen and not a ward of
the state. It was based on the bedrock of
equity and reason.
Though there has been no desegregation
whatever of public schools in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi add
South Carolina, the Court decision has
forced desegregation in 783 districts from
Delaware and Maryland on around Ken-
tucky and Missouri to Texas. The change
has been made in nineteen districts in Ark-
ansas, North Carolina, Tennessee and Vir-
Governor Faubus and his followers provid
graphic proof that some eyes are opening
on the right of Negro students to attend
the school of their choice.
It is becoming increasingly clear tha
the Federal courts do not intend to back
down on their stand. The emtional intensity
to the integration order is subsiding as
Southern racists begin to see the futility of
continued resistance to a fairly well accept
ed legal injunction.
This landmark in legal history was ac
companied by abuses, bitter criticisms, un
restrained denunciations and legislative
threats. Indeed there are now pending in
Congress bills whose collective purpose is
to reduce the field of inquiry and the cor-
relative jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
Though the pending measures deal now
with reversal of the Court opinion on in-
ternal security cases, it is only a matter
of time before the Southern bloc, inspired
by the success attained in the internal
security cases, will introduce a bill making
school integration a matter of local option.
The possibility of the passage of such
a bill is not at all remote. For there are
men in the halls of Congress now and on
both sides of the political fence who honest-
ly believe with President Eisenhower that
integration is more of a moral problem than
legal. As long as this spirit prevails, the
road to desegregation will be long and hard.
Yet, on this fifth anniversary of the Su-
preme Court school ruling, there is some
comfort to those who believe there are no
iron laws that doom man's hope in the ulti-
mate blessings of democracy. And those
who believe in the eventual triumph of
justice and equity owe an eternal debt of
gratitude to the nine black-robeti justices of
the Supreme Court. They have done their
share, let Congress and the Department of
Justice do theirs.
Israel And Independen t Africa
A development of the greatest signifi-
cance is beginning to gather momentum.
Africa and Asia are veering to the West to
the great satisfaction of the people of the
free world. This development has been
long anticipated by those astute students
1,f African and Asian history who under-
stand both the politics and economics of
those countries.
There never was any doubt in our mind
that Africa in particular, by virtue of its
geography and its past history of relation-
ship with western culture, would find it
more advantageous to ally itself with the
West than with Communist world.
What is giving great support to that di-
rection is not so much America's or Great
Britain's proffer of help as it is Isreel's ex-
panding investment assistance and techni-
cal aid ranging from Ghana to Burma. Isra-
el has extended credit to Ghana to the
amount of 20 million dollars for a four-
year period for an expanding two-way
1110 ade.ri African and Asian trainees are now
studying Israel agricultural settlements,
city planning, irrigation, water resources,
consumer and producer co-operatives.
The reward for Israel is both political
and economic. By extending her influence
into the Afro-Asian world, she will escape
the physical and psychological isolation of
Arab encirclement. And can thus blunt Nas-
ser's attempt to have Africa and Asia join
him in the cold war against Israel.
The Accra Conference of independent
African states, last December, proved be-
yond a doubt that Africa would resist all
efforts at trying to align her against Israel.
A resolution introduced by the Egyptian
delegation which if adopted would have
placed free Africa on the side of Egypt,
was overwhelmingly defeated. All Egypt
could get was a meaningless resolution call-
WASHINGTON — (UP1)—"Man
suffers stroke," it says here, "aft-
er lynching quiz."
"FBI under fire," It says on an-
other page. "On charges of tough
tactics."
The foregoing is a headline style
summation of reports from Pop-
larvilie, Miss., on the efforts of
the lnederal Bureau of investiga-
tion to snare the lynchers of a Ne-
gro, Mack Charles Parker.
Mighty near everyone wishes Di-
rector J. Edgar Hoover and the
FBI well in their effort to put the
law on the Mississippi lynchers.
It was a chilling crime, regardless
of Parker's guilt about which law
enforcement officials have no
doubt. Neither did the FBI doubt
its own ability to get the nine
white men who muraered parker.
GIST or MATTER
The reasoning of lawmen that
they would take the lynchers into
custody went like this: there were
nine of them and the community
is small. Among nine conspirators
In such an event, one, at least, in
bound to talk. The talk will get
around and in time It will get
around enough so that the lynch-
ers will become known by name.
That seems to be what is taking
place now in and around Poplar-
ville. Thin is accompanied, how-
ever, by what seems to be a col-
lusive effort among some of the
Mississippians on the scene to dis-
credit the FBI. If the FBI could
be sufficiently discredited it might
be that the lynchers would get off
t11111111111111111111111111111111e1111111111111011101111111111111111
ing for an equitable settlement of Arab- 
SO WHAT'
Israeli disputes. Earlier Burma's Prime
Minister, U Nu, rejected an Egyptian de-
mand that he call off a projected visit to
Israel. What he called off was a visit to
Egypt.
There is no doubting the fact that there
is much that Israel can teach Africa and
Asia. She is achieving phenomenal success
with a soil that is almost barren, and
against physical odds that would deter the
most hopeful. Today, after only 11 years of
existence as an independent and sovereign
state Israel in not only capable of maintain-
ing. herself but she is able to extend help
to others. It would be well for America and
the United Kingdom to follow her fine ex-
ample and help Afric.at and Asia gain their
places in the family of independent nations.
Find Coughing
Spreads TB Germs
A John! Hopkins University re-
searcher Tuesday told of experi-
ments which strengthen the theory
that tuberculosis germs are spread
7 the coughing of infected per-
Dr. Richard L. Riley, of the
Johns Hopkins University school
of hiliegte and public health, said
the study was made at the Vet-
erans Administration Hospital in
Baltimore.
He told the annual meeting of
the National Tuberculosis Assn.
that a group of guinea pigs were
housed next to a special six-room
weed of the hospital where pa-
tients with advanced tuberculosis
were being treated.
A ventilating system was in-
stalled that carried air from the
patients' room to the chamber
where the guinea pigs were
housed. Thus, the guinea pigs
were exposed to air from the
rooms occupied by the patients
and to germs coughed up by the
patients.
During a two-year period, Riley
said, 71 of the 156 guinea pige con-
tracted tuberculosis. Scientists al-
so were able to trace precisely






By FRANK L STANLEY
Next Tuesday nine months of
rugged campaigning in the 1959
Kentucky Democratic Primary
will come to an end. Perhaps no
prior inner-party conflict has ap-
proached the current struggle in
personal competition, methodolo-
gy and cost. Neither has the ave-
rage Kentucky voter received so
much attention nor has he ever
been better informed on the midi.
dates and issues.
The major contests have been
most interesting to observe from
the standpoint of techniques em
ployed, organizational procedures
and the administrative personnel.
There is a wealth of ability, both
volunteer and paid, among the
many executives, division heads
and profesionally trained people
attached to each headquarters.
Morale is a great factor from
the campaign manager on down
to the mere envelope stutter. No
cheering section ever responded
more readily to heartening news
Sr evidence of a favorable trend.
Perhaps this explains why cam-
paign headquarters outdo them-
selves in cordiality. No one or no-
body excels the amount of greeting
visitor receives, nor the
e mediae), of attention he gets or
even the patience and audience
accorded his advice. Moreover,
coffee flows endlessly and one
does not have to pour it himself.
t The ready question that is ask-
ed any and everybody is "How
does it look?" Some unhesitating-
ly say, "We are in." Others be-
lieve that his man will win "if."
The conservatives say "We might
make it." No one attached to
either headquarters ever says
"We are going to lose." It not
only would be heresy but one
- really cannot believe such if he
- is working for a candidate.
Much reliance, perhaps more,
has been placed this time in pro-
fessional polls. Whether Combs
and Waterfield have the same
pollsters or not I do not know.
But each has substantially the
same report. For example, last
week I was told Combs would win
by 50,000 and up, and Wyatt by
75,000 plus. The next day a top
Waterfield man said they just had
a poll report also and it said
Waterfield would win by 50,000
votes. All of which reminds me
of a little guy named Harry Tru-
man who was supposed to lose
according to the best known na-
tional polls. Harry not only didn't
believe it, he rolled up his sleeves
and won.
Both Waterfield and Combs are
confident they are going to win.
The outcome of the leading race
depends at least on five factors.
(1) The First District and how
big • majority Waterfield cart
amass in his home territory. He
needs at least a 20,000 lead. If
Combs cuts that in half or more,
then Waterfield must run racer
tionally well elsewhere.
(2) T h e Seventh District —
combs home area. Here the
Judge must come out comfortably
ahead to offset losing districts.
(3) The Third District which
is heavily counted on by both
Combs and Waterfield. In 1955
Combs received a 12,104 vote ad-
vantage here. It he cannot better
that mark this time he must make
heavyinroads in the counties he
lost before.
Watertield. on the other hand,
must make a good showing in
the Third District. If he holds
Combs' vote advantage down or
betters Gov. Chandler's '55 show
ing, he will be in good position.
(4) Roughly a third of Ken-
tucky's voters are uncommitted.
No one but them knows how they
will vote. What they do on May
25 can well be the deciding
strength that either Waterfield or
Combs needs.
S. Kentucky's more than mow
registered Negro Democrats could
also turn the tide if white Demo-
crats are split down the middle
which could happen.
Fear Mississippi Out
To Discredit The FBI
BY LYLE C. WILSON unharmed: even if their names be-
came knows.
The implications of the news re-
ports out of Popularville are that
the FBI is doing a rubber-hose or
bare-knuckle job on the suspects.
No one says ju:' that, precisely,
but the shadow of doubt and sus-
picion is put upon FBI methods
by such reports as that one which
said a Mississippian involved had
guttered a cerebral hemorrhage
after questioning by the FBI. "FBI
agents took him from his home,"
the story related.
The agents were described as
putting suspects under day-and-
night observation and so thereby
shattering their health and mental
processes.
he wife of another suspect was
reported under medical care, the
soul-scorching treatment of h • r
husband by the alien feder a 1
agents having rubbed off harmful-
ly on her psyche.
Then, after widespread circula-
tion of the report that one suspect
had suffered a cerebral hemorr-
hage after FBI questioning, the di-
agnosing physician said well, may
be the man didn't suffer such an
attack at all. The yarn was on its
way, however, and the nation's
FBI haters had another scrap of
scambled evidence to support
their demand that the organization
be dismantled.
There Is a smell of collusion in
the developments reported from
Popularville — smell of collu-
sion among some of the townspeo.
pe to discredit the FBI quickly
before the scents can bring to jus-
tice the lynchers of Parker.
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"Since colored folks have taken
over in the South — as I dresin
every night they have — all a lot
of Negroes like to do nowadays is
talk about their white mammies.
It is beginning to be tiresome.
Every time a bunch of colored so-
ciety folks gather for a bridge
game, or a planter's punch, or
plantation brunch, somebody has
got to brag about their old white
MAMMY.
"To tell the truth, I do not be-
lieve every Negro that says he had
a white mammy, has had one. But
me, of course. I vas raised by
Mammy Faubus. I know colored
Colonel Washington has had Mam-
my Eastland in his family for
years. But we is aristocrats. Some
of these ether Negroes is new
come by wealth, whilst the Sem-
plea and the Washingtons have had
money an long we ignore it.
"That explains why my old white
mansion Is somewhat run down—
just too rich to have it fixeed—but
the tradition is still there. Brandy
to spice an eggnog before the
suckling pig Is served! Riding
horses, magnolias, pot likker and
rockers. And one thing sure, we
still look after out white folks.
'Just last week I give Mammy
Faubus the money for a new dress
And that cracker, Uncle Tom Tal-
madge, keeps me broke buying
him plug tobacco and Three Sixes.
But I could not see Mammy Feu-
bus go without some new clothes
to wear to the barbecue she tells
one her church is giving next week
after which there is going to be a
big camp meeting and singing. I
just love to hear white folks sing!
And all the old grannies for miles
around is going to be there—Mam-
my Eastland for sure, Mammy
Burns, Mammy Connors, also
Mammy George, Mammt, Almond,
Mammy Thurmond, and Mammy
Lea man.
"But I hear tell Mammy Jeeter
is too sick to come, and old Mam-
my Faulkner never goes no where.
I expect when all them old white
womans get together, each one
tries to outdo the other in telling
what good Negroes the, work for.
Certainly Mammy Faubus could
not say an unkind word about me.
Neither could Uncle Tom T a 1-
madge. Jesse B. Semple has been
good to that old cracker.
"But I cannot understand their
cracker children, neither their
grandchildren. Not knee high to a
duck, some of these little blue-eyed
crackerninnies, yet they got the
nerve to want to go to our colored
schools!
"What is getting into white folks
since Chief Justice Thurgood Mar-
shall read that last decree from
the Supreme Court bench granting
everybody the right to file another
suit to get their rights? Don't they
wan to go through the mists and
sue and file until they get to be
men and wnmens?
"If at first you .don't succeed,
file and file again, I say. Whi e
folks, these things take time. Don't
rush into intergration without prep-
aration. Just because a handful of
old Negroes wearng robes in the
Supreme Court like Justice W
ham Hattie, Justice Miles Paige,
and Justice Loren Miller says your
rights are constitutional, it does
not mean they are institutional,
"Our great educational institu-
ions like the University of Jeffer-
son Lee belong to its, and not even
with all deliberate speed do we
intend to constitutionalize the in-
stitutionalization of our status quo.
In the dear and simple words of
Mammy Faubus, 'Let things stay
like they is.'
"Oh, the wisdom of dear white
souls like our old Caucatlan mam-
mies! Oh, the mistakes their sons
and daughters are handing down
through this new generation to
their crackerninnies! Oh, how mis-
lead they all he by that National
Association for the Advancement
of Caucasian Peoples! I do believe
even my old white stable boy, Un-
cle Tom Talmadge. When I told
him the other day, 'The N. Double
A. C. P. will ruin you crackers."
he answered, 'I'm already ruined.'
"I said, 'Why, Uncle Talmadge,
why do you say that, working for
an aristocratic black family like
the Semples? Suppose you worked
for poor Negroes?'




LAGOS, Nigeria — Tomorrow standard of living comparable to talists to move in no a bigger
will mark the end of my second sharecroppers in the deep hinter- scale and reap some of the profits
week in Nigeria. My first impres- lands of Mississippi. Many of them that are siphoned off by expatri-
shins of this fascinating country are on the make and sooner or ales.
which is on the eve of independ- later they will move up the eco- Last Monday I traveled eighty
ence beginning to jell. mimic ladder, miles away to the largest city in
All my illusions about the prim- In some respects Lagos reminds so-called black Africa, lbadan.
itive aspects of this part of the me of towns along our Southern There the imposing government
world have been utterly shattered. Atlantic coast, stretching f r o m buildings of the Western Region;
Further, the popular picture we Charleston to Key West. Although the University college with its tre-
have in America of wild beasts it does not have the dazzling mendous, multi-million dollar WS-
roaming over the landscape, mak- beach hotels and play spots we as- Pital, (often called the most mod-
ing life dangerous, is pretty non- sociate with Florida, Lagos iS def-
teo anrnily 
the world) would do credit
sensical here. Old timers in this initely not a primitive outpost on city in our country. 
This
area tell me they haven't even the see, would be especially true in the
The largest departmentstore are similar.
South where climatic conditionsseen a snake since they have been
in the country.
here is Kingsway, and while it is
was a little shocked at first to shall Field's In Chicago, you can
The campus and buildings at the
I must confess, however, that I not as large and modern as Mar- University college are more mod-
em and more beautifully designedsee the little lizards, about the ug- find almost anything you want in 
n 
than those at any Negro college Iliest animals in the world, running it and it takes up a block on the have seen back home. The acs-freely in and around many of the main street. One great difference
homes. There Is an especially ugly between the stores, of course, 
is
black, red-spotted lizard, bigger the color of the clerks. In Kings- 
high for it is a branch of the uni-
versity of London, and a degreethan most, which flits about the way, practically all of the clerks from one is considered the equal
outside walls of my six-flat build- are Nigerian. The store is owned of a degree from the other.ing in the suburbs. So far it has by the giant Unilever Corporation 
apartment, but I am still fearful. the world, it seems to me, 
ever, are a far cry from the hour-
These fine, new edifices, how-not popped Inside my second-story which has ramifications all over 
Lagos, which is the federal capi- 
emsosatndof buildings which make up
The most distinctive commercial
thy, upper.class group, mostly Eu- crowded. slum -like native 
marketSalnuymwshehreere, 
are
tat a Nigeria, h„ a mall w„i, operation here is the sprawling, Africa, like slunis
women traders. To a newcomer 
unsseiegmhtlyt.oThir,tese air:
ropean, which lives in Fiends-like areas whicharedominatedy the lb 
offensive
adan  do a nndo tb
style. These kingpins have f i n e crowded as those in 1,agos and the
this area seems the most primi-homes, beautiful lawns, expensive hills serve to relieve the slum as-
autos and they play on the beach- tive feature of the city. Despite
et, golf and enjoy life, the unsightly aspects of the mar- of Lagoa.
pects in contrast to the flat land
The middle class is represented ket area, thousands of dollars
by hundreds of clerks, small store- change hands every day and smart owl 0- the
In lbadan one is more consci-
keepers, and entrepreneurs. There 
t power and influence of
Nigerians know how to make a
are more Africans in this group, profit and build up a fortune. 
Nigerians as compared to the ex-
hut also many Europeans who find As I have mentioned in earlier dan, and Prime Minister Awolown
patriates. The Nigerians run !ba-
lite more rewarding and pieasur- columns, the big money in Niger- and his ministers dominate the life
able here than they would in their Ian trade and commerce is firmly of the city and net the pace for
own countries. Syrians, Indians, lii expatriate hands. The European development and progress. They
Germans, Swint and English are e no m I c hold on the country will are getting historic experience in
well represented in this second no be broken, it seems to me, by self.government and important af-
economic bracket. tine coming of independence next fairs of state. lbadan gave roe a
The vast majority of the people, ye* great thrill, and it symbolizes the
of course, are the Nigerian work. N ertheless, a freer atmosphere dawn of a new era in African at-
era and small traders who have i VII velop for the Nigerian capi- fair
p. m.
Valedictorian of the 1959 senior
class is Miss Lana Taylor, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Jacob
Taylor, Sr. She resides with her
parents at 631 Jeanette st. Miss
Taylor is a 'member of the Miss. 
Adams, Overa Mosley, Hazel Col-
Taylor is a member of the Mis- 
lins, Katherine Cooper, Carol Ann
sissippi Boulevard Seventh- Day
Adventist church.
Salutatorian of the class is James
Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Lee who reside at 34A Walker
et. He is a member of the Mt.
Nebo Baptist church.
' These are the high honor gradu-
ates of the class of 1959. Indicat-
above for the past four years at,
Booker Washington.
The top 20 in order are Lana
Joyce Taylor, James Lee, Pa-
tricia Ann Toney, Annie Mae WU-
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' Lana Joyce Taylor and James
Lee head the list of 569 Washing-
ton seniors who will receive their
diplomas showing that they have
completed 12 years of schooling 
hams, Felton J. Earls III, Lar-
en June 3, at 8 p. m., at Ellis 
ry Webster. Betty J. Jones, Benja-
auditorium. min Ivy, Ester
 M. Peppers, De-
The commencement sermon will 
lores Rose, Martha Little, Maxine
be delivered by the Eld. Blair 
T.IRobinson, Ossie Brooks, Bobbye
Hunt on Sunday, May 31, in the 
,Jean Bogen. Jeanette St. Clair,I
Blair T. Hunt gymnasium at 
sIMae Dee Williams, Ladell Patter.'
son. Doris Dorsey, Bettye Louise'
Bell and Ary Jones.
Others on the leading list in or-
der are Louise Mabry, Sammie
Williamson, Millicent J. Cade, Er.
nest Jones Wardell Williams Alma
McNairy, Phyllis Hyter, Ida Mae
Jones, Vada Sims and Lossie Brody,
SEEMS STRANGE
When students from Porter
school came over to Washington
this past week to register, Prof.
Blair T. liunt walked out of the
library leaving his symbol of au-
thority, the bell, behind.
Eurlee Stone, a junior at Wash-
lye of hard work and concientious ington, with a watchful-eye picked
study is their average of 90 and up the bell and walked down the
corridor with it. When he got with.
Little Rock's in 25 feet of Prof. Hunt, he tapped
the hell to attract the principal's
ex-Superintendent attention.
of Schools 
Prof. Hunt, talking with Prof.
Melvin Conley, principal of Porter
tells about! isaid. "It's worth your weight in
I turn of his golden bell.)
"My nightmare Eurlee was thrilled to ring thefamous bell of Prof. Hunt.
at Little Rock" 
DRIVE A SUCCESS This is happy glad vacation,
;YIP
OFFICERS or THE BEALE
Street Rescue Mission Direct-
ors look on in approval as
Rev. J. I.. Gleese tfar right)
presents $500 check to Dr.





When Virgil T. Blossom
(Superintendent of Little
Rock Schools from 1953
to 1958) began drawing
up plans for integration,
he was threatened, shot
at, denounced as a "car-
petbagger" a n d derided
as a "paid agent of the
NAACP."
In this week's Saturday
Evening Post you'll read
his own dramatic story
and learn:
• how he suddenly learn-
ed that racists were plan-
ning to wreck his pro-
gram.
• why be believes t he
Negroes in Little Rock
were against immediate
and complete integration.
• about the powerful bus-
iness interests who had
great influence over Gov.
ernor Faubus.
• how extremists from
all over the country con-
verged on Little Rock —
ready to stop integration
at all costs.
Don't miss "The Untold
Story of Little Rock."
It's a wonderful week in
the Post . . 7 erodes, I
stories, 2 stools, many
cartoons a n d exciting
photographs.
Cct yaw copy today —





The annual Green and Gold drive
which ended last week was a suc-
cessful one.
Rooms with the highest con-t
tributions were Mrs. Norma F.
Griffin I0-3A and Mrs. Catheryne
Johnson 10-10A. Other teachers of
leading rooms were Mrs. C. B.
Simmons, Mrs. A. H. Roberts,
Paul Lyons, Mrs. Iona Walton,
Mrs. C. Steward, Mrs. A. M.
Roberts, Mrs. A. Price, Charlie
Tarpley, Miss Cynthia Green and I
Miss Dora Todd.
"MISS B. T. iv."
The student to raise the highest
amount. Bettye Jane Myers, was
crowned "Miss Booker Washing-
ton of '59." She is the 16-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Myers of 630 G. Orleans st. I
After completing two more
years at Washington, she plans to
continue her education at Le-
Moyne college and major in mathe-
matics. She plans to become a!
school teacher. Her hobby is read. I
ing. She is a member of the Pro- I
gressive Baptist church.
Upon winning the title, she re- .
ceived a $100 cash scholarship. I
Miss Myers had this statement to
make: "I a mvery proud to accept
the title of Miss Booker Washing-
ton and I am enjoying every min.!
ute of it."
Miss Myers was crowned by last
year's winner, Miss Barbara
Washington.
Runner-up to Miss Booker Wash-
ington is Miss Geraldine Phillips.
16-year-old daughter of Mr. a n d
Mrs. Cliff Phillips of 1605 Webb
st. She plans to attend Tennessee
State university. Her hobbies are
sewing and listening to the hi-fi.
, Miss Phillips' motto is "Smile
and the world smiles with you.
, Weep and You'll weep alone."
Happy, happy glad vacation
comes again in May,
To the fields and grassy meadows
we'll be going to play.
0' we love the pleasant summer,
singing birds and brooks;
goodbye, goodbye books!
This song, one of my childhood
memories, comes to mind very
vividly this time of year as I
watch children, both large a n d
small, toss their pencils, books,
and paper aside for another va-
cation full of fun and adventure.
Teachers are beginning to think
about registration dates for sum•
mer school and anxious church
workers are making plans for va-
cation Bible schools. So it seems
that after all there will be little
rest for the weary, but simply a
digression from the usual rou-
tine.
Rev. W. M. Morgan gave his
wife a surprise birthday party last
Wednesday at their home. Minis-
ters, their wives and many
friends gathered quickly to sing
"Happy Birthday."
Milton Robinson was called to
LAST COLUMN
This has been a most enjoyous
and pleasant year for me to bring
the news to you. I have tried my
very best to bring you the most
interesting news.
I would like to say 'Thanks a mil-
lion' to Booker T. Wade for con-
tributing many articles, to Mrs.
Vernice Nabrit and Mrs. Cather-
yne Johnson for their counseling
and to all of the-faculty, students
and friends for their encouraging
words. 
With this being our last column
. of BTW SCHOOL NOTES for the
I 58-59 school term. I would like to
leave you with this parting re-
minder: If someone betrays you
once, it's his fault. If he betrays
, you twice, it's your fault.
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treasurer of the board of di-
rectors. The check was donat-
ed by a white person. Others
on the photo are, sitting front,
Mrs. Magnolia Bass and stand.
Ins from left to right, Rev.
Turner and Noah Bond. The
goal of the kick-off rally which
began May 21 at the Middle.
Baptist church is $11,500 for
erpansion purposes.
House To Open Picket Talks
By RAYMOND R. COFFEY 'outlaw organizational picketing,
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — The which last week lost its first test
vote.
Also in this week's session, Pub-
lic Welfare Director Dr. Otto L.
Bettag and Chicago businessman
Irving Karoll are slated for ap-
pearances before a House com-
commencement sermon to Lauder-I mittee investigating alleged pur-
dale High's C.3 graduate Sunday chasing irregularities in Bettag's,
before last. department.
Mrs. Annie K. Reid of Chicago,' Sponsors of the bill to outlaw'
Ill., was here visiting her grand- organizational picketing, also re-
daughter, Mrs. Bettie Jean Mosby (erred to as "racket picketing,"
and other relatives, tried last week to take the bill
Willie D. Mosby was in the hos- away from the Labor Committee
pital recently. where it has been bottled up for
Miss 011ie Mae Fitzpatric Is in several weeks.
the Lauderdale County hospital. They faded by 10 votes.
House Labor Committee Tuesday
will open hearings on a bill to
Indiana recently due to the death
of his brother.
Rev. Eddie Currie delivered the
have contributed the greater part,
of their lives to service to youngl
people and an ex-fighter pilot will
speak to some 317 graduates of
Tennessee A and I State univer-I
sity during closing exercises. I
Counselor of students, the Rev.'
James H. Robinson, pastor of
New York's Church of the Mas-
ter, and director of Harlem's
Morningside community will de-I
liver the 47th annual commence-
ment address Monday, June 1st,
10 a. m. in the Henry Arthur
Kean Hall.
The second youth leader, Dr.
H. D. Bollinger, 26-year-staffer
and presently secretary, Depart-
ment of College and University
Life, Board of Education of the
Methodist church, will be the bac-
calaureate speaker on Sunday,
May 31 in the Henry Arthur Kean
hall.
AIR FORCE SERVICE
Ex-fighter pilot Lt. Col. Henry
B. Perry, chief, Combat Opera-
tions Center, Central Air Defense
Force Headquarters, Richards-Ge-
baur Air Force Base, Missouri,
will he the main speaker at the
commissioning ceremonies of
Tennessee's 850-cadet-manned De-
tachment No. 790, AF headquar-
ters field house at 9 a. m. Mon-
day, June 1, at which time eight
senior cadets will receive com-
missions as second lieutenants.
S'ersatile community lea de
world traveller and author, Knox-'
ville-born Dr. Robinson adminis-,
ters a dynamic program in New'
York that includes two summerl
camps for underprivileged chil-
dren, a psychiatric counseling
service, a day nursery for chil-
dren of working mothers, a re-
creation center, a credit union and
a cooperative store.
Minister To Address
A & l's Class Of '59
NASHVILLN — Two men who Dr. H. D. Bollinger, administra-•WAS CHAPLAIN ,
live advisor to student religious
workers at 158 educational cen-
ters known as Wesley Founda-
tion, heads the department which
conducts a national program of
what is known as the Methodist
Student Movement.
LECTURED AT YALE
Mr. Robinson is nationally re-
cognized for his work in the
Morningside Community center's
REV. JAMES HO ROBINSON
church and the community, and'
was honored in 1955 with an in'i
vitation to give the Lyman Beech- 1
er lectures at Yale University's,
Divinity school, which were pub-I
lished under the title of "Adven-1
turous Preaching."
lie is also to be remembered
as the popular participant on the
former N. B. C. television pro-.
gram, "The Big Surprise," wherel
he won $30,000 earmarked for thel
current building fund program.
Senior member, in terms of
service, of those who serve the
cause of religion in higher edu-
cation in Protestant student work
in America, Dr. Bollinger has
served as preacher in the chapels
of Cornell, Syracuse and North-
western universities, and has con-
ducted the ' religious emphasis
week on 15 other campuses.
The schedule of events for Ten-
DR. H. D. BOLLINGER I




University Day, May 29










LOOKS LIKE CREAM! POURS LIKE CREAM! EVEN WHIPS!
carnation in the Red and White Can actually brings out richer
coffee flavor than cream. It's the world's leading brand of evaporated milk -
the double-rich milk with twice as much cream in every drop. Join the
millions who prefer the world's finest in their coffee. Fill your cream pitcher
with Carnation, and enjoy richer coffee flavor - delicious, full-bodied -
cup after cup. Get Carnation in the bright red and white can today!
Recipes on the labels, tool Look for
the wonderful tested recipes on every Carnation































THE LABORATORY OF the Uni-
versity's School of Engineering is
the scene pictured here. Person
131`i: Potential engineers take over
electrical equipment vacated by
the recent 27 graduates, 12 of
whom commanded a total of
$105,000 per year in salaries from
American industries.
"WANTED: LINOTYPIST" . . .
Is a plea to be fulfilled as Tennes-
see State's printing department




THE SCIENTIST . . . product of
the university's School cf Area and
Sciences, whose future role in the
scenario of the }ea powered age, Is
most assured.
In A University Where Academic A & I Geared To
Jet-Atomic Age
NASHVILLE — Today, supersonic jets end missiles
that span continents in seconds are daily fare Tomorrow,
man rockets for outer space, and the world's wealth is
hesped in the lap of special learning.
Early last year, Tennessee State university made the
giant stride to full membership in the Southern Associa-
tion of Secondary. School and Colleges that 'Arced the final
stamp on the university. machinery for training young
minds for the new age.
All this change did not conic
with the completion of 43 build-
ings on the 450-acre-campus cost-
ing more than 14 million dollars.
More dynamically, it took the
vision and 16 years of hard work
by the University president Dr.
W. S. Davis who has not been
contented with the status quo hut In keeping with he modern
who has believed in and still trends in educational circles, Ten-
maintains a program geared to- nessee met the requirements and
ward perpetual progress. was granted participation in the
BUILDING A YEAR 
Federal student loan program, ad-
ministered by the United S!ateisAdding more than a building Department of Health, Educationyear for his 16-year presidency and Welfare.Dr. Davis' latest ultra-modern 
700,000 dollar air-conditioned stu- Prior to the move, the Univer-
dent union building is company to sity established an Academic Hall
the education building, the school's of Fame and granted each stu-
first completely air-conditioned dent maintaining a four-point ay-
classroom building. Rounding out erage full scholarship,
the academic progress, the Uni-
versity gained full-fledged status Augmenting student services and
as a land-grant institution, meet- placement, there are numerous
ing the provisions of the Mornell
act passed by the United States
Congress. The school - of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics and
Military training are two of the
main provisions of the congression-
al act.
Since establishing the Air Force
ROTC detachment, the University
has commissioned mor e t han
half a hudred officers and pilots.
Some Tennessee-State-trained let
pilots fly daily missions with the
Strategic Air Command,
"FUR OF FACE . . . and repre- row's society begin in the univer- CUMBERLAND RIVER
Nestling on a bend of the Cl1111.sentative ef the distaff side, their shy community give the campus









THE DYNAMIC SWITCH. . . I.
scientific farming and home eco- •
mimics places Tennessee State's
School of Agriculture in the en-
viable position of supplying the na-
tion with a valuable pool of broad-
ly-trained personnel whose em-
pioyment Is a nearly-accomPlish•
ed fact.
Also meetings like the National
Science Foundation's mathemetics
institute, offer the very latest in•
on formation for those teaching and
working in the field,
If your future is worth thinkinge about, Tennessee State has pre-
pared a training place for your
— in Tomorrow's World.
housed in modern dormitories
and get the benefits of enjoying
the cultural migration of more
than 13,000 students who annually
trek to Nashville's many institu-
tions of higher learning.
PRESIDENT W. S. DAVIS
conferences, workshops and instl-
tides that bring specialists in
every field of study within ear-
future




Sat., May 30, 1959
I Emerging on the social 
scene
. which of late has been domi-
nated by Spring formals and the
debutante season the news
college alumni is planned for this
week end . . . and Alumni Asso-
ciation president, Mrs. Ann Law
rence Hall, has named Mrs. H. T
dings. I • ,
The future was never brighter 
been elected the Alumni Ball Lillian Fisher, Millicent Cade,
for the young grads and brides 
chairman. Assisting in the over-all Georgette McKinney, Patricia
of any age . . . who, with sound 
program are Robert H. Ratciff,I Toney, Barbara Jeans, Joyce
public relations director of the ,
training, are well-prepared toi , Lyinom, Dorothy Donald, 
Sandra
meet the challenges of the times. 
college, and Elmer Ilenderson,,Branscomb, Louvinia Tillman, Amici of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Horne, Mrs. Eva Hamilton Helm,
vice president of the alumni as- Jacqueline Lang, Countess John- inc., ended a successful year by Mrs. Annie Washington and Mrs.This week-end will be highlight
_, sociation. son, Angelia Avery, Olivia Craft inc., ended a successful year by Rosetta Clark.ed by baccalaureate exercises
The following committees have
tke preludes to graduation and Members not present included
been appointed for the occasioncommencement. And we, of thej
which will attract not only local
TSD staff, congratulate each but LeMoyneites from
graduate and bestow our wishes alumni,
: throughout the country:
for a bright, fruitful and pros
perious life ahead. 1 Decorations, Mrs. M o z e 1 1 e
Anent our social circuit . . . Stacks, assisted by Mrs. Susie
here's the news that came our; Hightower, Fred Garner, Mrs. Vir.
way. , ginia Blair, Mrs. Bernice Cole
TRECE' CLUB ' and Reginald Morris — art profes-
A recent meeting was that of sae; guests, Miss Jewel Gentry,
the Trece' Bridge club at the en Shelby, Elmer Henderson, , of 810 E. McLemore have had as] helped sponsor scholarships and
lovely and spacious home of Mrs. Mrs. Ruby Gadison and Rob- their houseguest Mrs. Lelia Walk.]eyeglasses for needy Negro chit-
Martha Mitchell at 902 Stafford. ert H. Ratcliffe. ter Williams of Philadelphia, Pa.,' dren of Memphis by their sale Whitney, Susan Brittemprn, Earline
Much the center of attraction Orchestra, Cecil Goodlow, chair-lwho spent several days here whilel of tickets to "Holiday on Ice" , SomerviAe, Elizabeth Durham,
was Mrs. Dorothy Hagler Saw, l man] assisted by Elmer Hender.jenroute to her home from a trip,through the local Zeta Chapter.' Carlotta Stewart, Frankie Cash
who was welcomed as a new Son. Mrs. Poston. Howard Cross; to Austin, Tex. ' The 'members were granted a I and Marguerite Cox. Also Ber-
member to the club. A livelyiFloor Show, Willie Kelly, chair-, Friends of Mrs- St. Julian charter this year and sent two nice Calloway, Utoka Quarles, L.
bridge session resulted in cos- man, assisted by Mrs. Gwendo- A. Simpkins. jr:. (Adrienne) of] delegates to the Regional meet- I M. Haley, Yvonne Hawkins, Mil-
tume jewelry prizes to Mesdames lyn Walton, Mrs. Georgia Shep-1 Cincinnati, were delighted w it li• ing in Ma Bena. Miss., at Mis-dred Heard, Burnadine Holmes,
Ernestine Scott, Lois Hirsch and herd, Reginald Morris, Miss JO. her week-long visit with Mr. and' sissinPi Vocational college. They' Annie Naylor, Bertha Fayne, Ha.
Dorothy H. Shaw. Jlene Westbrooks, Mrs. Dorothy Mrs. Harry Haysbert last week1 
are looking forward to being host- zel Pyles, Pytee Bolden, Bernice
LADIES OF LEISURE I Westbrooks, Ulysses Campbe11,1.. giving them the opportunity to 
eases, along with the Zetas when! Williams, Mildred orne, Loretta
the South Central regional con.' Kateo, Maggie Jordan, MettleThe home of Miss Frankie Mrs. Susie Hightower and Alford.' catch up on the news of life in]
Parker was the mecca of mem-. son Nelson. Ithe Ohio city where the 
Simp-ivenes here next spring. Oates, Dorothy Berkley, Mavis
berg of the Ladies of Leisure So-] The Reception committee, Mrs., kin"' 
Amici present were Mrs. Mag. Gholston, Mattie Ward, June Pend-now reside, following Father'
dal club last week . . . where! Ethel Venson, chairman, assisted' 
]gie Kirkland, Mrs. Dolly Jones, I er, Jeraldine Taylor, Dovie Burn-Simpkins' tenure as rector of Em-
plans continued on the Spring by Mrs. Barbara Wilson. Mrs.. 
;Mrs. Katie Pope, Mrs. Callie Har- ilyn, Little Threats, Cassandramanuel Episcopal church here.
Carnival which will be held June lohnella Wells, James Boyd, Miss' 
mon, Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Mrs.1Harris, Hattie Debro, Gloria Den-Mrs. Andrew (Mary) Roberts en;
ii, at the home of Mrs. Hoover Yvonne Brown, Mrs. Ruby H. Gad-] 
Anna Norris, Mrs. Nellie Osborne,, tham and Ellen Callian.tertained Mrs. Simpkins at her'
home last Wednesday night. Dili Mrs. Mary Taylor, Mrs. Annie j Mrs. Freddie L. Wesley was theSumlar, 1932 Cloverdale Lane,. ison, Mrs. Alma Holt and Mrs.]
where some lucky guest will re- I Aline Jeffrey, Committee on Hosto 
Higgins, president; Mrs. Joy guest of Mrs. Cornelia Sanders.. hand were Mrs. Charles (Maryli 
I Phillips, Miss Margaret Bush,1ceive a handsome bedspread., and Hostesses, Mrs. Edna Swing-
Shrimp cocktails and interesting ler. chairman, assisted by Mrs.] Mrs. Helen Shelby, Mrs. Mary C. Irrs -
"dip" snacks provided a delicious Maple Mae Grayson, Miss John-] Pruitt and your scribe.
repast . . . and the next meeting ella Wells: Miss Yvonne Brown,)
KEY. AND MRS. OZELL
FREEMAN of 362 Fay honor'
of graduates from our high schools 
Lockhard as general chairman for ed the Rev. Cleophus McKen-
and colleges . . . all set to re- 
the activities which will be held, zie of Cairo, ill., at their home,
ceive diplomas and sheepskins 
lin Bruce Hall, Saturday, May 30. 362 Fay ave. Reverend Mc•
to enter the mainstream of life 
.. ,' The all-day program will be cut
and, with the advent of June — 
minated with a formal alumni i Members of the debutante
news of scores of coming wed- 
bal to be held that night at Bruce'
. Postonhas 
group attending with their escorts
were Misses Jacqueline Bridges.
Kenzie is the organizer of Mt.
I.ebanon Baptist church.
Shown left to right around the
table are Mrs. R. S. Ruck-
CU, Rev. J. W. Williams, Mrs.
Williams, Reverend Lloyd,
Reverend McKenzie, Reverend
and Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. Roy
Love, Reverend Love and Rev-
erend Ruckett.
Amici End Successful
Year With Social Hour
Lois Jones, Sandra McDamels, having a social hour with local
Elizabeth Ann Mitchell, Bonnie' sorors on Mother's Day at the
Bates and Martha Little. home of Mrs. Joy Horne of 1248
Also present were Misses Lana Quinn.
Taylor, Rose Marie Whalum, Er. I A short program was heard re-
Mrs. R. V. Brown, Mrs. Ruth
Paine, Mrs. Maude Mosley, Mrs.
Georgia Burnpus, Mrs Carlee
Bailey, and Mrs. Connie Rivers.
nize Taylor, Marvel Thomas, La- j freshments were served and gifts Zetas present and sending gifts
Vonne Webb, Barbara Stover, I were exchanged with each Ami- were Celia Chaplin, Juanita Lew-
Gwendolyn and Patricia Evans,,,cae's favorite daughter in the so- is, Nanilee Banks, Ethel Starks,
Woodrow Miller. I rority. Sara Dixon, Birdie Lenoir, L. B.
CHIT CHAT I This group, composed of moth- Rhi.nehardt. Maudden Seward, Fe-
Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Roulhac era and friends of Zeta sorors licia M. Sartin, Pearlina B. Saun-
ders, Cornelia Sanders, Debora
Thompson Juliet Jones Lillian
and guests present. I and Mrs. Philip S. Booth,and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mr. and,
Mrs. Oliver Jo.hnson, (Mrs. John.'
son is the charming Quette presi-
dent), Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pope,
Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank White,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Owens, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter M. Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Bell. Mr. and
Mrs. John Parker, Mrs. Harry
Cash, Mr. and Mrs. J. Cunning-
ham, Dr. and Mrs. Sidney Collier
of Covington, Tenn., and social
The La Rita Home Makers club queen for the year will be crowned. thank Nat Dscribes Miss Jewel Gentry and
Mn. Rubye If. Gadison. is presenting its eleventh annual by Mrs. Clara Harris. assistance he
MRS. PROTHRO VISITS evening of charm show, themed , The club's president wishes to in publicizing
Vv. Louise Prothro, National "Flowers In Animation" on May,
Economist for Pet Milk '
31 8 p.m. at the Flamingo Room.
company, visited our city last]
J This show will feature many
week to complete plans for the 0, 
well known models in the persons
lecture-demonstration she will do Mesdames Martha JeaniceStein.
at the annual Tri-State Fair next berg. 
Thelma Ezell, Den' BRov-
fall. While here, she was t h e 
chelle, Lorice Vanpelph and e -
houseguest of Dr. and Mrs. G. 
erlv Nevilles.
W. Stanley lab. Included in the cast to depict
The well-known and highly cont- 
jthoe.ytheme more fully are Mrs.
petent home economist has been 
a Eiland, a special model,
Ptnnected with Pet Milk company 
Misses Rosanna Quinn, Eunice
for more than eight years . . . 
Trotter. and Dorothy and Ida
and is a well known personality who plays 
along with William Pipes,
nationally through her appear- 
the part of Adam.
ances at home shows, colleges and 
Others are Misses Elizabeth Pru•
universities, as a radio and tele- 
dent as Eve and Dorothy Burnett,
vision guest, and as the writer of wthileo along 
with others will play
a syndicated column carried in 
part of a flower.
more than 50 newspapers. She is 
Mrs. Cora Belle; the club's
a member of American Women
the New York State Home Eco 
Get Schools 1stin Radio and Television and
Delta Sigma Theta sorority. 
Degrees For Mennomics Association . . . and the
While in Memphis she visited: JACKSONViLLei. — (UPI) —
high schools , and it was the Students from Peoria, III., and
pleasure of your scribe to chat Bangkok, Thailand. will receive
with the charming lady at • Ma. the first two degrees awarded by
nassas High school, where the the new MacMurray College for
stopped briefly last Friday even, Men.
inc.
SEQUINS CLUB 
The first two graduates, who
will receive their degrees at corn -
The Sequins Bridge club receiv mencement exercises Sunday. are
ed the royal treatment in hoe John H. Curtis, Peoria, and Tha-
pitality from Mrs. Juanita Brew vorn Lapthisophon, of Thailand.
ster Poston at Tony's Inn for their MacMurray College for Men was
recent meeting . . . enjoying cui] founded in 1957. MacMurray Cot. 
sinefare and lovely prizes snar lege for Women here was founded
ed by Mesda•nes Gloria Simon. more than 100 years ago.
Beverly (Bootsie) Ford and Rubye , The two colleges are "coordi•
H. Gadison , nate" in that their students hake
LEMOYNE REUNION independent daises and activities,
A Grand Reunion of LeMoyne but ghee campus social life.
• • *
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam arebe held with Mrs. Lula Shears Mrs. Barbara Wilson, Mrs. Glo-]
on Select ave. preparing for an extensive motor
I 
Alexander, Mrs. W. O. Speight, 
trip by • wa • f Chicago to • I
`••••;
QUETTES PARTY jr., Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mrs. Ar-'.  y o S ms-] 
bury, Conn., to see their son, Ifer.i] The Queues, members of the]denia McCulley, Mrs. Bernice Cole!
man Arthur graduate from West-! 'T7••auxiliary group of Omega Psi Phi] and Mrs. Alice Jeffrey.
I minster school, where exceptional;fraternity, entertained the "men MISS ABRON COMPLIMENTED
in their lives" at a wonderful ] accomplishments in scholarship] i.
supper party at the beautiful con- 
Miss Hazel Abron, daughter of] and extra curricular activities i,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Abron, who have resulted in admission to Yale ".1temporary home of Mr. and Mrs. was presented at the recent De- university, where he will matricu- Is * -Y 
. . .
H. A. Gilliam at 1283 South Park- 4..., -ray C4,44,10r1:4 Arifew4RT— 4butaote presentation of Kappa Al-]late as a freshman in the Fall.] ar, - • •-- .- •way East, Saturday night before
last Mrs. Gilliam, a member of 
pha Psi fraternity . . . and holds The Gilliams will enjoy a vaca- My husband does not beat Inc]
the distinction of heing the first] tion in New York City and en- alarming per cent of our ill sses
MUSING: Do you know that an,
'bat sometime I would prefer a]the Quettes, was assisted by Mr. daughter of a local Kappa to be virons. and stops in Atlantic City
presented to Memphis society. . • and other eastern cities before! And do
'is emotionally-induced', I beating to the torture I endureGilliam in entertaining the Omeg.
you know that a num-, when we go out with friends. I dieas and Quettes . . . further as. was compli.nented by Mr. and returning In Memphis.slated by the Quettes. ' ben of people feel that because of ,a thousand deaths when he begins]Mrs. Abron and their close ] Also heading to Connecticut their own superior intelligence that], Much of the fun of the evening to bore people with his jokes. Hefriends, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Van] are Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byas they are immune to emotionallycentered in the handsome familyiBuren. at a lawn party held Sun- and daughter Mae Olivia, who. induced illness? As a matter 
oil butchers all kinds of English, for.
room of the home . . . the dining] a_.aay May 17, in the garden and. after a stop in Cincinnati, will fact, emotionally-induced illnesses 
gets the punchlines, starts at the
room — the scene of the buffet!] patio of the home of Mn, and head to Milford, Conn., to meet become more prevalent as one 
end of the jokes and even murders
service and the provindial furnish- — .ed 
living room. Among those at.'
mrs. a an Buren, the simplest atomI their son and brother James S.
Varied games, dancing and may-i Byas, jr., a student at Milfordtending were Mrs. H. H. Johnson,' .




Principal and Mrs. Leroy Mc-
Neil of Crawfordsville, Ark., have
announced the engagement of
their daughter Miss Wilverline Mc
Neil to Odie Jordan, son of Mrs.
Lennie Ingrain and grandson of
Robert Jordan, both of Forrest
City, Ark.
Miss McNeil, a graduate of Mc-
Neil high school. Crawfordsville,
and Philander Smith college. is
now music instructor at Lincoln
Junior high School, Forrest City,
Ark.
Mr. Jordan is a graduate of Lin-,
corn high school, Forrest City, and
Philadnder Smith college.
He is the science instructor at ,
Lincoln Junior High School at
Forrest City.
The wedding will take plai-e
June 21 in Crawfordsville.
EARLE, ARK.
The final report was made of
the appreciation affair given for,
, Principal C. E. Draper on testi
Thursday and the total shown wasi
$78 complimented with a shower
,of gifts from teachers and friends.I
IHe is the principal of the Dunbar,
'High school, where the event'
'was held. The surprise was well'
timed.
Rev. Z. E. Barr had a serious;
accident Monday morning on high-]
•
goes up the ladder of human re- It is humiliating to sit by and
sponsibility, mental alertness and
capacity. This is probably becausel 
watch him make a fool of him-
W. F. Nabors, Mrs. B. L. Hooks,' r'is• self. I am amazed at the patienceCharles Iles and Arthur M a-] for a vacation in the East. with the alert mind can find things to
son . . . and delicious food in-, headquarters at Montclair. N. J. be worried and concerned about inMr. and Mrs. O'Farrell Nelson,' of our friends. I would appreciate
Mr and Mrs B G Olive, jr barbecue provided much, Mrs, Byes' former hometown the time the unalert mind can think an advice you can lye Frazzle. . . , g • •
Mr. and Mrs B G Olive air conviviality for the debutantes Christopher Booth. son of Mr. of only one. !Dear "Frazzle:"
' Carry on. Your reward will be iDear Crlotta:
C. E. DRAPER
way 149 near Black Oak, north of
Earle. He was hit by a pickup
truck and suffered severe face
injuries. The full extent of his
injuries has not been determined
as of this writing. He was taken
to John Gaston hospital and is in
ward R. S. The reverend is one of
the outstanding ministers of
Earle and has pastored the Provi-!
deuce AME church. He is the pres.]
ent pastor of a Blytheville church.'
A musical recital will be pre-,
sented by Silas Walker at Tyrom,
is School on June 5, sponsored!
by the St. James choirs. Rev. J.j
L. Davis is the church minister.:
Mrs. Julia Williams is the presi-
dent of the choir.
Friday evening, May 22, the
Home Demonstration club met at
the home of Mrs. Fannie Bohanon.
A tasty dinner was served.
La Ritas T o Present
Flowery Charm Show
Williams for the' Tickets for the affair can be
has given the club 'purchased from members of the
the show. club.
FLOWERS IN ANIM THON
Is the theme of the La Rita
BM club's eleventh annual
evening in charm show slated
for the Flamingo room May
at, at g p. m. :flown above
are Some of the participants In
the program which sill see
the formal crowning of (h.
club queen, Mrs. Cori Belie,
Above, from left to r,:ht are
Mrs. Judy Eiland. a special
model for the event, Eunice
Jones, Dorothy Jones and Re-
ba Purchased from any of the
club members. Mrs. Thelma
Coleman is club press?.
the admiration of friends who can
respect your restraint.
Just before you go on your next
I social evening repeat this little
phrase to him: "If you can't re-
member 'em — don't dismember
'ern."
PIJANs JUNE FVENT—Mks
Wilverline McNeil ill be mar-
ried to •Odie Jordan on June
21, at Crawfordsville, Ark. An-
nouncement of the couple's en•
gagement has been made by
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy McNeil of
lioCrawfordsville, parents of the •
bride-to-be.
LeMoyne Students To Be
Wed At Collins Chapel
Interest is focused on the ap-
proaching wedding of Miss Linda
Louise Haralson and Joseph Cal-
vin Isabel which will be solemniz-
ed on June 7 at Collins Chapel
CME Church.
Miss Haralson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Haralson
Jr. of 1410 South Ave.: Mr. Isabel
is the son of Mrs. Clarence Isabel,
Sr., of 772 Hanley St.
The bride - elect is a graduate
of Hamilton, High Cchool, where
she finished with high honors: and
she is now a junior at LeMoyne
college. Very active On campus,
Miss Ilaralson is the basileus of
the pi Alpha Chapter of the Zeta
Phi Beta sorority and secretary
of the National Science Honor so-
ciety, Beta Kappa Chi.
BRIDE ELIA'T — Miss Linda
Louis Haraldson will he mar-
ried to Joseph Calvin Isabel
In a wedding of outstanding in.
(crest Sunday, June 7, at Col-
ling Chapel CME church. The
She is also affiliated with the
LeMoyne Student Christian Fel-
lowship and Pre-Alumni Club, and
is also the newly elected trees-
surer of the 1959-60 senior class of
LeMoyne.
Mr. Isabel is a graduate of Mel-
rose High School. He attended Rust
College at Holly Springs, Miss.,
where he was a member of the ,
Rust College Singers. He is now
completing his sophomore year at
LeMoyne College, where he is an
active member of the Le Moyne
college choir.
After having served in Nashvillik
Tenn. as a postal transportati
clerk, he is now employed as a
clerk in the United States Post Of-
fice here in Memphis. He is a
member of Collins Chapel church.
bride elect Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, James Harsh
son, Jr., of lilt South ave. Mr.
Isabel is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Isabel, Sr., of
772 Hanley at.
MISS MEASE BOOKER of Los Angeles
1959 Miss Golden Girl
( Royal Crown
DRESSINS
Keep that "love look" in you,'
hair . . . insist on genuine
Royal Crown Hair Dreesing.
Availmble at favorite stores,
everywhere,
Only 3 5 fe0, sites I Sc and 49c
Win 4 1.959 Cold Cadillac! Enter Often WA




1,000 Prizes In Second Mg
Royal Crown
hair Dressing Contesti
Ws easy to enter, eery to
win Think of a name for
this dream car come true—
and you may be a winner!
You min enter ea often as
you wish. All you need to
enter is a label, coupon or
proof of purchase of any
Royal Crown Beauty Care
product, as noted in the
Official Contest Rules.
FREE
bury illanits, Official Corday*
Nadirs Available W5. 
Rayed Crown Prothro' are Sada
!4
H.,3 COntfM4 le& Mideleltb,
•































































































The accent this week seems to In senior biscuits, first, secondhe centered around our youth in and third places were won by Mar.'
the community. We are very garet Butler of West High, Beulahproud to announce that scholar- liennings and Ruth Guiltly. Miss
ships have been offered to three Bond and Miss Butler will receiveMerry High school students on the scholarships to the Conservation
basis of high scoring on the Inter-:Camp at the T. W. Fuller Park
collegiate examination which is in Memphis.
offered each year to high school . Sarah Chatman of West highstudents who have completed their won the senior cotton dress eon-sophomore year. test to Jewelene IMerriweatherThose cited were Ross Bruce and Freddie Jackson, also ofChearis, a senior, and son of Mr. West.
and Mrs. Ross Cheairs, of this JUNIOR CONTEST HELDcitx, Vincent Merry, son of Mr.' In the junior cotton dress con-and Mrs. Elmer Merry, also a 'test, first place went to BrendaseMor, and Noel Guy Berry, a Williamson, Neely club and Janiceijunior, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. N.' Sykes, Tr -Community. Five dollar ,Berry. I awards went to first place win-
'h'e fact that Berry is a junior ners.
makes him eligible In enter col- Winners in other contests were
k'nge on the early entrant student Genevia Jones of West high, in
Cheairs was offered an early leadership: Martha Jeffries, dairyentrant scholarship at the end of foods; N'ina Mae Brown, canning;his sophomore year but preferred and Jacqueline Cole, public
to remain and complete his high speaking. The latter three named
He has been offered a scholar-lHigh 4-H club.
school training, are all members of the Merry
ship to Fisk university in Nash.' County winners among boysville. Tenn. Scholarships for both were: Vernell Womack, forestry;Merry and Berry have been offer. Willie Wright, farm-home electric;ed- by Morehouse college in At- Glendon Britton, poultry; Lennielanta. Our hats go off to these Day, soil conservation; Robrt Cox,
students.public 
4-1( WINNERS CHOSEN 
speaking; Walter Meach•
em. tractor maintenance; Percy
Winners of the annual 4-11 Club Ray Long. garden; Bobby Jack-
Contest in Madison County have son, safety and Lee Arthur An'been announced by Miss Anna B. thony. leadership.
Jackson, home demonstration All are members of the Westagent and A. M. Dobbins, assis- I High 4-11 club. ctatit county agent. I Judging the contest were as-Georgia Mae Bond of Greer's sistant Home Demonstration Ag-club has been na-med first-place
winner in the corn muffin contest.
Sgrond and third places went to
Mamie D. Weddle of William Hill1LANE RECITAL
and Alma J. Steele of Tr-; Miss Freddie Lou Clark, daugh-
A DEBUTANTE — Mine Lon-
yenta Tillman, daughter of
M. Cornelia 'Tillman of 1.139
Gleason ave., was among the
group of charming young la-
dies who made their how to
society at the anual Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity', Debu-











A member of the senior class
of Hamilton High school, she
plans to enter Lincoln univer-
sity, Jefferson City, Mo., this
fall and major in home eco•
mimics. Her escort at the hall
ass Raford Dandridge, 5 seri-
lor at Melrose high school.
tr of Mr. and Mrs. Clark of this!
city, is making outstanding pro- 1
gress in the field of music. She
was presented in two recitals re-
eently. The department of music
at Lane college presented her in
the college auditorium on Sunday
afternoon, May 3 and Jaco's School
of Music presented her at St. l'aul
CME church.
Miss Clark. who graduates this'
spring from Lane college, is an•
accomplished pianist and organist
and she sings as well. She was
one of the students, named this
year to "Who's Who Among Stu-
dents in American Colleges and
Universities." She is president of
the Pre Alumni club. Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, member of the
newspaper ,staff and serves as or-
ganist for her church. She has
served as student representative
for the college on nanny occas-
ions. This year she attended the
United Negro College Fund inert-
ing in Pittsburgh and an intr.'
ial meeting which was held
Scarritt college in Nashville. Shei
also represented Beta Chi chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority 1
at the national convention which
was held in Washington. a C. last
sum suer.
SPONSOR RECEPTION
The Youth Choirs of Liberty C.
M. E. church sponsored the third
annual reception for graduating
members on Tuesday evening.
May 19. Those honored were R033
Bruce Cheairs. jr.. Ronald McKel-
vy, and Constance Poe, high
school graduates. Mrs. Edna While
directs the youth choirs and Mrs.
Willie Mae Lewis, assistant.
illsipg.-SUGLASS MOTHER — Mrs.
Elnora Neely was selected as
the Douglass High School coin
munity's "Mother of the
Year", at the first Mother-
Daughter program of Douglass
• Ilifh School. Sunday, May 10,




9:00 Physics: "Nuclear Ener-
gy." (Also telecast at 9:55, 10:30,
lit ['FAL°, N. Y. — The 35th
annual conference of the Great
Lakes region of Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity was held in the Mich'.
can A branch of the YMCA
here on May 8-9.
Theme of the conference was
"Preparation for Economic Social
Security in an Integrated Society."
The same theme will be discussed
at the annual meeting of the na-
tional group in Washington next
December.
honoree is seen with the bou-
quet of red roses which was
presented by Cheryl Scott and
Lois Jebirt at the program
which attracted more than 500
guests. Dr. Clara Brawner
was guest speaker.
The first Mother-Daughter pro- roses by Cheryl Scott and Lois Death Claimsgram of Douglass high school was Jublrt.
held Sunday. May 10, in the school
gymnasium, with Dr. Clara A.
Brawner, well-known local physi-
cian, as guest speaker.
The program was conducted by
girl students before an audience
of approximately 500 mothers, vis-
itors and friends. Music was furn- 1
ished by the Girls' Choir, directed
by Miss Georgia Bland and Miss'
Joan Douglass.
A highlight of the program WEI,
the presentation of the "Mother of;
the Year" chosen from the Doug-I
lass high school community. Mrs..
Elnora Neely filled all qualifica-
tions which the selection commit-
tee felt such a person should pos.
seas. She has children presently en-
rolled in Douglass, represents high
moral standards, is an active par-
ticipant in civic and religious en-
deavors, and is a dedicated moth-I
er to their children. Mrs. Neely'
was presented a bouquet of red 1
Honor Mrs. Neeley At
Douglass Hi Banquet
HONORED GUEST
Among honored guests was i
Judge Elizabeth McCain of Jui
venile Court, who spoke briefly_ on,
behalf of the guests present.
A reception honoring Mrs. Neely
was held in the home economics
room immediately following the
program. Mrs. F. I'. Johnson serv-
ed as general chairman; Mr. J.
D. Springer is the principal of
Douglass high school.
'Miss Johnson
Chapel services presenting mem-
ber-a of the 1959 class of the Chi-
cago Baptist Institute, 5120 S.
Parkway, will be held tonight at
7 o'clock, in the Skyloft theater,'
and again on Monday, June 1, at:
7 p. m.
139 Scholarships Go
To High School Grads
ster, Sammie Jean Williaxon, Le-
Roy Standifer and Martha Little,
Also Edith Cox, Elizabeth 1.acy,
Ladell Paterson, Ray Edward
Smith, Mae Dee Williams, Bea. Ronald Thomas, $1,320; Jo hnhave a total value of $28,695 and trice Cooper, Lucinda Campbell, Hooks, $330: bee Edward John-
Iinclude 12 four-year awards. Ida Mae Jones, Johnny Walker, son, Larry Neal and liazel Ab
Each of the full scholarship Henry Crossley, Hiram Houston, ron, $200 each; Dorothy Dandridge,
and arolyn Wiggins. RHO each, Reorsan, $mo ose 13I ak eny 
each:
 and a n dmAndrewzu  a sieAan-
and Mary Etta Perry, Myrtel d
Poindexter, Minnie Taylor, Ger- ,Tones. Daisy Boyd, Lavern Reid
Aldine Kimbrough, Monetha Robie Tate, Clara Lawrence, for-cots, Miss Alice Cottrell, Tipton 11:30 and 1:30) 
Reaves, Yvonne Green, Claude othy Woods and Bertha RegersCounty and Miss Maggie Moore, 4:00 Word to Wives. 
Farmer, David Turner, Millicent $50 each.Haywood county. 4:30 Sew Easy, "Unit Construe- Race- 
8:30 Ein, Drei: Beginn• one-year scholarships, 11 awards Dade. Esther Mae Peppers, Ben- DOUGLASS WINNERSlion." at $200 each, one for $165, 50 actual-nip Miles Louise Mew Mar Nn shrdlu etanin shrdlu5:30 Living Classroom; Social •
5:00 "Animals in Deep Water." jog course in basic German. y
9-00 New Testament Litera-
Studies. awards at $.50 a pice. Coburn. Queen Elizabeth Turnip- Rodgers $330; James Alexan-1
ass lips for $100 and 57 tuition Wiggins, Ernest Jones, Mildred Douglas High school; Williamlure: New series with Dr. Ben-
5:-'.5 Living Classroom: Ameri-
can History,
6:00 High School Chatter.
C:05 Serenade, Hungarian Rhap-
sodies, Liszt.
7:00 Mr. Murgle's Musee; "The
Temple of Mithya."
7:15 Compass Rose.
7:30 Meeting of Minds.
8:00 Japanese Brush Paintings
"Chrysanthemums."
8:30 David Copperfield.
9:00 Special Film: "Contemp-
orary Challenge to American Edu-
cation."
FRIDAY, MAY 29
4:00 Japanese Brush Painting,
4:30 Adventures in Living,
5:00 Language in Action; "The
Language of Advertising."
530 Living Classroom: Lang-
uage Arts.
5:45 Living Classrooms Speech.
6:00 Serenades "Carmen," Bi-
zet.
7:00 Story Book 'Princes,.
7:15 The Friendly Giant.
'7:30 Tactics Guests are Walt
Kelly, "Pogo" and Wally Cox.
8:00 Streamlined Reading, Part
1, Lesson 98.
8:30 Streamlined Reading, Part
2, Lesson 93.






4:30 Sew Easy; 'Making a
Blouse Front."
5:00 Meant for Reading; "Love.'
5:30 Children's Corner.
6:00 Serenade: "Symphony No.
9 in C," Schubert,
7:00 Story Book Princess.
7:30 Survival: "Resources of
-
NEW SCIENCE BUILDING
• • • •
Courses lead to degrees of Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science in
Music Education, and Bachelor of Science in
Education.
Modern Fine Arts Building
DR. JAMES A. COLSTON, President
Writ.: The Registrar, Knoxville College, Knoxville, Tenn.
Civilization from Adam to At-
oms." •
8.00 Measure of Man: Study of
Ideas, Ideals and Idols of Human
seed, Delores Rose and Mamie der, $200; Charlie Booker, Maxine
nerd Boyd, University of North HIGH SCORES
Carolina. 
9:45 Carling Clubhouses "T h e,
Ringneck Pheasant." new ser- I
ies on wildlife conservation.
TUESDAY. JUNE 2
4:15 Prelude,
4:30 Japanes Brush Painting:
"Ilorses."
5:00 At Home with Your Child:
new series on child care
5:30 Adventure in Hand Arts:
new series.
6•00 Serenade Porgy and Bess
Suite, Gershwin.
7:00 Number of Things.
7:15 Tales of Poindexter.
scholarships to entering freshmen
next September.
Rev. John C. Stickle, personnel
director and chairman of the com-
mittee, said the scholarships
LeMoyne college has voted i391 Jones, James Lee, Larry Web. ryn Patton, $100 each, and Ger-
aldine Clark, Kassie Conley, Ear-
nest Griffin and Sandra Brans-
comb $50 each.
Hamilton High school winners:
winners receives free tuition for
four years. Tuition this year was
$330, not including fees. I.eMoyne
is primarily a city college and
does not have boarding facilities.
Scholarship winners are high
school seniors in Memphis and
Shelby County schools who scored
high marks on entrance exami-
nations conducted by LeMoyne.
Approximately 500 students took
the examinations.
Students from the following
schools earned scholarships: Book-
er T. Washington, Manassas, Mel-
rose, Hamilton, Douglass, Fath-
er Bertrand, I,ester, Woodstock,
Barrett's Chapel, Mt. Pisgah,
Geeter and Carver, at Browns-
ville.
LeMoyn• Scholarship winners at
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The and I have had an opportunity to abilities as a volunteer. Thus weresignation of Mrs, Patricia Rob- discuss this decision with you Per- look forward with assurance toerts Harris as executive director sonally, and to ask your reconsid- further personal achievementof Delta Sigma Theta Sorority eration, I have no choice except consisted with your highest as-was announced recently by Dr. to recommend to the executive pirations."Jeanne L. Noble, the sorority's board that your resignation be 
national president.
Mrs. Harris is resigning Aug.
31, to devote full-tinie to her stu-
dies at the George Washington
university Law School where she
has been appointed associate edit-
or of the University's Law Re-
view. The position is limited to
full-time day students.
It is understood that this Is the
first time a woman has been ap-
pointed to this posiion.
As a part-time student, she
'ranks at the top of her class,
. even though she discharges full
responsibilities as Delta's execu-
tive director. She received t he
Kappa Beta Pi award, given to
the woman in the first year class
with the highest scholastic aver-
age and the American Jurispru-
Vdence Award, gown to the stu-ent receiving the highest grade
'in the personal property course.
PROMINENT LEADER
Mrs. Harris is a member ofl
the national board of directors of
the YWCA. She is a former mem-
ber of the board of directors of
the Ditsrict of Columbia YWCA,
of the American Council on Hu-
man Rights and the American
Veterans Committee Clubhouse.
accepted with regret.
"In doing so 1 know the deep
disappointment that Deltas every-
where will feel on learning this
news, Even in accepting the sound-
ness of your considered decision,
it is with real reluctance that we
loosen the tie that binds us to you
as our executive director.
DELTA'S FIRST
"On behalf of your sorors 11 ex-
tend our gratitude for your years
of sp5s,mdid service with the Sor-
ority. AS the first executive di-
rector, you are one of the most
important figores in its history.
But, this place has been achiev-
ed through outstanding execution
of the responsibilities of the po-
sition and less because of being
our first employed professional
leader.
"From the day you began
work a midst disorganized crates
i
and files in your living-room temp- 1
orary quarters — until now wheni
you leave a well-administered,
efficient and attractive headquar-
ters, you have performed your
duties with highest professional
distinction. And through the years
of the organization's record
achievement and growth your bril-
Delta's executive board voted to tient intellect, judgment and
accept Mrs. Harris' resignation personal qualities have been of
"with regret and with sincere ex- the highest excellence,
pression of gratitude for seven "And, Indeed, because of your
years of service to the Sorority." personal contribution toward the
In a letter to Mrs. Harris ac- development of 3 sound adminis-
knowledging the resignation, Dr. trative and program foundation,
Noble said: we face the task of building a
"It is with deep regret that I strong professional staff with
acknowledge your notice of resig- strength and confidence. We will
nation as executive director, miss you as our executive di-
effective as of Pewit 31, 1959. rector, but we are heartened by
Sine e Personnel Committee the knowledge that you will con-
Chairman Nellie Gordon Roulhacl tinue to share your leadership
MANASSAS WINNERS
Manassas high school winners
were: Eddy, Nell Feaster, $1,320;
Helen Armstrong and Marilyn
Loyce Polk, $330 each; John Simp-
sqn, James Harris and Thurman
— ---ard and Carol Letting,
Hughes, $200 each; Arvester ea.eh. ;
Hilli $100I
Crystal Strong, $200; Peggy' MISS FREDRETTIA JOHNSON .Hughes, Carroll Bledsoe, Count•l
!ess Johnson and Mariam Cooper,ieach, and Sophia Ann Brown,'
$100 each, and Lizzie Patterson,
Willie Bell Sherrod, Dorothy llot
liday, Ilenry Ateman, Sammie Eu-
banks, James Franklin, Leatrice
Allen. Eddie Hunt, Addie Davis,
Mabel Brooks, Juanita Smith and
7:30 State of the Union. Booker T. Washington were: An Walter Walker, $50 each.
8:00 Adventure in Living. nits Mae Williams and Albert Carl Scholarship winners at Melrose:1 8:30 The Exceptional ChM. Yates, $1,320; George Mosley and Obidiah Richmond and Benjamin
Woodstock: Floyd Weakle9,





well. Clair, $200; Lana Joyce Taylor, Lafayette Gateman& Annie Rol-9:30 Briefing Session. $185; Bruce Walker, Betty Jean ton, Mars-a Shoulders and Kath-
K
rWy Thomas,arn—S1  
Juliuseach'and John Hen-
Mayhorn, Ben-lie Johnson, Ethel Jones and Bob-bie Louise Posey, $50 each.
Barrett's Chapel; samuel Wil-
liams, $1.320; Sadie Sawyer, $200; 1Shirley Tolbert and Mary Gales.$50 each.
Mt. Pisgah: Gertrude Ander-son, $1,320; and Allen Moses, $100.
Geeter High school; Charles El.
dridge, $1,320; Alice Thompson





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM B.
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Graduation Slated
Over 2.10 students received de-
grees in courses at the 74th com-
mencement execises at Virginia
State college on May 25. The exer-
cises were held in Virginia Hall
auditorium. The commencement
address was delivered by Dr. Ar-
thur S. Adams, president, Ameri-
can Council on Education.
Honorary degrees were conferr-,
ed upon three outstanding Ameri-
can citizens. Honorary degree of
doctor of science was conferred
upon Dr. Lewis K. Downing, dean,
school of Engineering and Archl-
tecture at Howard university. The
degree of Doctor of Humanities
was conferred upon Mrs. Jessie W.
Vann, president of the Pittsburgh
Courier, Pittsburgh; and Dr. How-
ard Thurman, dean, Marsh Chap-
el, Boston university.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. =I.-
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111131
Ex-Memphian
Miss Fredretha Johnson, about
45. a former Stemphian who was
residing in Chicago, died recently.
Miss Johnson was known for her
extensive church work here while
a member of the St. James AME.
She left Memphis seven years ago
to live in the Windy City with re-
latives but never forgot St. James
and her friends, returning fre-
quently on •isits.
While in Memphis she lived with
Mr. and Mrs. Will Tyle r, of
750 Olympic, who were among her
dearest friends. Mrs. Tyler tells
how Mrs. Johnson, blessed with
a wide circle of friends in many
walks of life, was a dedicated
woman to her church and its func-
tions. She (Mrs. Johnson) was
elected as a delegate to the Gen-
eral Conference of the AME
churches in 1952, just before she
went to live in Chicago.
At St. James, the Mississippi-
horn woman was a member of the
Floral club and the senior choir.
She attended Grant grammar
school and was a graduate of
Booker T. Washington high.
Mrs. Johnson became ill last
February and was hospitalized
five weeks before her demise. She
is survived by a nephew, Sidney
Collier of Covington, Tenn.
Crivens, Gerthia Collins, Willie E.
Jones, Velma Murrell and Gladys'
Avery and Elizabeth Baker, $501
each.
Father Bertrand Iligh school:
Emily Pettigrew, $1,320; James'
Green and Joyce Lynom, $3301
Mary Ann Chaney and Stephen
Boone, $50 each.
Leder High school: Helen Wil
son, $1,320; Elizabeth Brown, Mar
tha Wilson, Eunice Trotter and
Willie Bulloch. $100 each, and Ben
!ha Shields. Margaret Smith and
Mae Evelyn Johnson, $.50 each.
COUNTY SCHOLARS
and Ella Mae Pratcher and AliceCanada, $50 each.









152 Madison — JA 5-7611
161 So. Main — JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Insurance and Banking
GREETINGS
graduates
All good wishes to each of you
for a career of successful
achievements.
Conway's Pan-Am Service Station
559 Linden Ave. Phone JA 6-9729
Feel likes straight or a mixed drink!
Gilbey'l is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
GILBEY'S (;1N
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
CILBLY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOr 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITCRILigt
DILBEY, LTD . CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
12 TRI-STATE DEFENDER Asiongto
Sat., May 30, 1959
Punch Machine Course
Planned At Henderson
Henderson Business College, Inc spent an evening in the fresh air.
opened its commencement events!. They have finished their 4uart-
Sunday, May 17 with an open erly examinations and had oae day
house. It was a very beautiful al.,' of rest from their studies.
fair and was enjoyed by everyone. Friday, May 29 will be Class day.
Wednesday, May 27, the students: The class has prepared a very
beautiful program. Rev. B. L.
Hooks will speak. Following the
program will be a social.
Saturday, May 30, is the alumni
day. The alumni has a big pro-
gram planned, beginning at 8
o'clock Saturday night. The com-
mittee is urging all of the alumni
treat. They will be served at the
WASHINGTON - Thousands of to be present and receive a rare
commercial buyers and general o'clock Saturday night. The corn-
visitors viewed with great interest, mittee is urging all of the alumni
the various Liberian products and I treat. They will be served at the
services displayed at the 1959 U.j end of the affair.
S. World Trade Fair in the New Sunday, May 31, Baccalaureate
York Coliseum May 8-19. I sermon will be preached by Rev.
' Themed "Invest With Safety, j A. M. Williams at St. John church,
Trade With Confidence," the List 640 Vance, 11 o'clock. He is the
berian exhibit included specimens, church pastor and president. Mon-
of mineral, agricultural and in-day, June 1, is Commencement day
dustrial products displayed by the : The exercises will be held at the
Liberian Government and five Li.' Progressive Baptist church, 394
berian companies. Vance, 8 p. m., with Rev. 0. C.
Liberia's Bureau of Natural Re. Collins the featured speaker.
Students have planned an inter-I
esting program for the Commence-,
ment exercises. Demonstrations.
will be in addition, substraction' 
and all the phases of mathematics.
Service showed mosaics and otherl Shorthand will be shown, along
with typing demonstrations.
maps showing mineral bearing
The graduates of Henderson have
completed the executive secre-
tarial, higher accounting or typ-
HOUSEWORKERS! 
ing course. They represent Arkan- NEW COLUMNIST
1,1 ass, Mississippi and Tennessee. Within a week or so I will finish
rot'. 874;0°"esswosr.kesii,7 
New 
Summer school at the college be- my high school career and it will
"d b"rd• licke" Sent. F"PlY giving , gins on May 29, with day and night be up to someone else to writename, address. telephone OF references.Domestic Employment Moms I classes. A special course in type- the Melrose Review. This per-153 E. 118511 St., New York City writing will be conducted and a son is currently a junior at Mel-
course on the use of the Reming- rose. He is vers. active in all re-
ton Key Punch Machines is being spects. This person is Cleveland
planned. Cox. •
GRADUATION SCHEDULE
This years graduation schedule
is as follows; Class Day, May 28,
Prom May 29, Vesper May 31,
and Graduation June 1st.
STUDENT ELECTION
Last week the student council
of Melrose had its election of of-
ficers for next year. During the
PITTSBURGH - (UPI) The period before election there was
Carnegie Hero Fund commission an assembly where the candidates
Monday announced the award of made their vows to the audience.
a Gold Medal, its highest honor, There was a brilliant debate go.
in recognition of the heroism dis- ing on between Hortense Spillers
played in the mine disaster at and Walter Evans, the two candi-
Thousands See
Liberia Exhibit
sources and Surveys displayed iron
ore and associated minerals, dia-
monds, gold and other precious
minerals.
The Bureau of Cartographic
areas and their extent, forests,




"When I buy a new car it
means a lot to know I will
get a good trade. That's
why I traded for my '59







HENDERSON GRADS - An
interesting program is plan-
ned for Henderson Commence-
ment day Mondaye, June 1,
8 p.m. at the Progressive
Baptist church. Forty-seven
will graduate and a machine
demonstration is planned by
students of the college. Gradu-
ating are Isiah Applewhite,
Rhea Boyce, Earline Gilland,
Curtis Harding, Alonzo Jones,
Willie C. Lewis Aubrey
Moore, Nathaniel Robinson,
Melvin Shegog, Marene
Stamps, Ida Stree , Andrew
Todd, Lula Wallace, Sylvia
Warren, Eula Webb, Payton
MELROSE REVIEW
I foolish.






6:30 COLONEL FLACK. A crook-
ed auctioneer tries to sell the col-
onel a phoney antique moustache
cup.
7:30 TRACKDOWN. A woodsman
and his three trigger-happy sons
try to force Hoby Gilman to sur-
render a cowardly prisoner with
price on his head.
9:00 ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
THEATRE. "Prescription Hypnos-
is:" A true life drama shows howl
Springhill, Nova Scotia, Oct. 23, dates for Prexy. in the end Wal- hypnosis is used in new and start-
1958. ter Evans won out as the top ling ways by medical and dental
A total of 379 'men participated man. Bobby Cole became vice, profession.
in the hazardous rescue opera- Marilyn Isabel, secretary; Ella THURSDAY. MAY 28
tions and managed to save 99 of Dale Ford, assistant secretary;
the 174 miners trapped by a deep M a :at i e Shields, corresponding 7:30 YANCY 
DERRINGER.
underground upheaval. ;secretary; Kenneth Cox, treasur- "Gone but Not Forgotten."A
n
Since the commission was tin-, er and Jasper Williams, chaplain, epitaph on a Virginia City tomb-
able to cite any individual for On behalf of the student body I stone forecasts death of 
Yancy.,
R•00 ZANE GREY THF.ATRE.'heroism, it was decided that rec.. would like to congratulate them •
ognition should apply equally to and wish them much success for
all officials and workmen of the next year.
Dominion Steel and Coal Corp.. TOP TEN
Ltd., and to Springhill doctors 1, Ann Mitchell 2. Muriel Guy
who risked their lives to recover 3. Nola Rush 4. Mildred McKastle
the entombed. 5. Jean Burnett 6. Carolyn Love
7. Beverly Truitt 8. Margaret She-






We share with you, your pride in grad-
uation and look forward toward the
future as you make your mark in what-
ever field you have chosen.





"License to Kill:" A frontier ;
sherriff fights his brother's ap-j
pointment as lawmaker, because!
he knows badge will make him a
killer.
8:30 PLAY HOUSE 90. "Rank
and File:" Story traces rise tM
power of a dynamic leader in a,
Thomas 'labor movement. An original play
Boys: Robert Wallace 2. Larnell,bY Rod Serling,.
Cheers 3. William Jackson 4. Sarni FRIDAY, MAY 29
Marshall 5. Cleveand Cox 6. Ivano 630 RAWHIDE. "Incident of,
Dillard 7. Edward Irby 8. Teddy!Widowed Dove:" Cattle drivers in
Spencer 9. Charlie Lee 10. Grant;wton relax tense feelings by get.'
Paraham. I tine mixed up with dance hall
FAMOUS NICKNAMES girl and pistol happy town mar.
Barbara Bailey (Porkchops)
ano Dillard (Frog.) Grant Para- 51:30 LUX PLAYHOUSE. "Mir-
ham
'
 ( Police ,) Carey Newsom ror, Mirror:" A young girl visits;
( Hot Tamale Man) William Woods her favorite aunt, a reigning'
Shine,) Wardie Parks (China-'beauty, and the community gets'(
Man,) James Estes (Dink), Ca; ideas for a new queen.
rolyn Love (The Thin One.) ! 9:00 LINEUP. "The Daniel
SOCIAL I Leadley Case:" A business man
First I would like to let the, attempts to protect his restaurant'
world know the truth about the against looting and is slain by
.,Bondads, Zepherys and the Debo-I boyhood friend turned hoodlum 
nairs. These three clubs are some-. 9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed
limey. Have you noticed the way Murrow visits actor-comedian.
they do when they have a dance?' Tom Poston and his wife actress
They will beg you to come to Jean Sulliivan and daughter in.
their dance. But as soon as some( Manhattan. and as a pre-Memor-
other club gives a dance they are, ial Day salute. Master Serg. W.
nowhere to be found. Why? They: E. Daniel, sergeant of guard at 12:15 GAME OF THE WEEK.
think they are too high above the' tomb of unknown soldiers, at home Pittsburgh Pirates meet Reds in
other clubs to go to their affairs.1 on post at Fort Myer, Va. Cincinnati.
Only you can stop this. Stop gel SATURDAY, MAY 30 I 6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Annie's
ing to their affairs and then they,
will realize that they are nothing.'
Don't you agree with me?
To Mr. Walter Hall, Mr. D'army
Bailey, and Mr. Elijah Wallace,
I would like to comment on your
writings. As my friend once stated:,
You can tell the difference be-I
tween a wise man and a foolish
one by the way they write. Since'
you people have nothing to write
about but talking about other peo-
ple, you can make your own de-
cision on whether you are wise or,
foolish. My decision is you -11•e
Bradshas, Fannie Carpenter,
Mildred Jones, Margaret
Muse, Lillie Smith, Rubye
Wolfe, Emogene Yates, Nor-
ma Quinn, isemmie Griggs,
I.ynous Jones, Jimmy Little,
Roger Williamson, Pauline
Barnes, Ann M. Blackman,
Miriam Bowen, Barnette
Bridgefortb, Everlena Cole,
Dorothy L. Doxey, Minnie L.
Edwards, Rosie Gillespie,
Georgia Harding, Harry Har-
ris, Betty Haymon, Olivia
Jefferson, Mable Lenton,
Futhia Lewis, Patricia Mc'
Cann, Geraldine Perkins, Lo-
retta Pernell, Louise Shipp,
Vera Lee Phinisee, Annie
Tillmon, Waymon Travis
Mary Wilkings, Martha Ow-













just that. It's Ros•ii• Scott
made with double-rich Carnation
Evaporated Milk - the milk that
whips! Carnation is concentrated
to the texture of expensive cream
but costs only about i as much
Do try it for "creaming" coffee
and cereal just as it pours from
the can, Your family will like it
and so will you! And try it in
this recipe for a different rice
pudding.
PARTY RICE PUDDING
I Makes 6 servings)
1/2 cups cold cooked rice
1/2 cups diced marshmallows Or
1 cup coconut
% cup well-drained canned
crushed pineapple
1/4 cup well-drained chopped
maraschino cherries
1/4 cup chopped nuts
% cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 cup sifted confectioners sugar
Mix rice, marshmallows (or co-
conut), pineapple, cherries and
nuts in bowl. Chill Carnation in
refrigerator tray until soft ice
crystals form around edges of
tray (15-20 minutes). Whip un-
til stiff ( about 1 minute). Add
lemon juice and whip very stiff
( about 2 minutes longer). Beat
in sugar. Fold whipped Carnation
Into rice mixture. Spoon Into serv-
ing dishes; serve immediately.
C1098 (65) Printed In U.S A
TV REPAIR SERVICE
Service Calls $5 00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract 9n your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.
LONGVIEW SERVICE
2248 South Lauderchle Ph WH 6-0847
MARY HOLMES JUNIOR COLLEGE
Founded in 1892
A Liberal Arts College With Emphasis On Teacher Training
And Business Education
Mary Holmes College is a two-year co educational institution owned and
operated by the Board of National Missions of the United Presbyterian
Church in the USA. Small classes taught by well qualified teachers in a
friendly atmosphere provides individual attention for intellectual, social and
spiritual development.
DAWSON I. HORN, JR., PRESIDENT
For Further Information Write
THE REGISTRAR - MARY HOLMES JUNIOR COLLEGE
West Point. Mississippi
We had our regular preaching
services and a large crowd at-
tended. Rev Catherlic of Green-
ville, Miss, was the guest speak-
er.
Funeral services were held Wed-,
nesday for Mr.C. H. (Ruff( Bails
ey. He had been ill for sometime.
He lived in Woodland Mills com-
munity for some time. He was
survived by his beloved wife, Mrs.
Emma Bailey, five sisters, Mes-
dames Louiseana Jones, Daisy
Arnold, Johnny Simpson and Me-
Iodine Ball. Four brothers: Joe,
George, Perry, and Bill Bailey,
and eleven grandchildren.
We are sorry we overlooked one
of the students of our community
who will graduate from Rosen-!
wald high this year. He is N. Her-
mon Wilkins, jr,, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hermon Wilkins.
Mrs. Daisy Arnond and her l
three grandsons were Thursday
night callers at the home of Mr.
Perry Bailey and family.
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Ball,
their children, and Charles Las-
ter were the breakfast guest at the
Arnolds' home.
Mrs. Emily Whitaker of Benton
harbor, Mich. was here to at-
tend the funeral of her uncle, Mr.
C. H. Bailey. She has now returned
to her home.
Mrs. Vera Jenkins of our com-
munity, Mr. Prezell Hill and Mrs.
Annie Mae Booker were dinner
guests at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
CHRIST CHURCH SCHOOL '
Christ church school held their
32nd commencement exercise at,
the Kynette church. The Bacca-
laureate sermon was delivered by
the Rev. Albert R. Brandy, Rec.
tor of St. Andrw's Episcopall
church, Marianna, Ark. Others ap-
pearing on program were: Rev.'
Limuel G. Parks, rector of Good
Sheperd Episcopal church, Forrest'
City, Ark.; E. Smith: John Phil-
lips; and the choir; announce-'
ments by E. E. Norman.
In the graduation exercise, Jo-
seph Ramos, business manager of
AMILN college of Pine Bluff will City; Coleman High, Pine Bluff;
deliver the class address. Others Lincoln, Fort Smith, Southeast,
appearing on the program are' Pine Bluff; Washington, El Do-
C. T. Cobb, principal of the Lin-I rado; Townsend Park, Pine Bluff:
coin Senior high school Eugene' and Langston, Hot Springs. Par-
Morris, Aaron C. Jones, Reial ticipants included about 100 boys.
James Jackson, rector of St. Phil-1 Winners in the various competi-
lips Episcopal church, Little Rock,. live areas were: Electricity -
Ark.; KRe 
K. 
Norman.viLimuelParks and Prin. James Wallace (Lake Village) 1st, 
SEMPER FIDELIS 
Earl Jenkins and Harold Wright
(Lake Village), 2nd place; and
The Semper Fidelis Jewelettes Nathaniel Brown and Cubic Fin.
club presented their annual recital ley, 3rd.
at Salem Baptist church. Persons painting - Carl Letting (Jones-
appearing on program were: Pia- boro) 1st place; William Armor
'no Prelude, Gloria Clark; Group (Lalai Village) 2nd; Willie Rober-
!Selection "Only A Look," Girl's, son (Hot Springs) 3rd.
Ensemble; Solo "I Walk With! Auto Mechanics - Everett Rain-
!God," Ernestine Moseley; solo,1 ey and Charles Childs (Fort Smith)
I"He," Maxine Brooks; reading,1 Ist place; and Charlie Anderson
."If You Only Understood," Lea-' and William Stanley (Jones High)
.ther Gregory; instrumental solos,'2nd place;
(Mary E. Jeffers; and many otherl Carpentry - Limuel Pokes and
Rebecca Bailey; Leatha Gregory.
Lorine Williams, Margaret Henry.
Dorothy Rovers, and Maxine
Brooks, advisors: Miss L. McCall
and Mrs. E. B. Whitlow. Spon-
sors: The Semper Fidelis club.
NEW TRADESMEN
S. A. Jones High Future Trades-
men of America Chapter played
host to annual New Tradesmen of
Arkansas Conference on Friday.
April 24, 1959.   Participating
schools were: Central High, Lake
Village; Bradley County High,
Warren; Booker T. Washington,
Jonesboro; Lincoln High, Forrest
Simpsons. 
I inspiring features. Johnnie Cole (Jones High) lot
Rev. and Mrs. Melvin Catherlic
have itieturned home to Greenville,
Miss, after a visit with Mrs. Cathl
erlic's mother, Mrs. Johnny Simp-
son.
Many boys along with Cartes
Edward Laster are running for
king and the girls are competing
for a queen.
The St. Louis Spiritual Singers
will appear at the Beach-Grove
Baptist church some time next
month. More information will be
reported later.
Club Roster: President, Bar., place; William Armor (Lake Vil-
bara Flint; vice president, Ernes.! lage) 2nd; Willie Roberson (Hot
tine Moseley; secretary, M a r yl Springs) 3rd.
Jeffers; assistant secretary, Le.! Indisstrial Art-Wood work-Hulas
ona Coleman; financial secretary,' Williams (Southeast) lot place;
Floretta Ford; treasurer, Ethel' Milton Hollman, and and Harold
Wiley; chaplain. Dorothy Swift;
pianist, Mavis Johnson assistant
pianist, Gloria Clark; reporter,
Paige (Hot Springs) 4th.
Leathercraft - Anthony Trotter
(Southeast) 1st place; and Bobby
Evans (Hot Springs) 2nd.
Officers elected for the 1959410
year are: President - John Cole
(Jones) vice-president - Frank
Bryant (Southeast;) Secretary -
James Jones (Camden) AssistantSchool was out yesterday but About 300 representatives from. - secretary Anthony Trotterwe will resume in July and I hope more than 60 hospitals, institu• east),and Reporter - R. Smithall of US will he together. tions, fire departments, and fede- (Lake Village.) King C. Byrd andOn the sick list this week are: ral, state and local agencies have Leroy A. Phillips • Host SchoolMrs. Willie Harkness, Jimmy Har- registered to attend an Institute on, sponsors FTA.
ris, Joe Bailey, Perry Bailey,
Jimmy Harris, and Robert Lee 
Hospital Patient Evacuation and, -
Ball. We hope they will soon haste
a speedy recovery.
Theme guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Wade were Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Wade, Mr. and Mrs. 
demonstrations by Lt. Robert Mc.'
Grath, nationally recognized ex-
Charles C. Clark, and Mr. and pert of the Chicago Fire depart.'Mrs. Curtis Wade.
Mrs. Willie Faye Ball is Pres-
ently in Benton Harbor. Michigan
where she is visiting Mrs. Emily
Whitaker,
Mrs. Mary Frances Ball's wed-
ding was performed beautifully at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Ball. She was married
to the late Robert Knight of Tren-
ton, Tenn. The Rev H. W. Ball
of Trenton was sponsoring the
ceremony.
House guest for the week at the
home of the Jenkins are Mrs. B.
Atris of Milan, Tenn.
acquaintance with 3 gambler
comes in handy When she rides
after bank robbers.
6:30 PERRY MASON. "The Case
of the Spanish Cross:" Perry is
defending juvenile accused of
theft. Matter is complicated when
murder charge is placed against
youth.
' 10.00 NEW YORK CONFIDEN-1 •
TIAL: "Girl From Nowhere:" A
'pretty girl who makes her living
as a professional listener hears
wrong stories from her partner
l in crime and dies because she re-members them,
VA Hospital Delegates
Attend Fire Institute
Fire Control today at Hines, Ill.,l
Veterans Administration hospital. I
They will hear lectures on fire
safety a n d witness a series of
ment, who has been engaged to:
stage 23 similar institutes as a
























760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631-i. 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
SHE GOT HIS r
NUMBER...
He likes the high. wide and happy taste
of '92. There are million C who do.
His beer is special. And he knows the
lint;,ai:''
'inside story':
No husky over-tones from the outer-part
of the grain. The good-natured
V 
1113
taste of '92.„ comes from the heart. c?. .,
,e 
.SW',0 Ithe part of the grain that's best. 
40
osees•r. CONTINUOUSLY OPIRATEO IMAIIINERY IN KENTUCKY • SINCE IMP*






























































































































Born at John Gaston Hospital
May 16, 1959
A daughter, Patricia Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene R. Matthews
of 1G56 Michigan.
L "
and Mrs. Louis D. Townsend of
2297 Lena.
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Mr.,
and Mrs. James R. Mangum ofl
851 Harahan.
A daughter, Rose Mary, to Mr. A daughter, Debra Fay. to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie L. Wirt of 677, and Mrs. Leonard McMillan of
Robeson. of 1088 Lena Pl.
A daughter, Shannon Olivia, to!
Mr and Mrs. Eugene E. Bow-I
ers of 1549 Pope.
A deughter to Mr. and Mrs..
John Deberry of /158 Mallory.
May 17
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.!
James H. Logan of 1298 Engle-,
wood
ta A daughter, Carol Anita, to Mr.!and Mrs. Frank Pittman of 6351
Englewood.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and!
Mrs. James T. Braxton of 2841 Air- 1
ways.
•
Twin sons, Daniel and Darrell
to Mr. and Mrs. Luster B. Wil-
liams of 352 S. 4th.
A son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hosie Lewis of 1888 Glory cir.
A son, Michael Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles of 5924 Rust.
May IS
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe H.
Denton of 380 W. Peeples.
A son, Earnest Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Johnson of 2168 Lyon.
A son, James Edward, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Murrell
of 401 Wellington.
A daughter, Constance Elaine,
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Coving-
ton of 1550 Carneigie.
A son, David KM. to Mr. and
Its. Winfred Fisher of 1398 Kerr.
A son, Henry Lewis. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Johnson of 1673 Gill.
A daughter, Linda Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Shepherd Towles of 1788 5
Kellner.
May 19 a
A son, Allen Earl. lo Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny J. Eason of 673 St.
Paul.
A daughter. Vivian Larose, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Johnson
of 1080 N. Sixth.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
C. Chester of 3285 Rochester.
A daughter, Chandra Tonice, to
Mr. and Mrs. Grover L. Baldwin
of 449 Vance.
! A son, Samuel Wayne, to Mr.
•
A daughter, Vicki Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie L. Whitmore of,
977 Lewis.
A daughter, Fatima Sonnet, tol
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Watkins of
244 Gracewood.
May 21
A son, Terry Donald, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Fuller of 963 Ford
pl. (RI
A son, John Clifton, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Watford of 233 W.
Person.
A son, Charlie Ill, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Crenshaw of 790 Alcy
rd.
A daughter, Debra Eunice, toi
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Heard of.
2036 Swift.
A daughter, Maria Delores, to,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fitzpatrick of;
12 Williams. j
A daughter. Vicki Lynn, to Mr.I
nd Mrs. Abraham Brooks of 3040
Nathan. Alwys and forever,
E. Trigg.
A son, Victor Vernon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Kernetchie Smith of 30
Fields.
A son, Andrew Gene, to Mr. and!
Mrs. Andrew Wright of 1175 N.
Belvedere.
A son, Annette, to Mr. and Mrs.1
Howard Denton of 1937 Ball.
A son, Dewayne Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter T. Askew of 578.1
St. Paul.
May 22
A daughter, Sharon Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Williams
of 037 S. Fourth.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Oaks of 449 Vance.
I A daughter, Autrinice, to Mr.
I and Mrs. Martin V. Gray of 2521'
!Shasta.
A daughter, Brenda Carol, tol
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams of,
2998 Shannon
A son, John Earl Armstrong,
to Mr. and Mrs. John E. Arm-
strong of 2403 Warren.
A son, Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.,
Fred M. Jones of 1658 Pennsyl-.
vania.
ON AMERICA PAUSES — In-
ternationally famous concert
singer Marion Anderson was
one of the bright attractions
of last Monday's star-studded
CRS.TV spectacular sponsor-
ed by The Coca-Cola com-
Pliny under the .aption.
"America Pauses for the Met..





A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.j
and Mrs. Freddie Travis of 249
Decatur.
A son Freddie, jr., to Mr. and,
Mrs. Freddie Griffin of 368 South
Fourth.
A son, Fred Douglas, jr., to Mr.I
and Mrs. Fred D. Jackson of ceo'
Nonconnah.
A son, Steven Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Thomas of 261
Dixie Mall.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar-
ence Taylor of 1320 Brown.
A daughter, Charline Macklirto,
Mr. and Mrs. James Macklin of•
3404 R d
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Walker of 747 Glank•
er.
A son, Larry James, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie J. Clinton of 585 S.
Lauderdale.
A daughter, Shelia LaJeane, to emor c ass so g o
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tutwiler of
577 S. Lauderdale.
A daughter, Ardencia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie J. Foster of 846
ROUND UP FOR YEAR
School of our dreams,
We're Mighty Proud
It is with a great deal of pride
that we extend to you of this
year's graduating class, our very
hest wishes and sincere congratu-
lations. We've seen some excel-
lent young people complete this
part of their education here but
we recall of no other group whom
we thought had more possibilities




216 SO. MAIN ST.
A:4
 1.4.0.110••
Below is the last stanza of the
class poem, ''Aloha Fair F. C. T."
scribe, Barbara Atkins:
which was composed by your
For just a little while
Dear F. C. T., we came to stay;
Tin just a little while,
And soon we must go away.
Soon theme lively voices
Will fill your halls no more;
Soon these happy faces,
Will leave forever your door.
In a beautiful ceremony 95 am
Mrs received diplomas from F. C.
T. The address was delivered by
Rev. A. Haraway. The salutatory
address was given by Hardin




The Maroon and Gold,
our Alma Mater.
By BARBARA ATKINS
the hour-long Burgess Mere.
MI-hosted TV-tour of the na.
lion. Miss Anderson appear.
ed in a scenic Yosemite Na.
tional Park setting front which
she offered two famous songs
— "My I.awd, What A Morn-
ing" and "lie's Got The Whole
World in His Hands." Also ap•
peering in the TV package
 was Bill Matthews Combo.
$ headed by a Louis Armstrong
contemporary, which perform.
Pd in an early morning New
Orleans street jam session
with five Mime Dixieland Jazx
bands, who supported popular
singer, Connie Russell.
Protests Arrest
Of N. Y. Reporter
Tr -City
NEWS
Down the street with laughter !
shout
Gad with the cry of "School lit
Out!"
This is the cry over the northern
part of Gibson County, for both
boys and girls — as well as teach-
ers — are rejoicing in the fact
that school has let out. Some are
resting, some are preparing for
vacations and others are getting
ready to study during the break.
Whatever your plans are, we wish
you much success.
There were 40 young people to
graduate from Rosenwald High
School this year. We do not have
the names of all but we under-
stand that some received scholar,
ships to colleges. We hope they
will take advantage of them. A
large group of persons attended
both the baccalaureate sermon
and the commencement exercises.
The sermon was very eloquent
ly given by the Rev. William
Fowlks, pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church in Dyer and
editor of the Cumberland F I mg,
official organ of the CP Church.
The address was superbly given
by a member of the Rosenwald
Faculty, Mrs. Josephine Black Bar-
nett. Parents, relatives and friends
attended in large numibers and
some came from far-away places.
In the interest of Mrs. Faye
Moore, one of the graduates, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Weddles and
Mrs. Weenie Barbour of Milwau-
kee. Wisc., were there, along with
Mrs. Collier, Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomas and Mr. James Thomas,
all of Humboldt.
To see Clarence Bailey In his
final high school march c a in e
Mrs. Doris Bailey Dotson from Or-
ville, Ohio. Mrs. Juel Collins and
;baby came all the way front Los
Angeles, to see her youngest sis-
 ; JOHANNESBURG, Smith Africa ter, Miss Patricia Payne make her
;the class — James Futtrel. The — (UPI) — The Foreign Corre- advent into the college age, and
Class Day program was held May spondents Association of South in the interest of Alfred Ward, who
15 in the school gym. Seniors Africa protested to the govern. was president of the class, came
participating in the program were: ment over the weekend against 
his aunt, Mrs. Freddie Copeland
James Futtrell, Ruth Brooks, police treatment of New Yprk front Indianapolis 
and his parents
Shirley Neal, S. J. PYc, Janice Times Correspondent. M i I t '5 n -
Bracker after he was arrested and from Paris, Tenn.
Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Ward, jr.,
Brewer, and yours truly.
We'll forever uphold. HERE 'N' TIIERE fined for entering a forbidden -
Mrs. Lillie Bradford of Humboldt
The above verses are from the live area last Sunday. 
had a double interest in the grads.
na
• During the two years I have en- She came to see two nieces, Miss-
joyed serving as reporter from
, F. C. T. to the Tri-State Defemler.
Now that I am departing from'
F. C. 'I', I must close my job,
as reporter. I plan to attend col- I
lege and I sincerely hope that I
ran serve as reporter from that
college or university.
I think the Tri-State Defender is
one of the hest papers published
n the United States. I am hop-
ing it will continue to serve this
area as well as other sections on
the globe as it has done in the
past years.
I am wishing the editor and staff




native area in South West Africa
Sunday to interview a local tribal
chief. When he discovered he had
entered a forbidden area he con-
tacted the government adminis•
trator and apologized.
However when police entered
Bracker's hotel mom in the town
of Windhoek Over the weekend,
they questioned him, asked to see
a copy of the story lie had written,
examined his notebooks and cor-
respondence relating to South
Africa and searched his luggage.
Police produced 3 warrant for
Bracker's arest and informed him
he could avoid imprisonment if
he admitted his guilt and paid a
$11.20 fine.
During the exercise five students!
received certificates of honor for, D R •
regular attendance, good deport-' r a ford toment and commendable progress
in the studies of their grades. The
students were: Lola Jeffer-
son — Sophomore, Mary Thur.
man — junior; Jackie Lynk, Nel-
son Bonds, yours truly — seniors.
Time and space will not permit
me to name the members of the
senior class but I would like to





The Division of Education
The Division of Humanities
The Division of Social Science
The Division of Health and Physical Education
The Trades and Industry
First Summer Session Registration Begins June 1, 1959
Second Summer Session Registration Begins July 6, 1959
First Quarter Registration For Freshmen Begins Sept. 11, 1959
First Quarter Registration For Upperclassmen, Sept. 14, 1959




J. H. White, President
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Dr. Ray.
ford W. Logan, educator and auth-
or, will deliver the commencement
address to approximately 100 col-
lege and eight theological gradm
ales of Johnson C. Smith Univer-
sity on June 1.
Dr. Logan is head of the depart-
ment of history at Howard univer-
sity. He is author of several pub-
lications including "What The Ne-
gro Wants." He is a member of
ithe United Staten National Com-i
mission and the United Nationsi
Education, Social and Cultural Or-
ganization.
Dr. David H. McAlpin, pastor ofl
the Witherspoon Presbyterian
church, Princeton, N. J., will de-
liver the Baccalaureate sermon on
Sunday, May 31.
--- I
IF YOUR PROJECT IS
EDUCATING THE CHILDREN —
Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
It takes more money to send a boy or girl to
college today than ever before. Make sure you
will have the money when the time comes for
your youngster to go to that first freshman
rally'. Take a few minutes to open a savings
account with us now. Doing so will make life
easier for you, fuller for your children, later!
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
Vile BANK 4.3 /AP
esfailfith Beetatiend
es Viola Willis and Marion McGee.
Mrs. Dorothy Claybrook of Hum-
boldt was there in the interest of
,Miss McGee also. TheSe were
eventful hours for the grads and
we wish for them every success
possible.
VISITORS IN AND OUT
Mrs. Nelcie McGee of St. Louis
is visiting his mother, Mrs.
L. Moore.
Archibald Brooks of Clarksville
Ilattie Benton.
Mrs. Mary Alice Winfrey of Jo-
liet, Ill., is visiting her sister. Mrs.
Lula Winfrey,
William Stanback left recently
for Milwaukee, Wis, on an extend-
ed visit with his children. Since
being there he has been hospital-
ized.
Mrs. LaPearl Burns attended the
Tennessee l •ssive Beauticians
associatior l mphis. It lasted
four days .e Beauty school.
Mrs. Burn, e president of the
association.
Persons that motored to St.
Louis to attend the funeral of the
brother of James Williams were
his wife, Mrs. Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Jamison. Artie Lee
Gentry and Dallas 'vie.
Mr. Williams wishes to thank his
many friends for the many floral
offerings and cards of sympathy
that went from this area.
Palmer Mosby of Lane college
DYER  !IRI-STATE DEFENDER 13
Sat., May 30, 1959
RUTHERFORD  Crackdown
TRENTON 1 On Violence
  - In Uganda
in the home of his parents, Mr. KAMPALA, Uganda — (11P11-6
and Mrs. E. L. Wynn. Uganda was under virtual martial
The Blue Fleavey presented a law last weekend as the result
program of Gospel songs at the of the crackdown on the na iiv•
Dyer CME church on Sunday reanda National Movement by
night last and among the many Gov Sir Frederick Crawford to
out-of-town visitors who attended inert the threat of iolence mrs
were Jimmie I.. It ansey .ind this British protectorate in East
Monroe Mosley of Omaha, Neb., Africa.
Crawford outlawed the inovetMrs. Ulra Lee Jones, Mrs. Emma
Osborn and Comelizia Hill all of fluent F,:iday night and declared
Martin. Mmes. Dorothy Thomas all of Buganda a "disturbed arcs."
and Marie Bailey of Greenfield The action gave police extensive
and Mines. Effie Mullins, Bookersecurity powers against the possi- 
1'. Ball. and Mrs. Bonnie Sue Brad bility of civil disturbances.
ford all of Rutherford. Buganda, one of the four prov-
Many ntany other guests came isnocese onf e 
million 
r e, i,sa t it,lies home of
whose names we missed hut the 
m
program was enjoyed by all
spent the week-end with Willie Hits AbandonmentWynn. also a student at lane
CI.CB ACTIVITIES
Of Indian TribesThe Neighborhood club met
with Mrs. Magaret Burton in the
!home of her mother; Mrs. Essie new Coneressional pressure I n r
alitehell, recently and each aimst termination of federal t et ,o
was given a plate upon enter, of Amerman Indian tribes was du-s-




!"1"de'l " lion on American Indian Affairsof the better cheeses and cold ent_as preparation of a time table of
meats, salads to mix In your own disaster for Indian communities.
way and a beautiful, tasty straw- ,,These are communities whichberry fluff dessert. After this de• 
nine months ago thought they hadlightful service ga-men were enjoy• been given a reprieve by the De-ed and prizes went to Mrs. Jose- pertinent of the Interior," the As-
phine Barnett and Mrs. Esther sociation's executive clirctor, La.
Johnson, Verne Madigan stated.
l'lturn your news in a day She said the drastic tertnination
n
earlier as we have instructions to resolution in the Senate was die-
send them in earlier. Please do playing arrogant disregard for hu-
this for you want to read about man rights, and was in open defi-
your news and we do not know ance of the Department of Inter-
what goes on in your life 'unless ion's recently declared more hum-
you tell its. Tell us before you mane Federal Indian policy. This
fuss — 0. K.? I policy represented the publicly ex-
See you next week. pressed views of Fred A. Seaton,
Interior Secretary,
200 To Finish New Violence
At Xavier U. Over Schools
'1 NEW ORLEANS, La. — Dr.
, Theodore a Matter, executive di- Faubus Warns
(rencliteogre, s, A 
will 
siol lc i agtiivoen t 
he 
Amnatienr caadn
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI)—
dress at the 1959 commencement Gov. Orval E. Faiibus has warned
exercises at Xmaavy riiert:nit.iewco 
un- 
sitth 
tionists win today's school board
• Oil of new violence unless segreca-
((red c!rif11,11.S 1:1 de• recall election,
green from Ills Excellency, Arch- Faubus told a state-wide radio
bishop Joseph Francis Rummel, and television audience last Fri-
during exercises that will beein'day night if "integrationists" win,
at 8:00 p. m. on the university the city might again be the den-
quadrangle, ter of mob action like that which
, The sermon for the Berm led to federal intervention in 1957.
!laureate Mass, Sunday, May 24, at! He said the "results of Mon-
t', p.m. was preached by the Veryklay's election will prove incon•
; Reverend Harold R. Perry, S.V.D elusive as to the ultimate results
' Rector of St. Augustine seminary,' of this terrific struggle.
We're Mighty Proud
It is with a great deal of pride that we extend to you
of this year's graduating class, our very best wishes
and sincere congratulations. We've seen some ex-
cellent young people complete this part of their edu-
cation here but we recall of no other group whom we
thought had more possibilities than you. Good luck,







Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
5•61.1.
THE NEW LIQUID  FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET $ WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING 6. BURN
NOW $ 
I.ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TOf HOP 1416fic
NOW ONLY
$10°
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, III.
Enclosed is St 00 (plus 20c for ossifies).
Please send Vieono Foot Tonic to —
Herne 10,01 
Addross 
City  Z•ts• $ew"
DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
TRI STATE DEFENDER
Sat., m.y 30 1959
Prof. Hunt To Speak
For Tougaloo Grads
TOUGALOO, Miss. — Tougaloo
Southern Christian college will
hold its 90th commencement ex-
ercise on Monday, June 1, at 10
a. m., in Woodworth Chapel. There
are 102 candidates for graduation.
The guest speaker will he Prof.
Blair T. Hunt of Memphis.
The prominent educator and
civic I ler received his 1,ache-
lor's (1,-,ree from Morehouse col-
lege, Atlanta; the associate in
arts degree from Harvard univer-
sity; the master's degree from
Tennessee A&I State university;,
and the Bachelor of Theology de.I
gree from Roger Williams col-
lege, Nashville.
' The commencement activities
will begin with the alumni ban-
quet and senior class induction ,
service on Saturday, May 30, ati
5:30 p. m. This year there will
be a reunion of the classes of 1899,I
1909, 1919, 1929, 1939 and 1949.
The speaker for the occasion
be Dr. H. J. Williams of Corpus
Christi, Tex.
Sunday, May 31, 10:30 a, m.,
the Rev. John D. Mangram, col.
lege chaplain, will deliver the
baccalaureate sermon in Wood-
! worth chapel; at 2 p. m. the alsm.
ni will hold a business meeting in
the Eastman library; at 4:00 p. m.
a reception by President a n d
Mrs. Kincheloe will be given for
the graduating class, faculty,
alumni and guests; and at 8 p. m.
— the college choir will appear
in concert.
Alumni, former students and
friends are cordially Mvited to at•
tend the commencement activi-
ties.
York University named Franklin' Knox College Dedicates Two NewNEW YORK — (UPI) — New 
I. Russell Violet wrestling coach.'
Russell, wrestling in the 165-!
versity, iipound class at Springfield Una- Buildings, Holds Founders Day
Rich Tradition Marks
Lane College History
Founded in 1882 by devout CME
church leaders imbued with thel
desire to help Negro men and:
women, Lane college continues!
through 77 years, backed by a
rich tradition, to further its pre- 1
distined goal.
' Since 1882 Lane college has ad-
hered to three great principles
which together constitutes its tra-
dition.
! The first of these principles
Is the college's dedication toChrist-
ian education, which has express-
ed itself vigorously throughout the
institution's 77 years of service
in the educational field in a tho-
roughly Christian atmosphere and
a Christian approach to the aca-
demic disciplines. The whole pro-
gram of Lane is designed to direct
and modify he behavior of stud-
dents in ways which will make
them truly Christian.
' The second part of Lane's tra-
dition is found in the quality of
teaching personnel the college has
attracted and maintained. From
the early beginning Lane has at-
tracted able faculty members
whose philosophy of life has cor-
responded with that of the col-
lege's The • n and dedi-
cation of a fine teaching staff
has been one of the enriching
influences on the growth of the
institution.
Finally, Lane's tradition includes
faithfulness to high scholastic stan-
dards on which the college has
not compromised during its 77
years of existance. The college is
respected throughout academic
circles for the its rigorous educa-
tional program. Lane has come to
be more than a college. It is a
preparation for life itself. Its aca-
demic, religious, cultural a n d
social programs are designed to
develop mature, self reliant young
men and women capable of happy
and successful living in our chang-
ing social order.
Lane students have come from
more than 30 states and from
such foreign countries as Liberia,
Kenya, and Nigeria in Africa and
British Guiana, South America.
Hundreds of former studets have
completed graduate wor k in
Amerca's le a ding universities
with high scholastic average.
Werever Lane graduates are,
they stand out in the community
as fist class citizens . . truly
representative of the work done
at Lane college. Lane college has
indeed become ''A Symbol of
Christian Education."
1-61'N OUGALOO LAB — Train-
ing and equipment are avail-
able for those students at
Tougaloo Southern Christian
college, Tougaloo, Miss., who
are interested in the ar t s
and science. James A. Pulliam,
phase is easily blue printed, two new dormitories, science and secondary school te a c hers of
Since 1951, when Dr. James A.ifine arts buildings, inctuding the scieive and mathematics begin-
Colston, native of Quincy, Fla.,1 canteen and student union, and . fling in September. Granted for
, became president, everything-1 facility apartments. Represented the summer science training pro-
curricula, student body, faculty .on the "campus of friendliness" gram was $27,360, and for the in-
and staff, operating budget, alum-tare 22 states, including California servics institute $16,040.
ni support, physical plant, has
either doubled or tripled.
The dedication of two new dorm-
itories on May 12, highlighted the
"1058-59 Knoxville College Story," 1 staff.
because housing is today a prime' SCIENCE PROGRAM
need at colleges and universities As a result of a Danforth study
throughout America, and Knox- at Colorado College last summer
instructor, far right, gives
pointers to students in school's
biology laboratory.
and the District of Columbia. and HOST TO mEors
one foreign country, Iran. Around
20 denominations are also repre- Trying to make its building andi
sented by students and faculty and facilities serve to the fullest thel
purposes for which they have been
provided, Knoxville College hosts
many organizations each year.
The joint meeting of the Na-'
vine College is no exception, by the Dean and three Knoxville 
tional Institute of Science a n d .
ACCELERATED PROGRAM College professors, an accelerated Beta Kappa Chi as held on the
April 22-25 with head-'
Yet that story must include men- progran for gifted students and a campus AIRMAN COMMENDED — Air-
tion of the accelerated study pro- liberal education program for 
quarters in the A. K. A. Stewart man Third class Charles E. Cox
gram for gifted students, the lib- adults were initiated last Septem-
eral adult education program for ber.
By PETE BRADLEY !era( art curricula. Its SOO or morel panel's subject at the first meet
KNOXVILLE— Knoxville col-, students and 40 faculty members ing was "Humanities and the;
lege's Long-Range Development: easily transfer this modern Chris- Sciences: Conflicting or Compli-1
Plan, now in operation, provides, tian philosophy of education from: mentary?"
a pattern for progress in all as-I curricula to extra-curricula activ id A total of $43,400 was granted
pects of its educational program.I ties. Knoxville college in March by the
The plan, as often conceived, is noti The 40-acre campts of gently National Science Foundation for
merely for campus and physicalj sloping lawns and drives accomo- eight-weeks summer training pro-




Chages in the social scurity law
have made it easier for adopted
children to receive monthly pay-
ments. Joe W. Eanes, district mai(
ager of the Memphis social se-
curity office said last week.
If you have an adopted child'
vet you are now receiving social
security retirement or disability.
benefits, payments to the child canl
start as early as September 1958,1
or the date of adoption if this
takes place after September 1958.1
I. is no longer necessary to wait
three years after adoption for Len-
efits to begin.
In some cases benefits may aiso
be payable to a child, not yet
adopted, who was living with and
supported by a worker who dies,
provided the widow adopts the
child within two years after the
worker's death, or within two
years after August 28, 1938.
Anyone who has any questions
regarding payments to adopted
children should contact the local
social security office located at 188
Jefferson ave.
faculty and staff and persons from
I Science Foundation grants to bene-.
fit superior high school students
and secondary school leachers of
Iscience and mathematics, and a
, host of meetings which have both
educational and human relations
significance.
Founded in 1875 as a missionary
enterprise of the United Presby-
terian church, Knoxville college
has become more than "just an-
other college" by unwaveringly
stressingly Christianity as an in- 1
Itegrel part of its exclusive lib-
Students in the accelerated pro-
gram often review in their
seminars the same "Great
Books" the faculty and staff and
other interested persons from the
community ha v e discussed
in their liberal education sea-I
sions. Both programs have enliv-
ened and enriched the academic
atmosphere of the campus and of
tire immediate community.
A Knoxville college chapter of
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors was organized i
on the campus recently, and the
LANE COLLEGE
"A Symbol ,Of Christian Education"
An "A" grade Liberal Arts College, accredited by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, offering training in Biology, Chemistry, Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education, Home Economics, Art, Mathematics, Physics, Mod-
ern Languages, Music, Religious Education, Social Science, Sociology, History,
Health and Physical Education, Commerce,
SUMMER SCHOOL
First Term
June 8 Thru July 11
Second Term
July 13 Thru August 15
Special Features:
Reading Workshop --- June 15 Thru June 26
Laboratory School --- June 8 Thru July 11
Leadership Training School --- June 22 Thru 26
Regular Session
Fall Quarter 1959
Freshmen Orientation Begins Sept. 7 Upper Class Registration Sept. 14 and 15
Through Scholarship, Christian Ideals, Attention to Individual Needs
For Information Concerning Entrance Requirements and Expenses
WRITE
THE REGISTRAR
LANE COLLEGE • . JACKSON, TENN.
C. A. KIRKENDOLL, Pres.
Science hall, a three-story brick
structure completed in 1957, with
an amphi - theatre for such occa-
sion The American Teachers As-
sociation meets at Knoxville Col-
lege July 26-28.
Knoxville College is an oasis for
better human relations, a place
where people may converge and'
dissolve human differences through'.
personal contact and an intelll-
gent exchange of ideas. Along
with the other 32 United Negro-
Colleg Fund institutions, KC is
known for the sizeable contribu-
tions it is making o society in this
,
respects. Because of its proximity;
to Tennessee Valley Authority in-,
stallations and Oak Ridge which
attract many visitors from foreign
countries, Knoxville College is often'
reflecting the true picture of huH
an relations problems in the,
area.
The "campus of friendliness"I
is embraced by a whole "corn-;
munity of friendliness" nestled ati
the foot of the Great Smoky Moun-1
tabs, "a tourist's pardise found."
Slate Study Of
Illegitimacy
I RALEIGH, N. C — (UPI) —
I Plans for an interstate investiga-
tion of illegitimate children in-1
I volving eight state', end the Dis-
trict of Columbia is under way. 1
, State Rep. Rachel Davis, a
I woman legislator and obstetrician,
revealed "gigantic" plans for the
investigation were under way.
But Dr. Davis, who is sponsor
of a state bill to punish unwedi
mothers of two or more illegiti-
mate children, refused to name'
the state. It was reported that]
New York, Illinois and Indiana
were included in the states to be'
investigated.
Dr. Davis revealed the plans
, during discussion before the House
; Health committee Wednesday. I
was named "outstanding air-
man" of the 1501st Air Base
group last week at Travis AFB,
Calif. A 1956 graduate of Melrose
high school, he is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Cox, Sr., of
2719 Supreme st. Airman Cox was
commended for his superior work
and willingness to accept addl.'
tional duties when his section
was faced with personnel short-
ages. He is a three-year veteran
of the Air Force. (USAF Photo.)
Award Grant To
Robert Gerstner
NEW YORK—Robert W. Gerst-,
ner, an instructor in civil engi-,
neering at Northwestern univer-
sity has been awarded the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineering's
Research Fellowship for the aca-
demic year 1959-60, it was an-
nounced at headquarters of the
engineering society here.







Kentucky Streight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs Old
eftwi •OAndfont Age DLit CO.Botalate.14.
LEMOYNE COACH PLEASED
— Jerry C. Johnson, director
of physical education a n d
head coach at LeMoyne col.
lege, gives oft with the big
smile as he accepts a Le-
Moyne college alumni check
for $500 from Mrs. Ann Law•
rence Hall, president of the
Memphis chapter. The money
41
will be turned over to the ath-
letic fund for scholarships.
The Memphis chapter has
agreed to raise $1,1100 for ath-
letic scholarships. Looking on
is Mrs. Ardenie McCulley,
the Le Moyne Alumni Queen,




BATON RANGE, La.—Dr. Ro-i came to her present position last
berta Hodges Jackson, professor summer to head up Southern's
of Ito m e Economics, Southern graduate program in home eco-
university, was honored recently nomics.
by New York university as one of She also has a distinguished rec-
that school's outstanding gradu- cord of teaching at Lane college
ales. The special ceremony oc. in Jackson, Tenn.; Morris Brown
curring each year at Founder's' college and the New York City
Day, in the form of an honors con- iSkyscrapper Experimental school,
vocation, features only these de-f before coming to Southern.
gree recipients and top ranking 





the 128th anniversary of the L Chicagoansper cent.
New York university, Dr. Jack'
Ason was presented an award ofachievement which reads: "In rrested In Cubacommemoration of the granting
of the University charter, annu-
al tribute is paid the Founders by
signaling the accomplishment of
those degree candidates and re-
cipients of the year under re-
view eligible for this award who,1
under such opportunity, have dis-
tinguished themselves among fel-
low students through consistent'
evidence of outstanding scholar-
ship."
This honor, bestowed on the
Southern university professor, is
the highest bracket of prefermentI
recognized by the New York ind
stitution. The certificate carried
further a special note from the
school's president, Carroll V. New-
30111.
Dr. Jackson, wife of Dr. Bly-
den Jackson, head, department
of English at Southern university,
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cub an
revolutionary authorities arrested
two Americans last weekend on
charges of attacking police offi-
cers during an altercation over a
traffic ticket.
Authorities identified the Amer-
icans as Verne Johnson, 31, and
Howard Gilbertsen, 29, both of
Chicago. Johnson was said to be
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YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you Just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, lust over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours S a m. to II p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any hom• calls or answer any letters. Be sure




A Leader In Liberal Arts Education,
Fully Accredited - Nationally Recognized
Excellent Faculty
Tougaloo Southern Christian College is accredited by and a member
of the Southern Association. of College and Secondary Schools
SAMUEL C. KINCHELOE, PRESIDENT
For Further Information, Write





































5959, first row left to right:
Genthia Collins, Ida Wilson,
Elizabeth Baker, Mary Thom-
as, Angela Avery, Sadie M.
Fulton, Olivia Craft, Juanita
Yates. Doris Keath, Willie R.
Wilson, Bobbie Redmond and
Robbie Baker. Second row:
Bobbie Knox, Carolyn Willis,
Argie Gipson, Dorothy Hoop.
Pr. Thelma McFarland,
Wesson, Odessa Davis, Ruth
Ball Season
Opens June 1
The deadline for softball teamsto register in order to play the
Memphis Recreation league . .
is Monday, June 1, E. T. Hunt
announced last week.
For additional information. call'Mr. Hunt at Broadway 5-2183 or
5-21824.
The season opens on June 1.
JOAN SIIAW, ABC Paramount
recording star, still holds forth
at New York's Savannah Club.,
ABC plans to release her new re-,
cords in May and DJs expect
something exciting.
LIKE NEW
Used Clothing - Men - Women -
Children Babies Shoes Cosmetics -
Many 0th., Kinds of Merchandise.,
DALES CLOTHING MART
2170 YOUNG - BR 6-9532
Henderson, Velma Brown, 1,In-
da Bell, Gladys Wilson a n d
Bobbie Washington. Third row:
Jack Gibson, Ellis Jones, Janet
D. Burton, Hattie Buckley,
Calton Davis, Georgia Bland,
To,i Ford, Velma Murrell,
Ethel Henderson, Annietta An-
derson, Alfred McClandea and
William Jones. Fourth row :
Vernon Mahon, Robert Mann,
Robert Johnson, Willie E.
Jones, John Barber, John Bates, Robert Boyd, Mar--- -
!Mammoth Insures TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15aat., May 30, 1959
Local Company Student Levels Blast
For greater fringe benefits the
Star Casket company offers group
hospitalization to its employees
and officers.
After deliberation with several
companies Lester Snell, president
of Star Casket company and 'his'
board of directors decided uponl
Mammoth Life and Accident In-!
surance company's Expense hos-
pitalization plans which offer maxi-
mum daily room rate, miscellan-
eous expense, and surgical bene-
fits.
G. L. Ridley, field supervisor for;
the Southern Area of Mammoth!
introduced this plan to Mr. Snell'
for acceptance.
T. J. Marzette, district manager
states that this same plan is avall- 1
able to employer 3 alld IO h e At U S Segregation• .family group.
Congratulations were sent to Mr.' GREENSBORO, N. — -The 'he was pionunent in dramatics.Snell for his foresight and p r 0-' atmosphere of segregation is just Taking as her subject, "Let's.gressive attitude to keep pace as stifling in a c las sommoMli-r,
with the times.
LaRose Band Performs
On Friday, May 29, tne Rhythm
mut Harmony Band of LaRose
school will present Music Through'
The Day in the school cafetorium..
The show will get underway at
2 p. in, Miss E. A. Wigginsn Miss
G. L. Walker and Mrs. T. S. Smith
are the sponsors Prof J. L.
Brinkley, jr., is the principal.
Work at Integration," Miss Alwas stifling in a classroom in Mil-1
nev advanced thepromise that allford, Del., as it is in the cotton!----
fields of Georgia or the cane.' Americans should work for the
brakes of Mississippi," Miss Ru-t common good for the greatestdene Abney declared in her sen-inumber and referred to the famil-lor vesper address at Bennettllar quotation of Abraham Lincoln





apresently of enrolled' 
Norris- half
WILL r e Fe
in the Washington School of Law! "There are those who seek toat American University in Wash-;prevent the orderly evolution oiington, D. C , under a collaborat-i society by denying certain debtsmg program between that univer-lto the American Negro and lesity and Bennett. She spent her other minorities, hut they shall notfirst three years at Bennett where prevail," she declared.Thurman, George Watkins,
Mayfield Towns, William Ellis,
Thomas Brownlee and John
R. Clark. Filth row: George
Richardson. Ugh. Criv en s,
Charles Richmond, Leslie Wal-
ker, James Ingram, Tommie
Van Buren, Leonard Yates,
Elvin Finnie and Robert Coop-
er. 6th Row: Alonzo Mull, Ed-





Among some of the achieve-
ments of Douglass high school for
the school year 1958-59, we are"
happy to 'mention the following:I
Homecoming activities in early
October, climaxing wit h the,
crowning of Olivia Craft as "Miss'
Douglass" and Mayfield Towns as
"Mr. Douglass," a first for Doug-:
lass.
The Christmas season was high-
lighted with the DOD and SOD;
Charity Ball, which benefited the;
needy families of this communityl
with its proceeds.
The Spring season emanated the
Annual PTA program, Safety and !
Crime Prevention programs and
the celebration of National Li-,
brary Week. Also students of ful school year.
Douglas welcomed the new clubs,' Ceventy - nine candidates wall
 NEW YORK, N. Y. —The
tin Tisdale, Jerry Tisdale
and James Sander' Seventh
row: George Douglas, J oe
Blair, Jessie lloyd. James
Thomas, John Rockett and Au•
brey Cross. There are 79 grad-
uates. James Alexander, vale'
dictorian and William Rodgers.
salutatorian, are not pictured
above due to other commit.
meats, Miss G. M. Anderson
is senior class advisor. .1. D.
Springer is the principal.
march in assembly on May 24
and May 31 to receive their keys
to better jobs for some and to
further education for others.
The "top ten" students, headed
by James Alexander and William
Rodgers, valedictorian and salute-
The Royal Gents, torian respectively, are. Sadie Ful-
ton, Barbara S. Moore, Carolyn,
Ann Willis, Velma Murrell,
Charlie Booker, Genthia Collins,'
Gladys Wilson and Elizabeth Bak-!
er.
Graduation exercises will take'
place in the school gymnasium.'
Rev. Ezekiel Bell, an alitm,nus of
Douglass and a graduate of the
American Theological Seminar),
of Chicago is the featured Ves-
pers service speaker.
the Elite and
respectively. These two clubs of
freshmen and sophomores serve
as media of academic, social and
cultural attainment of the students.
On April 20, the Douglass Chap-
ter of the National Honor So-
ciety was established, with seven
students who had met all re-
quirements, formally inducted.
Other prominent events werel
the Annual Father-Son Banquet,!
the Urban League's Career Con-
ference, the Annual Band a n d
Choir Concert and the first Moth-
er-Daughter program, which was ACLU GivesMother's Day with Dr. Clara
All in all, Douglass High school Support ToBrawner as principal speaker.









And Especially your Favorite
MUSIC and NEWS ANNOUNCERS
Congratulate You!
* HUNKY DORY * DICK COLE
* JOAN GOLDEN * BROTHER BILL
1480 - ON ALL RADIOS
American Civil Liberties Union'1,
gave strong support last week to
a bill aimed at curbing the bomb-
ing of religious institutions, schools
and other property by persons and
groups opposing racial desegrega-
tion.
! In a statement filed with the
House Judiciary Committee, the
civil liberties organization endors-
ed It.- R. 15. proposed by Rep.
I Emanuel Celler (D.N.Y.), chair-
man of the Committee.
The bill would amend the sec-
tion of the federal criminal code
concerned with the effect of trans-
portation of explosives on the pub-
lic safety by making it a crime
to transport or receive explosives
with the intent to use them in vio-
lation of federal or state law. 1
The federal law at present does'
'not allow the federal government'
to investigate violation of state'
law.
The Caller bill would allow the '





SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A bill,
that would have prohibited a n y
type of racial discrimination under
the community redevelopment law,
has been killed in the Senate
Committee on Government Effici-
ency and Economy of the Cali-
fornia legislature.
The bill was authored by As-
semblyman Elliott and had been
termed "the most fundamental of
all civil rights hills."
The death of the measure came
as a surprise to its backers since
it had received unanimous approv-
al both in the assembly committee
and on the assembly floor without
a dissenting vote.
When the bill came before the
committee on efficiency and econ-
omy, State Sen. Luther Gibson,
chairman, expressed the feelingi
that "minorities have sufficienti
laws; it is about time that we I
start looking out for the major-
ity."
Everett P. Brandon, NAACP leg-
islative representative, took issue,
with Gibson's statement.:
"It is disgusting to sit and hear
this ype of white supremacy cli-
che from a Senator in the Cali-
fornia legislature," he said.
School Adds
Nuclear Courses
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — Two new
graduate courses in the theory and
behavior of nuclear reactors will
be offered next year by the Col-
lege of Engineering at Syracuse
University, Dr. Ralph A. Gelbralth
dean of the college announced.
With the additional courses, and
two introductory courses started
during the present year, the col-
lege will begin to offer nuclear op-
I lion programs at the master's de-
gree level, the dean said, and mi-
nor study concentrations in doc-
toral programs
LeMoyne College
807 Walker Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 5 - JULY 11
Registration June 5, 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. — Classes begin June 6, and will meet
!ix days a week for five weeks from 8 AM. to 2 P.M.
• For college graduates who wish to take work toward adding endorsements
to teaching certificates, and undergraduates who wish to take regular college
courses.
• A student may take a maximum of six semester hours of work.
• A non-credit recreational swimming class will be offered from 2 P.M. to 3 P.M.,
Mondays through Fridays, for five weeks.
PRE-ORIENTATION COURSE
FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
• This Summer, LeMoyne College will offer a special refresher course in two fundamental college sub-
jects, English and Mathematics, for high school graduates. The main objective of the course is to give
talented high school students intensive preparation in these two fields.
• Specifically, the course in English offers tIvi student opportunity to review grammar, to achieve cor-
rectness in such mechanics as punctuation, spelling, etc. Special attention will be given to helping the
student to write clearly and meaningfully. The course in mathematics is designed to strengthen the
student's mastery of certain techniques and to give him a thorough understanding of selected concepts
of preparatory college mathematics.
The Course is open to any prospective college siudeni and
is not primarily for those who plan to enter LeMoyne in
September.
Registration Date For The Course Is
JUNE 6, 1959 At 9 A.M. Tuition will be $30.00
LeMoyne College is a four-year liberal arts college. It is a private church-related college sup-
ported by the American Missionary Association of the Congregational Christian Church and the United
Negro College Fund. LeMoyne offers the Bachelor of Arts Degree in the Humanities or the Social Sciences,
and the Bachelor of Science Degree in Education or In the Natural Sciences. The college is accredited By
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Its work is also accredited for teacher certi-
fication in both the elementary and secondary schools of Tennessee.
rmsmati
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Degree Time Nearing
For LeMoyne Seniors
, The commencement season is resia Washington.
here again at LeMoyne college.: Bachelor of arts in Humanities—
Fifty-five seniors will marchi Rose Lene Collins, Gloria Jean
across the well-kept campus tel l Wade and Mrs. Morella G. Wood-
the afternoon of Monday, June 1, son.
receive their coveted degrees.. OTHER GRADS
The speaker for the occasion! Bachelor of arts In social sci-
will be Dr. Julius A. Thomas, di.' ence —Wilhelmina Doggett, Wit-
rector of the Industrial Relations
department of the National Ur-
ban League.
J. E. Ortman, a former presi-
dent of the college will be the
speaker. A general alumni asso- 
lie 0. Higgs, Augustus Johnson
and Melvin Norment.
Bachelor of science in natural
, Baccalaureate services will be science — James C. Burford,
hz.ld Sunday. May 31, with theIGladys Dortch, Walter Elkins, jr.,
sermon being delivered by Dr. N. James Hawes, jr., Cleophus Bud-
Bryllion Fagin, visiting professor son, jr., Arthur L. McCaniel, Bev-
of English at LeMoyne and a erly J. McDaniel, Sidney Mc-
member of the faculty of Johns iNairy, jr., Shady L. Parker,
Hopkins university. Square Partee, Cleveland U. Sta-
Baccalaureate services will be pies, Inez J. Terrell, Maron Whit-
held Sunday, May 31, with the ney and Virginia C. Wilson.
sermon being delivered by Dr. N. Candidates for graduation dur-
Bryllion Fagin, visiting professor ing the summer are Mrs. Willie
of English at LeMoyne and a B. Caldwell, Robbie J. George,
member of the faculty of Johns Willie W. Hinton, Wendell L. Phil-1
Hopkins university, lips and Glennie L. Turner.
The season actually gets under-
way Saturday, May 30, when mem-
bers of the alumni hold their first 473 Degrees :Mrs. C. Wright Passes
grand reunion. The alumni ses-
of LeMoynites from the Memphis
lion, which will attract hundreds To Be Awarded In California Hospital
as St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit In Greensboro LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Charlotte "Beneath The Southern Cross,"
area and from cities as far away ees
and Washington, D. C., is schedul- Crogman Wright, 79, wife of Bish- which told the story of her tray-
ed to open with a general assemb- GREENSBORO, N. C. — Near-1 op Richard R. Wright, presiding els. She was co-editor of The
ly, followed by a luncheon. Dr. ly 500 persons will receive degrees; Bishopof the 5th Episcopal Dis- Poems of Phyllts Wheatley, and
the Encyclopedia of African Meth-
odism published in 1947. She was
LeMOYNE STUDENTS VOTE
—Edgar LeMoyne College stu-
dents line up at the voting
booth to select officers for the
new Student Council. The
election attracted two-thirds
of the student body and Har-
ry 0. Truly, a junior, won
the presidency. Elected vice
held at Father Bertrand high
school at 5 p. m. Sunday, May 31,
l
in the school auditorium, and the
pesaker will be Father Boniface
Baum, OFM. He is secretary to
the St. Louis Chicago province of
the Franciscans and former in.
structor and professor of philoso-
phy at St. Louis university.
The candidates will be pro-
seined by Rev. Capistran Haas,
pastor of St. Augustine church. Di-
plomas will be awarded by Rt.
Rev. Monsignor J. H. Shea, deani
of West Tennessee representing
Bishop William .L. Adrain. He
will be assisted by Father Miro
president was Josephine 1st-
bet. a sophomore. Allan Ham-
mond guards the voting booth.
Lyles photo.
rtand ce ificates at the 65th annual:
commencement exerciss at A&TI
College on Monday, June 1. 
•
trict of the African Methodist
Episcopal church, embracing




HAMPTON, Va. — Two noted
educators, the Honorable Andrew
C. Preston, commissioner of edu-
cation of the Virgin Islands, and
MAWHINNEY LEADS OPEN
BUFFALO, N. Y.—(UPI) —BM!
Mawhinney, pro at the Burlington,:
a four-under-par 140 to lead a,
bulky field at the Park Country!
Club in the Western New YorkI
qualifier for the National Open,
Tournament.
Mawhinney captured medalist!
honors with a 73 for the first 18I
holes at the rolling suburban;
course and then came through'
with six birdies in a sizzling sec-
ond-round 67 to top the field of
70 golfers.
42 To Graduate At 1r
Father Bertrand High
Graduation exercises will be Wiese, assistant at St. Augustine.,
Receiving special recognition at
graduation will be Stephan Boone,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B.
Boone of 551 Boyde, Class presi-
dent for four years; Crystal Strong
daughter of Mrs. Martha Strong
of 1783 Kellner circle, valedicator-
ian• Emily Perrigrew, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Pettigrew of
816 Polk salutatorian, and Peggy
Hilliard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leo Hilliard, of 1886 Ferber, win-
ner of the Sades Sapientiae Award.
The 42 graduates are:
Fred Alexander, Mary E. Baker,
Thomas Henry Bell, DoLy Berry,
CStephen Boone, Johnnie Bowen,
IThomas Boyd, Sophien Brown,
Mary Chaney, William Edmonds,
Marcella Fox and James Greene.
Also Peggy Hilliard, Danese Han-
cock, Lois Jones, Neverson Jones,
Patricia Jones, Jacqueline Lang,
Carol A. Letting, Chester LeSure,
Joyce Lynom Georgia Mason,
Miles Merriweather, Dorothy Moss
and Harold Moss.
And Geraldine Taylor, Patricia
Neal, Emily Pettigrew, William
Ranking, Joyce Rayner, Samuel
Robinson, Charlene Scott, Betty
Simpson, Thirkell Stovall, Crys-
tal Strong, Joseph Sudduth, Er-
nest Taylor, Anne Thompson,
Richard Washington, Velma Wray
and Grant Ward.
Firm Holds Valuables
a member of the Alpha Kappa Al; the Dr. Harry V. Richardson, Pres Of Fafternoon and a grand reunion announced this week that the ten- souri, died at Good Samaritan ' Mrs. Wright is survived by her President of Gammon Theological ormer Employeesnation will be organized in the C. R. A. Cunnuigham, registrar, tains, Nebraska, Kansas and Mis- pha sorority. the Dr. Harry V. Richardson, 
ball will be held that night in tative list of graddates includes hospital, Los Angeles, Thursday, husband, Bishep Wright; four chil. seminary. Atlanta, will be the i
Bruce Hall. 473 person. The breakdown notes. May 31, where she had been a dren, Dr. Ruth Hayre, principal featured speakers during the 89thl
The following seniors are to re- 120 candidates for the master's; patient for two weeks. 
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual Michigan Ave.
'degree; 273 for the bachelors of! Daughter of the late Dr. William delphia; Mrs. Grace Kyle, wifeIJune 1. 
1 Assurance company s p 
upper quadrangle of thee campus,katl
ceive 
deg s:!W lliam Penn High school, Phila-!annual commencement exercises i in osses- I The above persons are to con-
Bachelor of science in educe- gree; 273 fe4 the bachelo4 of' H. Crogman, former president of'of Presiding Elder Dwight Vincent! Dr. Preston will deliver the 
sion of valuable documents belong-. 
tn front of FrederickDouglas .
Hon Johnette Berkley, Mrs. El- science degree and 80 candidates; Clark university and founder of Kyle, Los Angeles; R. R. Wright I commencement address, Monday, 
ings to former employees of the '
tact in person, the personnel man-
arer Watson M Jefferson, Chi- ice will be held at 5:30 p. m. Sun-
The annual baccalaureate sere-
len T. Ceiba!), Gail P. Caple, Faye are expected to receive certificates' Gammon Theological seminary, Ill, president Beneficial Savings June 1, at 10:30 a. m. in Agden 
com 
released
pany .upTohne sperodpoecrumideenttsaiwcial 
identification' 
iobne , - - "
Mrs. Bobbie W. Currie, Marvelle 
cago Metropolitan Mutual Assur - day, May. 31st on the same 
site. l.
E. Coleman, Christine Currin, from the Technical institute. ! At 1 ant a, Georgia, and Mrs. and Loan Association, Oakland, Hall when approximately 200 stu- to the following persons:
S. Folsome. Bertha J. Graves, 
f inclement weather, e t
Mary S. Hill, Mrs. Blanche B. 
Addresses listed above are the northwest.Mrs. 
case o .
Constitution Hall, 18th and D. sta.,The finals, set for the afternoorr 
Lavinia Mott Crogman; born Sep- Calif.; and Mrs. Alberta McClein,I dents will receive the bachelors Frederick L. Harris, 4820 5. S. cPeacritowmapya,nyC'hiHroamgoe 53. 
Victoria M. Hancock, Mrs. 
or both events will be moved to
!of June 1 beginning at 4:00 tembor 10, 1879, Atlanta. Ga. Grad- of Pbiladelphia. Two sisters, Mrs.' and master's degrees. He will Michigan Ave. Earl Harris, sias '
I o'clock, will feature J. spencer uate of Clark university and Uni- Ada Franklin. owner-publisher oil speak on "The Greater Challnge." S. Parkway, Jackson T. Hall, 3846
Wove, president and chairman of versity of Chicago. Former teach- the Kansas City Call newspaper, The baccalaureate sermon on S Prairie; Willie W Carter, 4456 
t I 
1 the Board of Burlington Industries er, Haines Institute, Augusta, Ga., and Mrs. Edith Brooks, widow of Sunday, May 31, will be given S. Parkway; Roylto, S. Burns, 
last known of the persons sough
as main speaker. 1 and Clark university. Member of the late Bishop Ft. N. Brooks, by Dr. Richardson. 
The honorary degrees will be
, Juanita Johnson, Mrs. So-
lace, Earline B. Walsh and Cla-,and Iowa. 'denomination, later writing a book, 
William O. 
for contact,
fins, Vearnealure Patterson, Dor- AKA sorority. Married Rev. B. of the Methodist church. One broth- 
6001 S. Prairie Avenue; 
among those conferred by How-
phie T. Johnson, Sadie M. MW-
J. Phillips, Lucille ft. Reed, 
I 
ard president Mordecai W. John-
University of Illinois' golf team' R. Wright, Sept. 8, 1909 in At-I er, William H. Crogman of Chi- BIBLE VERSE 
Bridges, 3501 S. State; George , Signs of the Times Dept.: Illi- son at 
commencement. The honor-
A. Scaife, Mrs. Flora B. Shanks,IItakes a 2-7 record into Saturday's tante. I cago, Ill. New York — The 21st verse of
C. Somerset, Mrs. Ethel Mae dual meet at Bradley. Mini Nivel She traveled over 100,000 miles Funeral services were held Mon- the seventh chapter of Ezra in
Starke, Bettie G. Stokes, Mrs. beaten Washington and Wabash,. in Africa with her husband, (1936- day, May 25, at First AMEI the Bible contains every letter
Jerlean J. Taylor, Evelyn M. and lost to Purdue (2), Wisconsin,! 19401 doing much to establish and church, of Los Angeles.
Thomas. Mrs. Elizabeth P. Wal- Indiana, Northwestern, Michigan,: enlarge the missionary work of the 
Iof the alphabet.
SQUARE PARTEE, who graduates
this week from LeMoyne college
with 54 other seniors has been
granted a graduate assistantship to
Michigan State university for next
year which includes tuition, fees
and a stipend of $1,800. A mathe-
matics major, Mr. Pertee will
teach freshman mathematics or
trigonometry at the universi-





COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR LEONARD do PAUR is founder
of the world-renowned de Paur Infantry Chorus. He's been
a Lucky fan for years. With Luckiee, Mr. de Paur gets the
,honset taste of fine tobacco. "You just can't ask for more,"
'he says. "With Luckies, the taste is perfect!"
Get the genuine article,..
Get the
honest taste of a
LUCKY STRIKE
• r Pmdsui of (4 p.'‘ ,..1nweirmi (Zeme,a7 --(Zeman. is our noddle nom;
Hall, 6045 S. Park; William L.
Bradley, 4121 S. Prairie Avenue;
James A. West, 355 E. 59th St.,
Matthew B. Thomas, 4552 S. Cal-
umet Ave.; Earl Smith, 9153 S.
nois' Norm Wasser won the Drake
Relays shot put title in 1949 with
a toss of 52-9 7-8; Illini Bill Brown
was fourth this year with a mark
of 54 2 1-4.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Howard
university will confer degrees upon
some 650 graduates of its 10
slhools and colleges during the
91st annual commencement exer-
cises Friday, June 5, 5:31 p. m.
The exercises will be held in the
ary degree of Doctor of Music will
be presented to Soprano Dorothy
Maynor, while the degree of Doc-
tor of Science will go to Chemist




"To you who are graduating, may we say "con-
gratulations." Although you are receiving your
diploma in return for conscientious effort these
past years, this is just the beginning. The future
is before you, with all its possibilities and oppor-
tunities and somehow we feel that each of you
will be equal to the task that lies ahead. Success
will be yours because you will make it so. We
are confident in your abilities and determination
to make your place in this world and in this com-
munity." — Mr. Leo Pretti
SIG STAR No. 29
(139 PORTER
Build
Success
On
Vision,
Initiative
And
Effort
LEO PRETTI
"We are
serving you
better and
Saving You
More."
4
